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ABSTRACT

In this project several cloned DNA sequences brere localized to human

chromosomes using the technique of in situ hybridization. specia'l

emphasis was made on the relatjonship of some of these sequences to

chromosomal frag'ile sites.

The fi rst three chapters of th j s thes'i s present the h j stori cal

background and practicaì considerations to the use of th'is techn.ique.

0riginaì localizatjons were made for two unique sequences. The tumour

necrosis factor-cx gene was localized to 6plz->p22. The gene for the

granuìocyte colony-stimuìating factor (6-csF) was local ized to

lTql l .2->q21. Further hybrid'izati on to chromosomes from pat'ients wi th

the l5;12 translocatjon specific to acute promyeìocytic leukaemia

indicated that the coding sequence of G-csF is proxÍmal to the 17q

breakpoint, and is not split by the rearrangement.

The a-glob'in gene cluster was mapped distal to the rare fragì'le site,
FRA16A, and to two constitutional chromosome rearrangements .involvìng

l6p. Further localization to the region l6pl3.2->pter þ,as used to

support one of two confl icting publ ì shed ass.ignments of th.is gene

cl uster.

The metallothionein gene cìuster (lfl) was local'ized proximal to the rare

and common fragiìe sites at the interface of bands l6q2l and l6q?Z
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(FRA16B and FRAlíc respectively). MT is therefore probabìy in band

16q21, not 16q22 as had been previously reported.

The haptog'lobin locus was locaìized distal to FRA\1B.

In situ hybridization showed that the adenine phosphorìbosyìtransferase

locus js djstal to FRA16B, and also to the common fragile sjte.in band

16q23, FRA16D. Thjs is more djstal than the previously recognized

shortest reg'ion of overlap for this locus.

Two anonymous DNA fragments, identifying rhe Dj6s4 and Dl6s5 ìoci, were

mapped distal to FRA16B. FRA|1B defines the proxìmal limjt for the

01654 I ocus.

A probe to the c-ets-l oncogene hybrìdized distal to the rare fragile
site at band 11q23, mapping this frag'ile sjte away from the breakpoint

of the t(ll;22) specific to Ewing sarcoma and related maì.ignancìes.

This result, together with the I4T localizatjon result, form the fjrst
molecular evjdence against a proposed relatjonshjp between fragìle sites
and the specific chromosome rearrangements seen in cancer.

These studjes have aided the development of a more detajled human gene

map. They have also increased the available knowìedge about fragile
sites, and provided further means of investigatìng them.
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PREFACE

The general methods and details of experìments are presented in the

append'ices, AI-AIV. Some data are presented in a summarjzed form in the

text, but the bulk of raw data appearin appendjx AIII. In most cases a

summary of the methods and results is presented in the relevant chapter,

or a paper referred to.

Much of the work presented here has been published, or accepted for

publ ication. These papers are appended (Appendix AV). lr'lhjle the

chapters presented in this thesis are ìargely self-contained, there 'is

some reference to these papers,'in the interest of avoid'ing repetition.

It is suggested that the relevant papers, as outlined in Appendix AV,

are read before each chapter.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

I.1. INTRODUCTION

During the project described in this thesjs a number of probìems u,ere

approached us'ing the method of in situ hybridization. The technique

involves the hybridjzation to chromosomes of labelled probes spec'ific to

known DNA regions, and detection of the s'ite(s) of hybridization. t.ljth

thi s technique, a variety of questÌons are addressed, thereby 'increas'ing

our knowledge of the human gene map, and aidÌng in our understand'ing of

frag'ile sites.

Much of the work reported here involves the use of fragììe sites on

human chromosomes, which when used as a target for in situ hybrjdjzatjon

result in greater resolutjon for chromosome mapp'ing than that obtained

wi th normal chromosomes, and prov'ide useful i nformati on about the

pos'itions of certain loci with respect to fragìle sites.

This chapter provides an jntroduction and historjcal background to the

two recurring themes of this thesis: ìn situ hybridization and fragìle

sites on human chromosomes.
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I.2. IN S/IU HYBRIDIZATION

The first Ìn situ hybridizat'ion experiments were descrjbed by John et

al. (1969),Pardue, Gall (1970) and Gall and Pardue (1970) and

Buongjorno-Nardelli and Amaldi (1970). Certa'in deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) sequences were detected and localized in the nuclei of cyto'logìca'l

preparations or tjssue sect'ions. The nuclei thus probed u,ere at

interphase (John et ãl ., 1969; Gall and Pardue, 1970; Buongiorno-

Nardell'i and Amaldi, 1970) or at metaphase (Pardue and Gall, 1970;

Jones, 1970). tLater, the techn'ique v',as al so appì ied to the

localization of cytoplasm'ic nucle'ic ac'ids, e.g. Cox et a7., 1984.1 This

discussion wjll centre on the development of the technique, ìn situ

hybnidizatìon, where metaphase chromosomes are used. It enables the

localjzation of a DNA sequence of interest to a partìcular chromosome

regìon.

This new technique relied on the formation of hybrids by the applicat'ion

of a radioìabelìed, single-stranded nuclejc acid "probe" 'in solution to

the denatured DNA of intact preparatìons; the excess probe was removed,

and the hybnid molecules were detected by autoradiography (e.g.Gall and

Pardue , 7970; Pardue and Gall, 1970; Jones, 1970). Methods of obta'in'ing

labelled probe included extraction from cells prov'ided wjth labelled

precursors (Jones , l97O; Steffensen, 1977) and I abeì I i ng nucl ei c acid

templates in vitro (e.g. Jones and Robertson, 1970, Saunders et â1.,

19724 and B). 0ther labelling methods have been suggested (H'irschhorn

and Boyer, 1974). Although most of the early in situ hybridizatjon

experiments used rjbonucleic acid (RNA) probes, DNA probes could also be
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used successfully (Jones, 1970). The attainable spec'if ic actìv'ity of

the DNA probes was at that time lower than could be achieved for RNA, so

the'ir detect j on !,ras I ess eff i ci ent (Hsu, 1979) .

Many repeated DNA sequences vlere I ocal j zed on chromosomes i n th'i s !'Jay

(e.g. Jones and Corneo, I97l; Jones et al,,1973; Gosden et al.,19754;

B). The reiterated nature of the cellular DNA or RNA enabled probes to

be prepared by the i sol ation of sequences characterized by thejr

reassociation constants and performance in dens'ity grad'ients (Jones,

1974; Macaya et â1., 1977). Repeated sequences could be successfulìy

local'ized in this way because of the large amount of target DNA

avaiIable (tlimber and Steffensen, 1973). [lJhen mapping genes to

polytene chromosomes, a low copy number gene is effect'ively present in

many cop'ies on the chromosome, allowing in siúu hybridization with these

relative'ly low spec'ific activity probes (lrJimber and Steffensen, 1973;

Pardue and Gall, 1975; Steffensen, 1977).1 As there is sjngle stranded

RNA in the cellular and mitotic preparations, which would also hybridìze

to the probe, thìs was removed beforehand, with ribonuclease (RNase)

(Jones, 1974; Pardue and Gall, 1975).

There were limitations to the techn'ique so that for about twelve years

only repeated sequences could be reììably localized. The RNA probes,

hav'ing been obtai ned by fract'ionati on of the total cel I ul ar RNA or DNA

population, were by no means pure, and therefore sequences of low copy

number would not produce a signal great enough for detectjon above the

level from non-spec'ifjc sources (Henderson eÚ â1.,1978; Buckle et al.,

1986; see be'low). In any case the ìabelling procedures did not result
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'in a specific act'iv'ity great enough to gìve a signaì detectable above

the generaì background leveì ("noise" from non-spec'ificalìy bound probe

and silver grains exposed or developed by other means), þ,ed a ìow copy

number sequence pro¡3fuïd (Harper and Saunders, tggl).

One advantage of using RNA probes js the ability to remove the sing1e-

stranded, unbound probe enzymatical'ly, with RNase, without degrading the

RNA/DNA hybrids, preventing the unbound probe from causing background

signal (Jones , 1974).

Although the localization of unique sequences by in situ hybridizat.ion

was not yet feas'ib'le, it was considered w'ithjn the bounds of possibilìty
(tJimber and Steffensen, 1973; Steffensen, lg77).

The progress towards mapping sequences of low copy number by in situ

hybridization consisted largeìy of attempts at mapping the globìn loc.i.

In 1972, Price et al. (l97zA) reported that they had mapped the gìobin

genes by in situ hybridization. They had extracted 3H-ì.b.ll.d 
mRNA

from rabbit reticuìocytes, and bel ieved the gìobin mRNA to be

sufficìentìy pure to give a result, even though contaminating mRNA was

present. Upon statistical analysis of the grain levels over lg

metaphases, two significant regions were obtained, on chromosome 2 and

on a B group chromosome (reasoned to be the sites of the cr-, and ß-,1-
and ô-g'l obi n genes respect i veì y) .
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The presence of the two peaks were, they bel'ieved, (Price et al., 19728)

good evidence that the signal from in situ hybridization had been great

enough to detect above background. Bishop and Jones (1972) however

noted that the amount of signaì at these regions jndicated that it was

emjtted by a d'ifferent, repeated sequence, given the very low spec'ific

activity of the probe. Price et al. (19724) had acknowìedged that the

specific activity they gave for the probe was'low, but later stated that

this figure may have been incorrect (Price et dl.,19728). This low

specific activity is the basis of further criticism directed at their

ì ocal i zati on (Bi shop and Jones , 1972; Prensky and Ho'l mqui st, 1973;

Steffensen, 1977). Bishop and Jones (1972) calculated that the amount

of labeìled probe with this specific activ'ity, which would be requìred

to produce the amount of signal detected at the two peaks, wou'ld be

equivalent to 5% of the genome, and that the sìgnaì peaks may therefore

have been a result of non-specìfic hybridizatjon.

Price et al.'s (19724) localization of the gìobìn genes also received

some support, either by evidence from other methods (!leitkamp et â1.,

1972; Gandini et dl.,1977) or correspondence of observed and expected

grain ìevels (based on hybridization efficiency) (Atwood et al.,1976),

or by repeats of in situ hybridization experiments, usìng a higher

specific activity cDNA probe prepared from mRNA (Atwood et â1.,1975;

Price and Hirschhorn, 1975) or mouse chromosomes, for which the locatjon

of the o-gìobin ìocus was aìready known (Atwood et â1.,1975). Cheung

et al . (1976), using a non-radjoactive detection method (with pure

gìobin mRNA probes), found an excess of label over a B group chromosome.

A'lthough there was no obvious reason that Prjce et al.'s (I972A) in sítu
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hybridization should have worked, given the low specifjc activity of the

probe used (Atwood eú dl., 1975), there was considerable evidence jn

support of thejr results.

De'isseroth et al. (1977; 1978) used a new method, i.e. the detection of

chromosomal DNA ìn somatic celì hybrids by Southern analysis, to map the

q- and ß-gìobìn loci (termed HBA and H88 respectìveìy). In these cases

the globin cDNA, although aga'in prepared from reticulocyte mRNA, was

purer than that used in previous attempts at localizat'ion, and the

results of DNA/cDNA hybridjzation were found to correspond to the

presence or absence of chromosome 16 and ll respective'ly. Deisseroth et

al . (1977) summarized the previous reports of HBA local ization
jnconsistent with theirs, and possible reasons for their inaccuracy.

The original objections to the ìocalization of the g'lobin genes by Price

et al. (1972), based on low specific activity of the probe, appeared to

have been substantiated by these new and more reliable resuìts, and by

many further stud'ies (see later and chapter 5). Yet experiments had

repeatedìy pointed to the globin ìoci being on chromosome 2 and a B

group chromosome. This might be expìaìned by contaminat'ing sequences

present 'i n the retj cuì ocyte mRNA, probabìy of a repeated nature

(Henderson eú dl.,1978). calculatjons of the expected signaì level

from specifìc activity and probe size were of some value in ruling out

gra'in peaks at ìevels inappropriate to the sequence of interest, caused

by contaminant ìabeìled RNA. They couìd, however, not be used to reject

a level of signaì appropriate to that expected from the probe in
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questjon, but caused by contamjnants (Atwood et al.,1976; Henderson eú

âl ., 1978).

Tereba et al. (1979) were the first to report the successful

local ization of a un'ique sequence probe by chromosomal ìn si tu

hybridization. The probes u,ere prepared from RNA of an endogenous

retrov'irus, so that the vjral genome could be localized to a particular

chromosome reg'ion. The authors deveìoped a technique to label the

re'latively pure RNA to a h'igh spec'if ic activity: the RNA provìded the

specìficity, and was attached to sea urchin DNA which had been labelled

with 125I, via polynucleotjde l'inkers. The sea urchin DNA was in the

f orm of networks , wh i ch had been produced by the annea'l .i ng of s i ng1 e

stranded' labelled DNA, by virtue of its many reiterated sequences.

Network formati on of thi s DNA meant a I arge amount of radi oact'iv'ity

attached to the virus RNA, whjch therefore had a h'igh specifjc activity.
The general application of this technique was not feasible at the time

however, as cellular mRNA could not be isolated to as high a purity as

the viral RNA (Gerhard ô1., 1981), for the purpose of constructing a

probe.

Among the improvements in molecular b'ioìogical techn'ique ìeading to

successful low copy number in situ hybnidjzation b,as the application of

recombinant DNA technology. The use of labelìed, cloned probes provided

many advantages: the sequence was free of other contaminat'ing sequences;

and the labelled vector prov'ided extra signal, so that effjciency could

be greatly increased without increasing the level of background (Malco'lm

et ã1., 1977). Reannealing of complementary DNA jn probe solutions
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after denaturation could readi'ly be offset by the use of hìgher probe

concentratìons, as the clones were easy to prepare (Maìcoìm et â1.,

1977). The use of cl oned probes eventua'l'ly al I owed the ready

chromosomal local'ization of many unìque and 'low copy number sequences.

Papers reporting successful local'ization of low copy number natìve

chromosomal sequences (c.f. the localization of the DNA of an endogenous

retrovirus by Tereba et â1., 1979), bJ in siúu hybridization using

cloned probes, began appearìng in 1981. Malcolm eú aI. (1981) reported

successfuì mapping of the ß-globin locus by in situ hybridizatjon.

These authors then reported mapp'ing the cr -gl obì n I ocus us'ing the same

method (Barton et ã1 .,, 1982). In 1981, Gerhard et al . (1981) a'lso

mapped the cr-globìn locus, using in si úu hybrÍdjzation. Sign'ificant

ìabelling was achieved by a method more s'imilar to the now classic

method of Harper and Saunders (1981).

Harper and Saunders (1981) employed a cloned probe. A ìarge probe

insert (l4.gkb), and the presence of dextran suìphate in the

hybridization soìution, made feasible the detectjon of spec'ific signaì

from the sequence, present in one or two copies jn the haploid genome.

The rate of DNA renaturation in solution can be accelerated by the

presence of dextran sulphate, a viscous substance which excludes, and

therefore concentrates, the DNA (Wetmur, 1975) This feature had been

used to greatìy enhance hybridization of DNA probes to DNA on fjlters
(e.g. Southern bìots, Southern, 1975) (l,lahl et âl ., 1979). As well as

accelerating the rate of hybridìzation, dextran sulphate allows the

compìementary singìe stranded DNA sequences to reanneal in the form of
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net!'rorks, when the fragments are partially complementary as in the case

of nick translated DNA (tJahl et al., 1979).

Nick translation js an in vitro react'ion which can label DNA to a h'igh

spec'if i c act'ivi ty (Ri gby et âl . , 1977). Ni ck transl ated probes were

first used for in situ hybridization by Glover et al. (1975) and

Macgregor and M j zuno ( 1976) . By 'inc'l udi ng dextran sul phate i n the

hybridization mixture, the hybrid'iz'ing molecule becomes effectively

larger and much more radioactive. It is thìs property wh'ich was used to

advantage in the methods of Harper and Saunders (1981) and Gerhard et

al . (1981).

The probes used by Malcolm eú al. (l98l) and Barton et al. (1982) were

cRNA cop'ies of clones which contained genom'ic DNA homologous to about

Skb of human DNA in the globin gene clusters. Mapping of the ìow copy

number genes was possible because of the large regions covered by these

probes, ôs well as their purity. The authors acknowledged that a

combjnation of DNA probes and dextran sulphate might gÌve better signa'|,

but also ultjmately more background, as unhybridized RNA probe could be

removed wjth RNase. They also raised a number of other theoretical

object'ions to the use of DNA probes. The papers of Harper and Saunders

(1981) and Gerhard et al. (1981) d'id, however, report much greater

specificity of signal, and since this time most reported ìn situ

hybridjzation protoco'ls have made use of DNA probes and dextran

sulphate,'large'ly based on Harper and Saunders'(1981) method (e.9.

Zabel et al.,1983; Law et al., 1986; Sparkes et al.,1987).
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Gerhard eú al. 's (1981) paper, al though using a neater technique,

produc'ing ìess background, than that of Malcolm et al. (1981) and Barton

et al . (1982), ìoca'lized the a-gìob'in gene cluster ìargeìy because jt
was a means of test'ing the method, as this locus was known to be on

chromosome 16. Therefore the authors djd not examine the reg'ional

local ization on chromosome l6 (Gerhard et âl ., 1981). l'ialcoìm eú al .

(1981) and Barton et al. (1982) did regìonaìly localize the ß- and o,-

g'lobin loci, by v'isualìy div'idìng the chromosomes into equal port'ions,

and noting the djstribut'ion of silver graìns. The'ir local'ization of the

o-g'lobin cluster to the distal half of l6p in this manner (Barton et

ãl ., 1982) has since been repeatedìy supported (see chapter 5).

However, their localizatìon of the ß-globin cluster to the proxima]

quarter of llp (Maìcoìm eú al., l98l) was in agreement with the previous

report of Gusella et al. (1979), but has since been shown to be probabìy

incorrect, the locus being more d'istal on llp (e.g. de Martinville and

Francke, 1983; I'lorton et al ., 1984; Zabel et al ., 1985; c.f . Chaganti et

âl ., 1985; L'in eú a7., 1985).

The method used by Harper and saunders ( lgBl ) al so produced more

i nformati ve resul ts than others used at the same time. cel I

synchronization, resulting in ìonger chromosomes, increased the mapping

resolution. The use of techniques for banding the chromosomes after in
sr'tu hybridization subdivided the chromosomes jnto more identifiable

reg i ons .

19



I.3.RECENT ADVANCES IN /iI, SITU HYBRIDIZATION

Among the advances in in situ hybridization technjque s'ince this project

commenced, is the use of alternative probe detection methods. The

combination of n'ick translation and dextran suìphate produce a read'ily

detected signal when radioactive precursors are used. Aìternative

methods of in vitro labelling of probes can result jn probes of h'igher

specific activity to those produced by nick translation. For example,

synthes'is of an RNA probe using a probe wjth an SP6 promoter (Meìton et

ã1.,1984) can result in singìe-stranded RNA probes of high specific

activìty (Littìe, 1984). However, it must be remembered that, unl.ike

probing DNA on filters, where single copy fragments can be concentrated

on a fiìter, chromosomes contain onìy one piece of a single copy

sequence on any chromatid, so any probe has to be detectable above

background under these restrictions. The SP6 ìabe'lìing system has not

been applied to chromosomal in siúu hybridìzatìon, a'lthough it would

certainly be appìicable to the locaìization of reiterated sequences by

in siúu hybridization (c.f. cox et â1., 1984). 0n the other hand,

Sparkes et al (1986) and L'in et al. (1985) have reported the use of

probes labelled to high specific actjvities, by the random primer method

and oìigolabeìì'ing respectively, with which dextran sulphate and the

principìe of network formation were appì'icable to in si tu hybridization.

This report of Lin et al. (1985) shows extremeìy high specificity of

ì abel'l 'ing.

Non-radioactive methods of labeììing and detect'ing DNA are desirable

from a safety point of view, and the detectjon of hybridized probe can
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be potentially quicker, as the sìides need not be exposed for extended

periods of time. The saving of time can be consjderable in the case of
'low copy sequences, and Landegent et al. (1995) have descrjbed such a

method. More recently, success with biotin labelled probes has been

reported for low copy number sequences (McGee et al., 19g6; Nicholls eú

dl., 1987). Because there js scatter of ß-partic'les associated with

trjtium detection by autoradiography, these methods can also provide

greater resolution in in sr'tu hybridization. However, the procedures

are at present troublesome and not very re]iable (Hultén, l9g7).

In situ hybridization has other appìjcatjons apart from the mappìng of

ìoci on chromosomes. For example some probes have been app'lìed to the

chromosomes of pat'ients, to assess the nature of chromosomal

abnormaì ities: a probe can give an indication of the identity of

otherwise ambìguous chromosome materiaì (e.g. Mattei et dl ., l9g5A;

Vorsanova et al., 1986; Pellissier et al., l9g7). In sr'tu hybridizatjon

techn'iques are at present too t jme consuming to be directly appì.ied jn

routine cl'inical sjtuations (Huìtén, 1987).

I.4.IN S/IU HYBRIDIZATIOII AS A TOOL FOR GENE }IAPPING

Aìthough ín situ hybridization is extremeìy useful for gene mapp.ing,

especiaìly in the absence of appropriate somatic celì hybrids, there has

been some criticism of the validity of in situ hybridjzation results.

There is some evidence

equal ìy accessible. A

that chromosomal DNA sequences are not all

"position effect" has been descrjbed wìth
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translocatìons: sequences 'located near the site of chromosome

translocations have produced different levels of s'ignaì on the normal

and translocated chromosomes, a difference attributed to differences jn

accessibility as a result of the three-dimensional chromosome structure

(Emanuel et ãl ., 1985; Davis et âl ., I986). such djfferences jn

hybrjdization effjcìency appear to have resulted in Harper and Saunders

( 1981 ) mak'i ng an i ncorrect I ocal i zat'ion. Goode et al . ( l9g6) and

carritt et al. (1986), using Southern anaìysis, found that the ìocus,

Dlsl, detected by Harper and Saunders (1981) w'ith the Àch4A-H3 probe, is

probabìy a sequence, in two or four copies, related to that from whjch

the probe derives on chromosome 3. The probe c'learìy hybridizes in situ

to the chromosome I locus. No excess of silver grains on chromosome 3

was reported by Harper and Saunders (1981), and onìy a mjnor (but

sign'ificant) peak on chromosome 3 was reported by Donlon and Magenis

(1984), after in situ hybridization. The level of siìver graìn s'ignal

can not necessariìy be equated with the'length and degree of homoìogy of

hybridizing sequences. Goode et al. (1986) suggested that th.is is a

result of DNA sequence and chromosome structure affecting in sìtu

hybridjzation efficiency to varying degrees.

Another probìem with using in siúu hybridization aìone is that sequences

with incompìete homology to the probe might exjst withjn the genome, and

either (a) result in a secondary (or major) peak, whìch can only be

expìained using other methods, such as southern ana'lysis or use of

somatic celì hybrìds, or (b) not present any significant labelì'ing,

ìeaving their presence unhinted at. Ideaìly other methods should be

used bes'ides in situ hybridization, to confirm that a sìgnjficant site
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of 'l abeì ì i ng i ndi cates the actuaì I ocus (Goode et ãl . , 1986; Dev.il ee eú

âl ., 1986).

Some inconsistencjes and errors exist in the ì'iterature, apart from that

mentioned above, as a result of in situ hybridization data. Conflict'ing

localjzations have resulted in some cases, when different clones have

been used as probes for the same locus (e.g. caccia et ã1.,1994, c.f.
Le Beau et al.,1985A; Le Beau et al., l9B5B, c.f. Isobe et al., 19g6).

In the case of the p53 gene, when a probe from the murjne gene was used,

a major grain peak occurred over 17q, and in some cases a minor peak was

observed over 17p (Le Beau et dl ., 19858) . Thi s site of minor

hybrid'ization Y{as found to be the actual site of the locus when a human

p53 gene probe was used, both by in situ hybridization (Isobe et dl.,

1986; McBride et ã1., 1986) and Southern anaìysis (Bench'imol et dl.,

1985; McBride et al., 1986).

In some cases, ìocaìizatjons made using ín situ hybridjzation are in
conflict with other reports, by onìy a few bands. For example, there

are conflicting localizatjons for the e-globin locus (see section l.Z).
Zabel et al. (1985) suggested that complex chromosomal rearrangements,

which remain undetected by cytogenetic ana'lysis, can give misìeading

resuìts, and noted that the use of chromosomes from on'ly one individual

can give a regionaì localization slightìy djfferent to that g'iven by

chromosomes from other individuals. Münke et al. (1984) have suggested

that protrusion of ìoops of DNA from the chromosome may give a grain

peak away from the actuaì chromosomal site of a locus. They further

suggested that the relative ìengths of the bands vary with the state of
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compaction of the chromosomes, so that if banding is poor or not used, a

misìeading ìmpression of the location of a silver grain may be given.

In relation to both of these points, the longer the chromosomes, the

better the resolution obta'ined, a principle which appì'ies even without

such i nherent 'impreci si on .

The use of chromosome markers which increase resolution (chapters 5 and

6) he'l ps overcome the possi bì e I ack of correspondence of gra'in peaks

with the chromosomal locus. In my opinion, such lack of correspondence

can be due to the spread of grains, and to imprecise ìocaìization of

silver gra'ins due to observer bias because of expected results or the

surround'ing chromosomaì landmarks (see chapter 5). Imprecise breakpo'int

localizat'ion of translocatìons used for in situ hybridization or any

other mapping technique may also lead to incorrect mapping resuìts. In

chapter 4, two originaì locaì izations are described. Prometaphase

chromosomes were used to optim'ise resolution, and other data avaiìable

indicate that the grain peaks obtained with the probes are from

hybridization to the genes of interest, rather than to rel ated

sequences.

In concìusion, in situ hybridìzation can be a powerfuì technique, but

the resuìts may be misìead'ing. It cannot be used to determjne copy

number, but may hint at 'it (e.g. Board and l.lebb, 1987) . Idea'lty

separate evidence, available either before or after in situ

hybridization is carried out, will support (or cast doubt on) the

assumption that a specific signaì 'indicates the actual sjte of the gene.
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I.5.FRAGILE SITES

A "fragile site" on a chromosome (a term co'ined by Magenis eú al., 1970)

is a non-staining gap of variable wìdth, at a prec.ise point, usualìy

invoìving both chromatids (Sutherìand, 19794), which js inherjted in a

Mendel i an co-dom j nant fash j on (Suther'r and, l9g3) . Al though every ce1 ì

of a fragile site carrier contajns the DNA message for the frag.ile sìte,
it 'is onìy seen in a percentage of cells (Giraud et al ., l976), usua]ìy

fewer than 50% (Sutherland, I9g3). cìassificatjon of a marker as a

fragi'le site also depends upon the observation of acentric fragments,

del eted chromosomes , tri rad ì al fi gures and s i mi I ar structures

demonstratìng fragil ity at mitosis, under appropriate culture condit.ions

(Sutherì and, 19794).

Scanning eìectron mjcroscopy has shown there to be a definìte chromatin

fibre across the fragiìe x (Harrison et ar., l9g3). From this and other

evidence, 'it appears that fragiìe site expression is an anomaly of
packaging (Harrìson et a7., l9B3; Nussbaum and Ledbetter, l9g6).

The fragiìe site nomencìature orig'ina'lly proposed (Sutherland, 1979A)

uses the tripìet "fra" before the locatjon of the frag.iìe site as

descrjbed by ISCN ruìes (ISCN, tgBl; 1985), ê.9. fra(16) (p1Z) on

chromosome 16 at band t2 on the short arm. This system was suppìemented

for the designation of gene symboìs for fragiìe sjtes (Berger et dl.,
1985). Because of the ambigu'ities caused by the existence of some bands

with more than one different fragiìe site, the new nomenclature uses the

trìpìet FRA, followed by the chromosome and a letter assìgned to the
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particular fragile sjte. For example, fra(16)(pl2) is now termed FRA11A

(Berger et al ., 1985).

Dekaban (1965) provided the first report of a fragi'le site in the

literature. This was observed as a gap ( a "weak region").in one or both

chromatids on the ìong arm of a c group chromosome, probably a

chromosome 9, in 22 to 27 percent of cerìs. It was considered to be an

acquired abnormality, which had been induced by cìjnical irradiation jn

the precursor of the cìone of blood cells in wh'ich it was seen. It was

not detected in fibroblast cells cultured from the same patìent. The

possibility that it was inherited was consjdered, but could not be

tested.

Further isolated cases of fragile sites were reported (e.g.Day et a/.,
1967; Lejeune et dl., l96t). That of Lejeune et al. (1968) included a

cìear photograph and description of a triradial figure of the fragile
site observed near the centromere on the long arm of chromosome 2 (2q):

the materiaì distal to the fragile site was present jn two copies. The

authors concluded that it was a result of selective endoredupljcation of
this segment. The morphoìogy is however a result of breakage at the

fragiìe site followed by non-disjunction (Ferguson-Smith, 1973; 1977;

Noël et dl.,1977). Lejeune et al. (1968) aìso demonstrated that thjs
fragile site was heritable.

Lubs (1969) reported a famiìy with mentaì retardatjon in the male

members segregating with a heritable fragile site near the terminal end

of the ìong arm of the x chromosome, which they termed the "marker X',.
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This $,as not the first time the presence of a fragiìe sìte had been

associated with mental retardation (e.g. Lejeune et dl., l96g), and it
was not until 1976 that assoc'iation between the fragiìe X and mental

retardation was confirmed (Giraud eú ã1., 1916; Harvey et â1., tgTl).

The fragile X has been precise'ly ìocaljzed to band Xq27.3 (Brookwell and

Turner, 1983; Krawczun et dl ., 1985), and is termed fra(x) (qzl)
(Sutherland, 1983) or FRAXA (Berger et al.,1985).

Sutherland (1983, 19854) attributed the lag from the originaì

association between the fragììe X and mental retardation, and

confirmation, to a change in common laboratory procedure at around thjs
time: more refined tissue culture media were adopted. Until the report

of Sutherland (1977) show'ing that the newer media suppressed the

express'ion of certain fragile sites, there was no cìue as to what caused

them to be expressed; and many fragile site carriers wiìl have remajned

undetected by cytogenetic analysis at this time. sutherland (1979A)

found a number of agents to inh'ibjt fragiìe sjte express'ion, .includ.ing

foì ic ac'id and thymidine.

There js now a variety of tissue culture conditions which can be

utiìized to detect these fragi'le sìtes, 'in particuìar the fragiìe x, jn
various tissue types (sutherland, 19794; Glover et âl., l9gl; Tommerup

et âl-, l98l; Jacobs et ã1., 1982; Lejeune et dl., rggz; Jacky and

Sutherìand, 1983; sutherìand et al., 19854; Sutherland and Baker, l9g6).

The fragiìe sites thus affected are now known as the folate sensjtjve

fragìle sites (Sutherìand, 1983). These beìong to the category of
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fragile sites known as rare (or "heritable") fragile sites. (Sutherìand

and Hecht, 1985), whìch are present ìn onìy some individuals.

The cond'itions affecting expression of the fragile sites differ, such

condjtions forming the basis of classification. A common mechanism of

expression is 'impì ied for frag'i'le sites induced under the same

conditions (Jacky and Sutherland, 1983). 0ther classes of rare fragi'le

sites include the distamycin A inducible (three known, inc'luding one

newìy described at 8q24.1) and the bromodeoxyurid'ine requiring (one

known) frag'i'le sites (Sutherìand et ãl ., 1984; Sutherland and Hecht,

1985; Takahashi et al.,1987.).

Phenotypically normal homozygotes have been observed for some of the

rare fragiìe sites (Schm'id et â1., 1980; Sutherland, l98l; Izakovið,

1984), but as yet no homozygote for an autosomal folate sensitive

fragi ì e si te has been found, So i t i s not known whether such

homozygosity would be deleterious (Sutherìand, 19798; Sutherland and

Hecht, 1985).

The other branch of the major dichotomy is the set of common (or

"constitutive") fragììe s'ites (G'lover et âl ., 1984), whìch probably

occur in the homozygous state in all indivjduals (Sutherland and Hecht,

1985). 'Again there are different groups of these fragiìe sites, induced

by d'i fferent agents (Glover et dl ., 1984; Yuni s and Soreng, 1984;

Sutherland et dl., 19858; Peìliccia and Rocchi, 1986). Glover et al.

(1984) recognized these non-random "hot spots" (Suther'land,1983) as

true fragiìe sites. Some have been mistakenly treated as rare fragile
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s'ites 'in the I iterature (e.9. l,{egner, 1983; Rudduck and Franzén, 1983;

Shabta'i et al ., 1983).

It is onìy reìat'ively recentìy that a h'igh prevaìence of frag'i'le (X)-

linked mental retardation (one of the terms for this syndrome, coined by

Kaiser-McCaw eú al., 1980) b,as recognized (Turner et ã1.,1980; Geraìd,

1980), and today it is recognized as the commonest inherited form of

mental retardati on (Sutherl and, 19854) . Synonyms for thi s di sorder

incìude the Martin-Belì syndrome, marker (X)-linked mentaì retardation

(Sutherland and Hecht,1985) and the fragììe X syndrome (Fryns,1984;

Turner et dl ., 1986). Thus, frag'i'le sites, previous'ly only a

chromosomal curìosity, became important to medical science. Although

the fragììe X is the only one of these cìearly associated with a

clinical probìem, there is much that can be learnt about the fragiìe X

from the study of the other fragi'le sites, especiaì'ly those falling'into

the same category, namely the fol ate sens'iti ve frag'il e si tes

(Sutherl and, 19854).

There have also been suggestions that carniers of the autosomal fragì'le

sites are pred'isposed to maìignant diseases, (see chapter 6), another

reason for closelinvestigation of the nature of fragjle sjtes.

I.6.I/I, SIIU HYBRIDIZATION IN GENE I'IAPPING AND FRAGILE SITE RESEARCH

Based on X-linked inheritance, the X chromosome was for a ìong time

(1911-1968) the onìy chromosome to whjch genes were assigned (t.lilson,

l91l; Renwick,l9Tl). The use of hypoton'ic treatment for chromosome
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harvest to produce good quaìity metaphase spreads (Hsu, 1952), and the

subsequent discovery of the correct chromosome number, 46, jn man (Tjio

and Levan, 1956), paved the way for systemat.ic cytogenetic

classification and study (Denver conference, 1960). The first human

autosomaì gene assìgnment was then made in 196g (Donahue eú dl., 196g;

Ying and Ives, 1968).

The advent of chromosome banding (caspersson et al.,1970), enabììng the

identification of individual human chromosomes, was a further step which

has been important to the history of human gene mapping, a process which

may be of immense practical and intellectuaì value (Bodmer, 1986).

Techniques which have been ìmportant in the development of the human

gene map (see HGM8, 1985) jncl ude somatic ceì'l hybridization and

Southern anaìysis (Deisseroth et ãl ., l97l; l97g; Anderson eú ãl .,
1976), ìinkage ana'lysis (Renwick, l97l; lJhjte et al., l9g5), recombinant

DNA technoìogy (Southern, lgB2), the use of chromosome aberrations

(Ferguson-Smith and Aitken, 1982), and in sítu hybridizatjon (see

section 1.2). In addition, recomb'inant DNA technoìogy has led to a

rapid accumulation of DNA probes, enabìing many new known and anonymous

DNA sequences to be mapped (Bodmer, 1986).

In situ hybridization compares favourabìy with other establjshed methods

of making originaì gene local izations, in both speed and accuracy.

There is a waiting period before sl ides hybrid'ized with radioact'ive

probes can be devel oped, yet once establ i shed, the procedure j s

straightforward, and does not require, for exampìe, the establ'ishment of

somatic cell hybrids, large famiìy studìes, or polymorphjc markers. In
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chapter 4 two originaì local izations of genes encod'ing 'immunologica'lìy

important proteì ns wi I I be descri bed. In both cases, poss'i bì e

functional impì'ications for the genes are revealed by the chromosomal

regions to wh'ich they map. Knowledge of the chromosomal locatjon of a

gene is a relevant aspect of its molecular bioìogy, and may reveal or

suggest .important and previousìy unknown information about the gene and

its neighbours. Linkage to uncloned genes of interest might also be

indicated,'leading to'improved carrier detection and prenataì diagnos'is,

or an approach to cloning the gene.

l,lhen used with particular chromosome markers which physica'lìy separate

the DNA on ejther s'ide of a specific point, the resolution of in situ

hybridization can be increased, and the technique becomes a more

powerfuì tool.

In combination with a constitutional or maì'ignant chromosome

translocation, the regional locatjon of a DNA sequence can be more

narrowly defined: usually to either the reg'ion prox'imal (on the sjde

closest to the centromere) (e.9. Dayton et al.,1984) or distal (on the

side furthest from the centromere) (e.s.Nicholls et ã1.,1987) to the

translocation breakpoint. Such rearranged chromosomes can also be used

for these purposes by methods other than in siúu hybridization

(Ferguson-Smith and Aitken, 1982) . In situ hybridization might

aìternatively reveal the fact that the chromosomal trans'location used

occurs ruithín ("splits') the region homologous to the probe (e.g. Diaz

et al., 1986). In si tø hybridization to chromosome translocations will

be described in chapters 4 and 5, where the these rearrangements are
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used to both enable narrower reg'ionaì localization and find out whether

the breakpoint occurs within the region homologous to the probe.

The preci si on of any mapp'i ng techni que whì ch uses chromosome

translocations depends on the accuracy in defining the chromosome

breakpoints. l,lhen fragiìe sites are used for in sr'tu hybrid'izat'ion,

this is'less of a probìem, as their location is usual'ly cìear.

Fragiìe sites have been used in ìinkage anaìysis, to make chromosomal

assignments and excìusions, and to reg'ionaì'ly map ìocì by virtue of the

fragile site being a chromosome marker at a known location (lllagenis et

dl., 1970; Muììey et ã1., 19834 and B; Muìley, 1985). Such 'linkage

studies rely on the avajlability of po'ìymorphic markers and suitable

famiìies, and the assumption that the gene for the fragìle site occurs

at the fragi I e si te, and does not i nterfere w'i th recombi nati on

frequencies (Mu'lìey, 1985). The fragììe site DNA does appear to occur

at the site of cytogenetic expression (Sutherìand, 1983; Sutherland and

Mulley, 1984; Nussbaum and Ledbetter, 1986;0berìé et ã1.,1986); this

is particular'ly evidenced by the agreement between mapp'ing locations

obtai ned usi ng cytogenet'i c expressì on and those usì ng i nheri tance

(Muììey, 1985). Evidence suggesting interference w'ith recombination

frequencies is controversial (Muì'ley, 1985; Simmers et ãl ., 1987C;

Davies, 1986; Brown et al.,1987), but appears to be due to occasional

incorrect classification of fragiìe sjte status (G.R. Suther'land, J.C.

Muìley, personaì communìcation). Linkage studies may be used to jnfer

the position of DNA sequences with respect to fragile sites (Mulley,

1985), but in situ hybridization to chromosomes express'ing fragile sites
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is the

su i tabì e

more

gene

It

efficient and more rel iable method, requiring only a

probe and chromosomes expressing the fragiìe site of

is therefore an jnvaluable technique'in fragile sitei nterest.

research.

It is of intrinsic interest to define narrower regionaì gene

localizat'ions, and the use of fragiìe sites, as described above, can be

of great value in achieving this aim. 0f greater practical interest is

the resulting ability to identify those markers wh'ich flank a fragiìe

site. These are potentiaììy very useful in genotypìng individuals for

fragììe s'ites, which are not always penetrant cytogeneticaììy (Mulley,

1985). This is particuìarly important in the case of the fragììe x, and

since th'is project commenced, many local'izat'ions have been made with

respect to fra(X)(q271 using in situ hybridìzation (see chapter 5).

The fragiìe site falls somewhere between any pair of flank'ing markers,

by definition, narrowing down the chromosomal region of interest and

givìng direction to a systematic search for the DNA at this fragi'le

site. It is this appìication whjch prompted the development of the in

siúu hybridjzat'ion techn'ique reported here, and experiments of thjs

nature wjll be described in chapter 5.

In certain cases, a frag'iìe site might be thought to occur within a

defined gene or DNA sequence. This would be the case for a putative

clone of the frag'i'le site, or a sequence corresponding to a known site

of chromosome rearrangement which is thought to coincide with a fragiìe

site. In situ hybridization experiments can help determine whether the
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sequence is in fact at the frag'ile s'ite, or maps away from it. Chapter

6 will describe such expeniments testjng for correspondence between the

locations of certain breakpoints in cancer chromosome rearrangements and

fragile sites in the same chromosome band.

l.7.sul't]'tARy At{D coNcLUsIoNs

In this chapter the development of in situ hybridjzation has been

followed, and its use as a tool in gene mapping examined. In situ

hybridization'is a powerful techn'ique, and it has onìy recently become

possible to use it to localize sequences of ìow copy number. Emors in

local'ization have occasionalìy been made usìng ìt, but w'ith other

information the valid'ity of a result may be supported.

Fragile sites were also introduced. They can 'increase the resolution of

in situ hybnidization, a'iding in more narrow regionaì gene

locaìizations. They are aìso genes in their own right, and may be

readiìy ordered with respect to other loci aìong a chromosome using ìn

sl'tu hybrjdization.
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CHAPTER 2

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

2. 1 . INTRODUCTION

The first chromosomal ìn situ hybridjzatjon experiments local izing

reiterated sequences, present'in many copies jn the genome, resu'lted jn

obvious clusters of silver graìns over the sites of specifically bound

probe. Statjstical analysis was not necessary to show where the probe

had hybnidized. When in situ hybridizat'ion is carried out with a probe

hybridizing to onìy one or a few sequences, however, the signaf is not

evjdent when viewjng one or a small number of cells. In any one cell,

there may be more signal from background sources or nonspecìfically

bound probe than from the probe hybridized to the sequence of interest,

and there will not necessarily be signa'l over every copy of the sequence

in every cell. It is therefore necessary to examjne many cells jn

detail and record the locations of all silver gra'ins. The location of

specific signa'l is then determined by examinìng these data for sites of

statistically sign'ificant accumulation of signal above background. This

approach has been taken since the first attempt at low copy number

chromosomal local jzation by in si tu hybridization of Price et al .

(ts72) .

Before describing the development and assessment of the ín situ

hybridization technique and ìts app'lication in the folIowing chapters, I

shaìl describe the methods used in collectjng and assess'ing the data.
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2.2.DATA COLLECTION OVER NORI'IAL CHROiIOSOI'IES

After in situ hybridization, the deveìoped and stained sljde has a

number of bl ack s'i'lver gra'ins i n a focal pl ane above the I evel of the

chromosomes. The first decision to be made was the criteria under which

silver gra'ins were to be scored.

Ideally the DNA probe wiìl have bound to its homologous chromosomal

sequence and produced speci fi c si ì ver grai ns, but there wì I I be

"background" sjìver grains present (as noted above). Those emitted from

the sjte of hybnidization wiìl mostìy be present over the chromatjn

around this sequence. There may also be some, resuìting from ß-particle

emission at an angìe cìose to the slide (see figure 2.1), which do not

overìap wìth, or "touch" the chromosome. Scoring grains that do not

touch the chromosome but might be the result of s'ignal em'itted from jt
can be subject to bias or variations in judgement. Therefore in aìl

experiments only those silver grains judged to "touch " (i.e.to overìap

at some point with) the stained chromatin were scored.

Another approach to this probìem would be to score those silver grains

at a measured distance from the chromatid, caìcuìated from the path

ìength of the emitted radioactive particles to jnclude alì possib'le

grains from bound probe (Eccìes et al., 1984), but this procedure would

be cumbersome.
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Figure 2.1.

(a) D.iagram of a side view of a microscope slide covered with emulsion showing the

directjons of emission, in two dimensions, of ß-particles from 3H. The direction of

emìssion will in a smal'l proportjon of cases be at an angìe close to the slide, whìch

may cause the result'ing s'i'lver gra'in to be at a greater than normal distance from the

source (*) . (bJ A graph showjng the result'ing reìat'ive densities of silver grains in

the emulsjon at increas'ing d'istances from the source in a straight ìine. A constant

background I evel of si'l ver grai ns i s 'incl uded. (l'lodi f i ed from Rogers ' 1973. )
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Silver gra'ins are not seen in the same focal pìane as the chromosomes,

and in some cases the decision of whether the silver gra'in touched the

chromosome could only be made by focuss'ing between the two objects.

In the initjal in si tu hybridization experiments to be descrìbed, and

those util iz'ing fragile sites to increase resolut'ion, chromosome band'ing

techn'iques were not used. Chromosome groups were recognìzable on the

basis of morphology. The chromosomes of interest (Y and l6) each had

unique morphoìogy and could be recognized without banding. In later

experiments banded chromosomes were analysed. In both cases the

result'ing data consisted of the number of silver graìns scored over each

of a set of defined chromosome regions. Such a region will be termed a

"grain scoring reg'ion" (GSR), and may consist of a group of chromosome

arms, for exampìe, all short arms of C group chromosomes, which are not

readily distingu'ishabìe. This concept is distinct from that of

indivjdual pa'irs of chromosomes or chromosome arms, which might or might

not constitute a GSR. A GSR mÍght consist of many relat'ively short arms

(e.g. alì Cp arms), so its total ìength'is greater than a GSR consjstìng

of a sing'le, much longer chromosome (e.9. chromosome l) (see tabìe 2.1)

The total length of each region differs, and the resuìting difference'in

the expected numbers of siìver grains over each region must be taken

into account. The data may be presented as a hìstogram. For unbanded

chromosomes, where the GSRs are ìarge and disproportionate, the number

of graìns scored over each GSR can be divided by its total ìength, so

that any ìarge excess above the expected grain leveì per unit ìength

will be obvious (e.g.fig. I in Simmers et al.,19864).
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Table 2.1.

Reìative lengths of GSRs (grain scoring regions) on unbanded

chromosomes, calculated from ISCN, l9Bl.
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Table 2.1 shows the groups of chromosomes and chromosome arms that are

morpholog'ically distinguishable in unbanded metaphases and define the

GSRs used in this project on unbanded chromosomes. The relative ìengths

have been calculated from the relative ìengths and centromere jndices

provided in ISCN (1981).

tJhen grains are scored according to band, the GSRs are again unequal,

but there are hundreds of these and the data are cl earest 'i f represented

agaìnst 'idiograms of chromosomes showing actual rel ative band s'ize (e.g.

fig. 4.1 and fig. I in simmers et al., 1987D). The differences in band

size will not matter for the purpose of statistical analys'is, and the

histogram mainly serves to clearìy indjcate possìb'le regions of

sìgn'ifjcance.

A silver graÌn may overlap two GSRs. The approach was taken in such a

case that the grain v',as equal ly I i kely to be a resul t of s.igna'l from

e'ither GSR, and scored as a hal f gra'in on each. The excepti on to th j s

rul e occurred when banded chromosomes were used for chromosome

identification. [^lhen a gra'in covered adjacent bands unevenly, .it was

assìgned to that which was covered the most by the s'ilver gra.in. The

scoring of half grains is a compromise when us'ing the discrete Poisson

distribution (see be]ow), but still serves the desired purpose.

Slides of metaphases with frag'ile sjtes were sometimes scored to assess

the I evel of speci f ic :l abe'l 
'l 

i ng on the chromosome carryì ng the fragì I e

sjte. In such cases metaphases for scoring were chosen in whjch this
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fragiìe site was not expressed, âS expression wouìd increase the

distance from the centromere to the telomere, thereby increas'ing the

effective ìength of the scoring region. This necessitated ensuring that

the number of metaphases w'ith unexpressed frag'ile sites on the slide was

great enough, which was particuìarìy important if the frequency of

expression was high.

l,lhen multjpìe grains occurred at the same locat'ion, the actual number of

grains was scored or estimated. Some authors have scored "hybridization

events" (Jhanwar eú ã1., 1983; Yang-Feng et â1., 1986), i.e. given a

cluster of si'lver grains the same value as a singìe grain. By scoring

the number of grains in a cluster, however, the figure obtained for each

site is more representative of the amount of probe hybnidized there.

Such a reìationship wouìd cease once the emulsion is close to saturation

with siìver grains over the site.

2.3.THE EFFECT OF CHROI'IOSOI'IE LENGTH ON GRAIN ì{UI'IBER

l,lhen scori ng s i I ver grai ns over chromosomes , the sampì 'i ng areas 'i n each

metaphase are large'ly determined by the chromosomal morphoìogy. The

recogn'izable regions are of different size within a ceìì, and the same

chromosome varies in size and shape between cells. I wiìl examine here

some resu'lting pecul iarit'ies in the data.

Any GSR which incìudes a telomere presents an unusual sampìing area,

ilìustrated in figure 2.2. A sjlver grain occurring to the proxìma'l

side of any i ntersti ti al poì nt
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trould be classified to that side, and a graìn on the distal side would

correspondjngly be classified to the reg'ion d'istal to the point. A

silver grain whjch covers this interstjtial poÌnt (fig. 2.2(a) and (b))

would be assigned to the side over which it covers the'largest area

(proximal and distal to the po'int respectively, in this example). A

silver grain which "touches" a telomeric po'int (fig.Z.Z(c) and (d))

would a'lways be ass'igned to the prox'imal side of this po'int. This means

that the effective sampìing area of each chromosome arm js related to

its relatjve length plus a constant which depends on grain size. This

constant i s a greater proport'ion of the effect j ve sampì 'ing area the

smaller a chromosome arm is. Consequently, in a representat'ion of

grains according to chromosome or chromosome arm length (for example, as

detailed in table 2.1), the smaller chromosomes and arms wilì tend to

show gra'in levels above the mean, and ìarger chromosomes and arms levels

below the mean. This general trend can be seen in papers showing this

type of h'istogram (e.9. Malcolm et al., l98l; Barton et al., lgBZ; de la

Chapeì'le et âl ., 1983; fig. 2 in Sjmmers eú dl ., 19864; fìgure 2.3).

S j I ver gra'ins scored aga'inst banded chromosomes woul d al so show thi s

trend at the telomerjc bands, unless the scoring method corrected for

it.

In h'istograms showing data for the gross chromosomal regions there js

al so a trend for the magn'itude of di fference between the gra'ins per

relative length and the mean to be greater for the smalìer GSRs. This

is because the value of a singìe graìn on the ordjnate (grains/relative

I ength) i s 'inversely proport'ional to the rel ati ve ì ength of the GSR, and

smaller sampl'ing areas can be expected to gìve greater proportiona'l
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deviatjons from the mean by chance. This has Ìmportant 'implicatjons for

some statjstical approaches, and w'ill be discussed later.

It was jn'itiaì1y thought desirable to correct for the effect of scoring

silver graìns at telomeres. Thjs can be done in at least three $rays.

One approach is to derive the effectjve constant to add to the relative

length by scoring s'i'lver grains over a large number of metaphases. This

would be time consuming ìn the first instance, and the true value of the

constant wouìd vary both w'ithin and between slides because of (a) the

variation in chromosome lengths between metaphases and in the resuìtìng

magn'itude of the constant expressed'in terms of relative length, and (b)

di fferences 'in si I ver gra'in si zes due to devel op'ing condi ti ons . Thi s i s

therefore not a sujtable method. Alternativeìy the telomere could be

made to have the same value as an interstitial reg'ion of the chromosome.

This could be done in one of two ways: (i) by not scoring those silver

grains over the telomere that have less than half their area covering

part of the chromosome, or (ii) by g'iv'ing all the s'ilver gra'ins

occurring over the telomere a half grain value. The expected number of

silver gra'ins from method (ii) would equaì that expected from method

(i), given a random grain djstnibution. However, as more background

would be expected over the chromosomes than off them, due to non-

specific DNA-DNA bjnding, method (ii) would probably be less accurate.

In pract'ice, the signal from a probe bound to a chromosome near the

tel omere woul d be downpì ayed i f any of these methods t.,ere app'l i ed.

Because of this, and the compljcatjons mentioned above, ìt was decjded

to gìve all silver grains occurring over chromosomes a unit value. This
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is also consjstent with most other reported methods of sconing. The

phenomenon should be noted however, especialìy when div'idjng chromosomes

into smaller reg'ions of equa'l length, (e.9. Yokoi et dl , 1986). They

divided the long arm of chromosome 2l into three equal regions, and

localized the gene jn question to the telomeric third. If the coding

DNA'in such a situation is actually at the interface of a telomeric

region and the middle region, and the regions are short enough for some

silver graìns from the specificalìy bound probe to occur over the

teìomere, there wouìd be a m'isìeading excess of grains over the

tel omeri c thi rd. l,lhen scori ng grai ns over two hal ves of a def i ned

region however (e.g.see chapters 5 and 6), each haìf has the equivalent

of a telomere at one end (i.e. a fragiìe site or a telomere, in the

examples in chapters 5 and 6), and therefore the two halves are

effectiveìy the same ìength.

2.4.STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA FROI'I NOR]'IAL CHROMOSO]'IES

Few papers report'ing in siúu hybrÌdjzation have clearìy described a

stat'i sti cal method of determi ni ng si gn'i f j cance of a grai n peak.

Although a large excess of silver grains m'ight be evident over a region

after sconing a number of cel1s, thjs wjll not always be the case, and

mi nor peaks need to be di scounted or otherwi se expl a'i ned. For

meanjngfu'l analysis of ín sítu hybrìdjzation data, an appropriate

statistical approach was considered necessary, especially in the 'initial

stages of developing the technique.
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The "background" for in situ hybrid'ization consists of silver grains,

produced by non-spec'ifically bound probe, and other factors (e.g.

background irradjatjon, pressure and overdevelopment), resulting in a

random distribution of sj'lver graìns over the chromosomes. The aim of

the statistical analysis r.las to determine whether a peak of silver

gra'ins over a GSR was s'ignif icantly greater than the background level .

A silver grain is produced by the photographic development of a "latent

image". The photographic emulsion appìjed over the slide consists of a

suspension of silver bromide crystaìs 'in gelatìn (Rogers, 1973). The

transfer of energy to a crystal will cause some of its halide ions to be

converted jnto silver atoms, constituting the latent image; and during

development of the emulsion this latent'image cata'lyses the conversion

of the silver hal ide crystal into metall ic silver (Rogers 1973).

Assuming that the amount of non-specifjcally bound probe is low enough

at any position for the chance of ìt producing two silver graÌns to be

negf ig'ibia, the occurrence of each silver grain is a rare random event.

The distribution of background silver grains is expected to conform to a

Poisson distribution.

I will examine the application of the Poisson distributjon to the data

'illustrated by figure I in Simmers et al . (19864). Table 2.2(a) shows

the grain data for this histogram.

The samp'ling area for the silver grains is all the chromosomes from 60

metaphases. Th'is was divided into smaller samp'ling areas, includ'ing for

exampl e, the 120
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Tabl e 2.2(a) .

Grain data obtained for chromosomes (46,XX) probed

pULBll48. Below are the calculations for comparing

di stri buti on.

GSR

w'ith

to

0.2pglml

a Poi sson

rel ati ve
length (L)

number of
grains (g)

I
2p
2q
3
Bp
Bq
Cp
Cq
Dp
Dq
l6p
l6q
t7 /18p
U /t$q

9.ll
3.35
5.26
6.97
3.46
9.24

14. l4
26.36

I .91
9.00
1 .33
I .81
I .69
4.06
4.71
I .00
2.50

I[=
104 .09

t,g * 1.81
I,L

F

Gp

Gq

47
25
30
3så
29
6så
80

145
t7
73
12l
67
l1à
2eI
3t

6¿
22

IL=
I 05. 90

Excluding 16q data:

r g=731

l,g-664

=11.55 =expected graín count on 16q



Tabl e 2.2(b) .

Grai n data obtai ned for chromosomes (46, XX) probed wj th 0.2u9/n1

pULBll48, tabul ated for ch'i-square analys'is. Expected val ues are the

mean number of graì ns per rel at'ive I ength (6.38) mul ti pì 'ied by the

relative 'length of the GSR.

GSR rel ati ve
'length
(L)

observed
number of
gra'ins (0)

47
25
30
3eÈ
29
6s*
80

t45
t7
73
12à
67
llå
2etr
3l

6à
22

I 0=73 I

expected
(E)

= ( rolrL) L

58. 11
2t.37
33.55
44.46
22.07
58. 94
90. 20

168. I 5
12. t8
57 .41
8. 48

11.55
10. 78
25.90
30.05
6.38

l5 .95

(0-E)
E

2

.t2

.62

.38

.38

.18

.73

.15

.19

.91

.23

.91

.21

.48

.50

.03

.00

.29

3

9.u
3.35
5.26
6.97
3.46
9.24
14. l4
26.36
I .91
9.00
I .33
l.8l
I .69
4.06
4.7r
I .00
2.50

F

Gp

Gq

I
2p
2q
3
Bp
Bq
Cp
Cq
Dp
Dq
l6p
16q
tt /r9p
tt /r$q

IL=
105.90

excluding 16q data:

,to.ouIts1=25'oo

2

0
0
0
2

0
I
3
I
4
I

266
0
0
0
0
2

2
x 0.0sFal

2
X =288. 48

P<<10-

X2=22 .27

=23 .68

n.s



copies of l6p and the 360 cop'ies of Dq (tabìe 2.1). For the purposes of

this project this part'itioning was adequate as only chromosome 16 was to

be examined for specificìty of ìabellìng. It should be noted however

that over a long GSR, such as that conta'inìng all group c short arms,

the specifìc signaì may not be great enough to form a significant peak

against the expected value.

The nulì hypothesis is that the graìn peak over l6q (r) is consistent

with the random djstribution of gra'ins over other chromosome reg'ions

(expected value = À), i.e., F=À. The alternat'ive hypothesis ìs r>À. As

the randomness of the grain ìevel over l6q js in question, this value

(r=67) is compared to the mean provided by the gra'in number from the

much ìarger samplìng area of the other chromosome regions over 60

metaphases. The expected number of grains over t6q, with a relat.ive

ì ength of I . 8l , i s determ'i ned by:

), =Iq * l.8l

'L

where g is the number of grains over a GSR and L is the relative

ìength of the GSR, and all data are used excìuding those from l6q (see

table 2.2(a)). The tr value obtained is 11.55. In a table show'ing

cumulative Poisson Probabilities (t.lhite et ã1.,1974), under a À value

of 12.0, the r value giving a probabil ity of 0.05 is 16. The

probab'iì i ty of 16 grains at random occurri ng over l6q 'is just under

0.05. The probabil'ity of 67 grains occurrjng over l6q at random js much

less than l0-5 and the null hypothesis is rejected.
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It is important to use the unaltered gra'in number in comparison with the

Poisson distrìbut'ion, as paìrs of À and r altered by the same factor do

not carry the same probab'il i t j es. Such an aì terat j on occurs i f gra'in

numbers are divided by the relative lengths; a step included for examp'le

by Bonner et al ., 1984; Morton et al ., 19844 and B and Bartram eú ãl .,

1985). The inappropriateness of th'is method is illustrated by the

probabil ities for the foì'low'ing pairs of À and r, where r=2h: À =8.0,

r=16, P=0.00823; À=4.0, i.=8, P=0.05113; À=2.0, r=4, P=0.14288. The

probabiìity changes (through sign'ificance t0 non-s'ignificance at the

0.05 ìeveì) with the magnitude of the grain number, if the observed and

expected val ues are sca'l ed up or down.

A smaìl GSR can accommodate a low number of siìver grains before showing

a high peak relat'ive to other regions. If thjs is not taken 'into

account, such a peak could be found significant with an ìnapproprìate

test. This is illustrated in figure 2.3. For the peak of l4 silver

grains over l6p, P=0.03. The peak of 3 grains over Yp, as is evident on

the histogram, has a larger grains/relative ìength vaìue than the 14

grai n peak over l6p. However, usì ng the cumul ati ve Poì sson

probabilities to compare the three grains aga'inst the expected number

(1.46) for a relative ìength of 0.24, the peak is not significant

(P=0.19) .

This method for evaìuating the data using the Poisson distribution

appears to be close to that used for exampìe by Bernhejm et al. (1984),

and by Rabi n and coì ì eagues ( e .g .
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Figure 2.3.

A histogram showing silver grains per reìative length (g/L) scored over

chromosomes (46,XY) ìn 55 metaphases, probed w'ith 0.2u9/ml pHPa. The

base line is the mean for all chromosome regions. The short arrows

ind'icate the number of indiv'idual silver gra'ins represented at that

heìght on 16p and Yp. The ìong arrows ìndicate (j) the mean value of

g/L exc'luding 16p data; (ii) the mean value of g/L pxcìuding Yp data;

and (iii) the mean vaìue of g/L excluding both 16p and Yp data.



Rabin et al.,19854-C; Lieberman et al., 1985; Pravtcheva et al.,1986).

Rabin and colleagues have divided the chromosomes, wh'ich were banded and

i denti f i ab'l e, i nto equa'l GSRs, wi th a I ength correspond'ing to the

diameter of a silver gra'in, rather than scoring over the unequa'l bands.

The grai n I evel for a GSR coul d then be compared to a Poi sson

distribution. The essent'ial djfferences between thejr system and the

system appììed here are (i) the inclusion of a GSR adjoìning each

telomere, and (ii) the use of equa'l GSRs. The use of flanking GSRs, as

in (i), would lower the effective lengths of the telomeric GSRs, so

thejr gra'in levels are not artificiaìly raised. Again, the effective

sampì i ng s i ze of these term'i nal GSRs woul d be I arger than the

interstitial ones, but a high grain level would not be

disproportionate'ly attributed to the adjacent chromosomal GSR. The

advantage of using equa'l GSRs is that the mean (expected) value for each

'is equal . Therefore the gra'in number for each sampling area need not be

adjusted. A disadvantage occurs in that the chromosomes must be

part'itioned by external criteria, disregard'ing the chromosome bands or

morpho'logy.

The GSRs, or sampling areas, reported jn thjs thesis, $rere chosen on the

basi s of chromosome morpho'l ogy: they h¡ere a whol e chromosome or

chromosome arm when unbanded chromosomes were used, and individual bands

when banded chromosomes were used. These regions are more eas'ily

defined by visual criteria than regions of equaì length defined by

external criteria.
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Testing for s'ignìficance of the gra'in level over a particular chromosome

regìon has two applications: (i) the probe has not been previously

localìzed and a peak of grains represents the candidate region for the

orig'ina'l local'ization; and (i i ) the sequence is known to map to a

particular reg'ion and a s'ignificant peak over th'is reg'ion will indicate

that the in situ hybridjzation procedure was successful.

By definition a gra'in level signìficant at the 0.05 level wjll occur 5%

of the time. l¡Jhen the location of the gene'is known, as ìn (ii) above,

this level of s'ign'ificance is suffìcjent. If the locatjon is unknown

however, as in (i) above, all GSRs are under surveillance. If the 17

(femaìe) or 19 (male) GSRs g'iven in table 2.1 are used,0.85 (17*0.05)

or 0.95 (19*0.05) of these regions are expected to show a s'ignaì level

sign'ificant at the 0.05 level given an entìre'ly random grain

distribution. Clearly this is unacceptable, and the criterion for

significance must be more stringent. Thjs is even more 'important when

scoring on chromosome bands. For examp'le, in a 400 band karyotype, 'if a

10-4 level of sign'ificance ìs applied to the grain count over any band,

0.04 bands (400*lO-4¡ are expected to have a s'ignificant grain level by

chance alone, a pninc'iple outlined by Steffensen and hlimber (1971). The

l0-4 level of significance will be appljed in orig'inal localizations.

Another method of test'ing peaks from in situ hybridization data for

significance has been to apply chi-square tests to the set of observed

and expected graÍn numbers, both with and without the regìon(s) to be

tested (e.9. Hal'ley et ã1., 1984; Bartram et â1., 1984). This is
jllustrated in table 2.2(b). Clearìy the graìn d'istribution is still
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near signifìcance w'ithout incìuding the l6q data. This is probab'ly due

to the contribution of the telomeres to deviation of the grain numbers

from expected. Some authors

have 'incorrectly used single (0-E)2 vaìues as the sample X2

E

statistics (e.g.de la chapeì'le et dl.,1983; Geffrotjn et â1., l9B4;

Robaki s eú al. , 1986).

Student's t-test has been appì'ied by some authorsìn the analysis of in
situ hybridization data (e.9. Humphries et ã1., 1984; Devine et â1.,

1985). This is inappropriate as the grain numbers must be adjusted for

the relative ìengths to calculate an expected value for a GSR, and the

caìculated standard deviation is not representative of that of the GSR

to be tested. The larger the relative ìength of the GSR, the smaller is

the contributing deviation of the observed from the expected grain

number, as the sampì ing area i s ì arger. Hence, the cal cul ated

probabiìjty of a grain ìevel depends in part on the relative tength of
'its GSR, rather than on chance alone (refer to fig. 2.3).

2.5.LOCALIZATIOI{ I{ITH RESPECT TO FRAGILE SITES

A major part of this thesis consists of the tocalization of genes or DNA

sequences with respect to fragile sites. This'is possibìe with in situ

hybridization because of the 'increased resolution between the DNA on

either sjde of the fragile site, provided by expression of the fragiìe

s'i te .
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Data collection consisted of search'ing for metaphases where the fragiìe

site was expressed, and scoring aìl s'ilver grains on either side of the

fragile site. The reg'ion for jnclusion of the silver grains in these

data was chosen to be approximateìy equaì on both s'ides, so that the

gra'in numbers were direct'ly comparab'le. These regions are illustrated

in figure 2.4. In all cases grains were scored over the entire acentrjc

fragment djstal to the fragiìe site, as thjs regìon was not much further

than the distance of scatter of the silver grains from the known region

of hybridization. The region for scoring proxìmaì to the frag'iìe site

was chosen as the rest of the chromosome arm (from fragiìe site to
centromere) in the cases of fra(16)(pl2) and both fra(16) (qzz)s (chapter

5), as the fragile site divided the chromosome arm into approx'imately

equaì sections. In the cases of fra(ll)(q23) and the gap at llq23.l

induced in lymphoblastoid culture (chapter 6), and fra(16)(qz3) (chapter

5), the scoring region proxìmaì to the frag'ile s'ite or gap was chosen to

equaì the acentric fragment. Siìver grains that touched any part of

these regions were scored, S0 that grains over the telomere were

incìuded, as y'rere those over the centromere (where this was the end

point of the scoring region), or those over the 'interstitial end poìnt

of a proximaì GSR. In this wây, if silver gra'ins were distributed

entire'ly at random on the chromosome of interest, the expected numbers

of grains scored both distal and proximaì to the frag'iìe site would be

equaì .

Most silver grains could clearly be classified as either "proximaì" or

"distaì" (touching the proximaì or distaì scoring region respectiveìy),

however, those occurri ng over
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Figure 2.4.

Idiograms of chromosomes 1l and 16. The locations of the fragìle s'ites

and gap used for locaìizat'ion by in situ hybridizat'ion are shown: (a)

BrdU-inducjble gap at l1q23.l in ìymphobìasto'id culture; (b)

fra(ll)(q23) at 11q23-3; (c) fra(16)(pl2); (d) fra(16)(q22) (FRA16B and

FRAL6C); (e) fra(16)(q23). Flanking these points the regions for graìn

scori ng wi th respect to the frag ì 'l e s i te are i nd i cated .
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the fragiìe s'ite, and touching both proximaì and djstal reg'ions, or

touching neither, were classified as "central" grains, and served no

informational purpose in determining whether the level of s'iìver grains

was greater on one sìde or the other.

In situ hybridizat'ion for localization of DNA seqences wìth respect to

the fragile x has been reported in detai'l by Szabo et al . (1984), Matte'i

et al. (19858) and Purreìlo et al. (1985). Szabo et al. (1984) and

Purrello et al. (1985) determined that either the band proximaì or that

djstal to fra(x) (q27) showed significant label, by caìculating the

probab'iìity that the observed leveì of ìabel had occurred over that

regìon by chance, based on the background grain level over all
chromosomes. There is a weakness in this statistical approach. The

probe is expected to hybrìdize in the vicinity of the frag'iìe site. It
is I ike'ly that silver grains w'iìì occur on the side of the fragile s jte

opposjte the site of hybridization (see chapter 5). A significant level

of label adiacent to the fragiìe site is therefore much more tikely to
be a result of grain scatter across the frag'ile site than of the random

grain distribution observed over the other chromosomes, and a more

stringent test should be appì ied.

The method used for testing the significance of an excess of silver

grains over one of the regions fìanking a fragiìe site as compared to

the opposite flanking region was based on companing the two values

against each other. A chi-square test was performed with the null

hypothesis that the two vaìues were equaì (or in the rare case that trj-
radiaì figures were seen, that the two vaìues were proportional to the
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number of sampìing regions on each sìde), i.e that resolution was not

'increased by the fragile site for the grain level observed.

In some cases the data were further emp'loyed to gauge whether a locus

found to be dìstal to a frag'ile site was closer to the fragìle sjte or

to the telomere. The method of scoring silver grains over such an

acentri c fragment di stal to a frag'il e si te has been outl i ned 'in Simmers

et al. (1987C). If the reso'lution prov'ided by the length of the distal

acentric fragment was ìarge enough and the locus far enough from the

mid-region of this fragment, th'is was pred'icted to be able to provide

further information on the location of the DNA sequence of interest,

using a chi-square test as described in the previous paragraph.

2. 6. SUI'I]'IARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In th i s chapter methods have been outl i ned for the coì I ecti on and

anaìysis of silver grain data for in sítu hybridizat'ion. Rules for the

inclusion of gra'ins in the data were established, such that each silver
grain "touching" a chromosome region could be assigned to a "grain

scoring region" (GsR). The testing of a grain peak for significance

i nvol ved the compani son of the observed count wi th that expected under a

Poisson distribution, with a level of significance appropriate for the

number of GSRs under examination. l,lhen comparing the grain levels over

two GSRs a chi-square test was used.
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CHAPTER 3

ADAPTATION OF THE IiV STIU HYBRIDIZATION TECHNIQUE

3. I . INTRODUCTION

Before in si tu hybridjzation could be used for chromosome localjzatjon

studies, it uras necessary to adapt a suitable technique from selected,

previousìy described protocols. Harper and Saunders (1981) carefully

appl i ed and assessed the use of dextran suì phate for i n si úu

hybridjzation of low copy number sequence probes. A protoco'l was

developed for use in thjs project based on the combined in siúu

hybridizatjon procedures of Harper and saunders (lg8l), Trent et al.

(1982), Donìon et a7. (1983) and Zabel et al. (1983), whjch had all been

used for s'ingle or low copy number sequence localizatjon.

To assess the suitability of th'is protocoì, probes to repeated sequences

were first used. This allowed both the assessment of the methods on a

system whjch requìred less sensitiv'ity than that for the detection of

low copy number and un'ique sequences, and a relatively short exposure

period. The protocoì was then tested using a probe to a lo!,r copy number

sequence, before it was used for the mapp'ing of DNA sequences.

This chapter wiì'l present the steps taken in adapting these protocoìs,

partì cul arly for use w'ith chromosomes expressi ng frag'il e si tes. The

genera'l methods used for in situ hybridization are g'iven in append'ix AI,
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and there will also be some discussion on these in this chapter, as well

as on some of the observations made after use of these methods, which

were not related to the purpose of the experiment (which'is reported in

a I ater chapter) . The procedures and resul ts di scussed, i f not

presented be'low, can be found 'in Appendices AIII and AIV.

3.2.I'IATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1. Probes used

The two anonymous probes from chromosome 16 were prepared by others in

thjs ìaboratory. The probes for the granu'locyte co'lony-st'imulating

factor and tumour necrosis factor genes were used in collaboration. In

all other cases the probes v',ere obta'ined from other researchers who had

prev'iously described them (see Acknowledgements.)

Repeated sequence probe, pHY2.1.

human genomìc jnsert in pBR328,

restriction fragment from human

repeat present in 2 000 copies on

A related sequence wìth homology

100 copies on the autosomes, as

Burns et al ., 1985).

Th'is probe consi sts of a 2.lkb l/ael I I

which hybridizes to a 2.1kb l/aeIII

mal es , represent'i ng a 2 .47kb tandem

the Y chromosome (Cooke et al ., 1982).

to the probe is a'lso present jn about

tandem repeats (Cooke et ãl ,, 1982;

Repeated sequence probe, pXlr-101-12. The HindIII insert from pXlr-l0l

(Trendeìenberg et â1., 1978) has been cloned jnto the p'lasmìd pBR322

(D.R. Smyth, personal communication). This insert contains l0.55kb
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representing almost all of the rDNA repeat from Xenopus laeris, and

2.35kb of the Xenopus-specific spacer (Trendeìenberg et al., 1978). The

rDNA repeat encodes the 45S rRNA precursor, the human homologue of which

'is present in about 300 copies (Schmickel, 1973) at the satellite stalks

of the five pairs of acrocentric chromosomes (Henderson eú dl.,19721,

Evans et al., 1974).

Low copy nunber probe, pHPC consists of the pìasmid pBR322 with a 400bp

jnsert consisting of part of intron I and all of exon 2 of the Ve-

gìobin gene on the short arm of chromosome 16 (T. Man'iat'is, personaì

communication).

3.2.2.1n situ hybridi zation

The in siúu hybridization protocoì used h,as that detailed in appendix

4I.5. It is based on the method of Harper and Saunders, and the similar

methods of Trent et al. (1982), Donìon eú al. (1983) and Zabel et al.

(re83).

To first ascertain to what extent the in situ hybridizat'ion procedure

would interfere with fragile site morphoìogy and identifìcation, slides

expressing the fragiìe (X) were processed w'ithout probe. Solid stajned

metaphases expressi ng the frag'iì e (X) vlere pre-l ocated, destai ned and

processed using the fn si tu hybridization protocoì (appendix AI.5), w'ith

carrier DNA but no probe in the hybridization mix. These metaphases

were solid stained, relocated and examined afterwards.
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The repeated sequence probes, pHY2.l and pXlr-l0l-12, were hybridized in

si úu to male metaphase chromosomes as described in appendix AIII.l.

To test the procedure using a probe specific for a sequence of low copy

number, the e-glob'in probe was hybnidized to normal chromosomes

(appendix AIII.2), which were then solid stained and identified by

group.

3.2.3.Determination of appropriate emulsion development conditions

Slides with chromosomes from indjvidual FISB (46,XY, with a ìong Yq; see

appendix AII), probed with 0.2u9/mì pHY2.l, were exposed for 24hr, and

developed for three to seven m'inutes, at a constant temperature (lgoC),

with no agitation, in order to establ ish a suitable period of

development for these set condìtions of temperature and agitation. Two

slides were deveìoped for each set t'ime, except that only one was

developed for seven minutes.

3.3. RESULTS

3.3.l.llorphology of fragile sites after in situ hybridization

lll metaphases expressing fra(X)(q27) were located before being treated

with the in situ hybridizatìon procedure without a probe. In 100 (90%)

of these, the fragìle site v',as apparently unchanged morphoìog'ically

(fig. 3.1(a)) after
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Fìgure 3. l.
Exampìes of metaphases before (left) and after (right) ín siúu

hybridizatjon treatment without a probe, w'ith the fra(X) arrowed. (a) A

metaphase, apparent'ly unchanged after treatment. (b) The fragile x

chromosome js damaged after treatment, but a portion of th'is chromosome

including the frag'ile site is unchanged. (c) Part of this metaphase has

lifted off the sl'ide, damaging the fragile s.ite.
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treatment. Thirty-two of the lll cells were noticeably altered, part of

the metaphase usually having come off the slide (fig. 3.1(b)). The

whole metaphase had been lost jn five cases.

3.3.2.Repeat sequence probes

Slides probed with pHY2.l had a number of sjlver grains over Yq ìn many

metaphases after 5-8 days of exposure (fig. 3.2(a); see appendix

AIII.l), and dense ìabeìì'ing was evident after a much ìonger exposure

period (100 days), making the Y chromosomes difficult to see under the

grains, wh'ich t'lere difficult to score accurately. The signa'l and

background levels are presented in appendix AIII.l, for sl'ides probed at

0.35 and 0.7ug/mì. In thjs experiment, one a'im of using the repeat

sequence probes was to be able to assess the success of the technìque

quickly, without scoring many cells. Therefore s'ignaì and background

ìevels were scored only for these two sljdes (appendix AIII.I). These

ìeveìs were highly significant.

Slides probed with pXl-rl0l-12 did not exhibit obvious label over the

short arms of the acrocentric chromosomes after 5-18 days. Most

metaphases developed after 100 days'exposure did exh'ibit label over the

region of some of the secondary constrict'ions. (Gra'ins were not scored,

because of the sparsity of the metaphases.)
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3.3.3.Low copy number sequence in situ hybridization

The first slìde probed wjth pHk, developed after 26 days'exposure, had

14 grains over l6p in 55 metaphases. Aìthough the level of graìns in

\,,'.'',1 excess of background is not great (see fig. 2.3), this is a s'ign'ificant

result, with a probabjlity of random occurrence equaì to 0.04 (d'iscussed

in chapter 2; see appendix AIIl.2). Both ìonger exposure of the slide

and a greater concentration of probe gave better signaì and

sìgnaì :background resuìts (see appendix AIII.2).

3.3.4.Conditions of development

Sì'ides H9.l and H9.2 (appendix AIII.8, haptogìobìn probe), both probed

and dipped under the same conditions, were deveìoped for 3 min and 5 min

respectiveìy. There was an increase 'in background (sìide H9.1, 12.52

grains per ceìl; slide H9.2,15.27 grains per ceìì), but no ìncrease in

s'ignaì (sìide H9.1, 1.22 grains per cell; slide H9.2, 0.93 grains per

ceìì), with the longer development time. Later, jn order to reduce any

variability due to temperature and degree of agitation, a series of

slides probed with pHY2.1 was developed for different peniods. The

resuìts are presented in figure 3.3. Twenty-five cells were scored from

each slide. From these resuìts a deve'lopment period of 4min was chosen,

for use at lgoC with no agitation.
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3.3.5.Patterns of labelling observed on other slides

Append'ix AIV g'ives the "signaì " and "background" levels scored for some

probes hybridized at a range of concentrat'ions (methods g'iven in

chapters.4, 5 and 6, and append'ix AIII), as well as the average values

of signaì and background per celì (for comparison between sìides and

probes) and the signaì:background ratjos.

Tabìe 3.1 summarjzes signaì and background levels for the chromosomes

probed with the APRT probe at O.4ug/ml. These levels had not decreased

greatìy when the probe was used ten months after nick translat'ion,

compared to its use jmmediately after nick translation.

The probe l,lT2Ar hybridized very weìì to l6q, the sjte of the /Yf gene

cl uster (see appendix AI I I. l0) . There were al so cl usters of si I ver

grains, apparently not specìfica]1y bound to any of the sites of loci

with homoìogy to the probe. The number of these clusters increased with

increas'ing probe concentration. This phenomenon was common to all

chromosome preparations hybridized with this probe, but did not affect

chromosomes probed with pHY2.l at the same time.

0ften, with increas'ing probe concentration, dense concentrations of

silver grains u,ere observed, over what appeared to be regions of

bacterial contamination. An exampìe is prov'ided by slìdes from H9

(appendìx AIII.8): culture F7F gave this pattern of background, but

culture t22A did not. 0ver slides with th'is pattern of labelììng, a
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Tabì e 3. l.
(From appendix AIII.9.) The levels of signaì and background after ín

sr'tu hybridizatjon with 0.4u9/m'l of the ÁPRf probe used (a) immediately

after and (b) ten months after the same nick translation.

Slide

(a) H14. l2

(b) H26.3s-

H26.38

exposure

(days)

36

32

no. of

cells

45

240

sì gnal /
cell no.

0.56

0.45

background/

cel 'l no.

5. l8

4.42



lower level of background was seen over F7F metaphases than over those

of F22A.

3.3.6.Banding

The appearance of chromosomes after in sítu hybridization, which had

been G-banded with trypsin and pre-photographed before in sl'tu

hybrid'izatìon, vanied. These chromosomes were often pa'le (e.g.fig.
5.ll). Stronger staining solutions or increased pH of the staining

buffer heìped in obtaining darker chromosomes in such cases. In many

cases chromosomes which had been banded and pre-photographed still
showed some G-banding after in sftu hybridization and staining (e.g.

figs 5.11 and 5.12).

In some chromosome preparations obtained after fn situ hybrid'izatjon, C-

bandjng and somet'imes G-band'ing couìd be seen, in chromosomes which had

not been banded before in situ hybridization, and for which soljd

staining was intended (see fig. 3.2(b)). Conditions of the ín situ

hybridizat'ion technique described here, which were found to improve the

extent of C-band'ing after in situ hybrìdization, include 'longer

denaturation, and denaturat'ion at a h'igher temperature or higher or

ì ower pH.
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3.4. DISCUSSI0N

3.4.l.Assessment of the in si úu hybridization protocol

The morphoìogy of the fragììe (X) before and after treatment with in

situ hybridjzation conditions did not generally dìffer, apart from

mechanical loss of part or all of some metaphases. This result is

'important to the experiments described'in chapters 5 and 6, where probes

were local jzed using fragile sites. In particular, the chromosome

outline did not sweìì, obscuring the fragiìe site or decreasing

resolution. Loss of chromosomes was not a great probìem. Careful

hand'ling of the sl ides, part'icuìarly when appìying and remov'ing

coversìips, helps to avo'id ìoss of the metaphases from the slides. tlhen

locating metaphases prior to in situ hybridization, for examination

afterwards, the number pre-ì ocated shoul d be in excess of those

required, to take into account those that may be lost.

The Y-specìfic probe, pHY2.l, was well suited to testing the in situ

hybridization procedure, or for test'ing variatjons in cond'itions. The

signaì from the first experiment with this probe was evident after onìy

five days. In later experiments, after the technique vtas well

establ i shed (using the same protoco'l ) , exposure for only one day

resul ted i n a high I evel of signal over the Y chromosome

heterochromatin, such that accurate scori ng of gra'i n numbers t.tas

impossibìe (fig. 3.2(b)). The use of conditions alìow'ing singìe copy

gene localization enables rapid detection of the h'ighly reiterated Y-

specific sequence using a radioactive detection method. The presence of
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repeats nith homology to the probe on other chromosomes (Cooke eú â1.,

1982:'8urns et ã1.,1985) is acknowledged, but as the copy number is

comparat'ively ìow, the signal is not evjdent after the short exposure

periods used for the Y chromosome signaì. pHY2.l has been used by other

authors to deveìop alternative detection methods (Burns et dl., 1985;

Ferguson et dl ., 1986), where the h'igh level of hybrid'ization of the

probe was used to advantage.

Schmidtke and Schmid (1980) have suggested that the repeats homologous

to the probe pHY2.l are located on the distal part of the Y chromosome

heterochromatic material. However, 'in the present study the silver
grains were usually observed over most of this heterochromatin.

The ribosomal probe, pXI-rl0l-12, produced obvìous label over the short

arms of the acrocentric chromosomes, but after a much'longer exposure

time than that required for visualjzation of specific ìabeììing with

pHY2.l. pxl-rl0l-12 is therefore not practicaì for rapid, non-

quant'itative testing of the in sítu hybridizat'ion technique.

The reason for the much higher level of labelling with the Y-specific

probe appears to lie in copy number, there being on average 2 000 copies

of the sequence per chromatid, clustered as a tandem repeat on a human Y

chromosome (cooke et al.,1982). There would be on average however, only

30 (i.e. 300/10) tande¡n repeats of the ribosomal sequence per chromatjd,

at each rDNA site in a human dipìoid metaphase, g'iving a lower level of

hybridization, even when the 5-fold ìonger s'ize of the part of the

insert wjth human homology in the ribosomal probe is taken jnto account.
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Species variation between X. Taeyis and man would also result in

slightìy incomplete homoìogy of the ribosomal probe with its human

counterpart. The ribosomal probe was probably capab'le of g'ivi ng better

s'ignal than that observed, gìven that (a) thìs was the case w'ith pHY2.l,

once the technique had been well established, and (b) Henderson et al.

(1972) and Evans et al. (1974) obtained more efficient hybridization

with a less efficient system, probing for the same sequences.

The use of good qual ity chromosome preparations for in siúu

hybridization appears to be important to the success of hybrid'ization.

In retrospect, the e-gìobin probe was not a potentìalìy reliable low

copy number probe wi th whi ch to test the i n si tu hybrjd'i zati on

procedure. The jnsert is reìatively short (a00bp), and has comp'lete

homology wìth part of intron I (not including the l4bp repeat present in

intron I) and all of exon two of both the C- and Ve-globin loc'i, as

described by Proudfoot et al. (1982), totaììing 800bp of double-stranded

human sequence homologous to the probe, orì each chromatid.

Neverthe'less, the probe did g'ive a ìeve'l of signaì dìscernible above the

substantial (about ten grains per ceì'l) background. The h'igh background

level found on these slides is probabìy. attributable to a hìgh ìeveì of

exposed siìver crystaìs in the emulsion before exposure, oF to
development of unexposed silver crystaìs. (No slide was 'incìuded for

measuri ng the 'ini ti al background I evel i n th'i s experiment. ) To

illustrate this, slide H7.1, exposed for lll days, did not have a h'igher

leveì of background than slide H7.3, which was exposed for only 26 days.
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3.4.2. Probes

3.4.2. l.Detection system

A radioactive method of probe detection was used, as th'is was the most

reliable for in situ hybridization (see chapter l). There are two

radioisotopes in generaì use for in sr'úu hybridizat'ion, 3H (trit'ium)

(e.g. Harper and Saunders, l98l) and l25I (e.g. Gerhard et ã1., l98l).

Eoth have a low maximum energy of em'ission (l8.5keV for 3H;35keV for
125I) (Rogers, 1973), and therefore singìe copy sequences being probed

requìre a lengthy exposure period. Their usefulness lies in the small

path length that results from thìs low energy, enabì'ing good resolution.

An l25I-labeìled probe enables a shorter exposure perìod than one

labelled with 3H (e.g. Eccles et â1.,1984; McBride et ã1.,1986), but

resolution is compromised. Li et al. (1986) have compared 3H with 35S

and 32P for in situ hybridization using ì'ight and electron microscopy.

An ultrathin layer of emuìsion alìowed sufficjent resolution with the

two high energy isotopes (35S and 32P), but still that of 3H r., better.

In addìtion, the signal obtained from the hjgh energy isotopes v{as poor,

probably because of the low probabiì'ity of the tlpart'icìes, with a h'igh

energy at emi ssi on, los'ing energy to the emu'l si on, as exp'l aì ned by

Rogers (1973, 1979).

Tritium was chosen for this project for its superior resolution, and

also because of its comparative safety. The half distance of tritium in

NT8-2 emulsion (the distance from the source within which half the

density of silver grains in that direction occur) is 0.38um, and the
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range of a tritium-emitted ß-partìc'le seldom exceeds lum in emulsion

(Rogers, 1973). Thìs compares favourably with the s'ize of a chromosome

(chromatìd width being 'in the order of 1-fum), so that s'ilver grains

will be clustered over a relat'iveìy narrow chromosome region. The ìong

half life of trit'ium (12.3 years) enabìes probes to be used for months

after nick translation. For example, lhe APRT probe (appendix AIII.9)

was used successfuìly ten months after njck translat'ion (slides H26.10-

40) , w'ith the resul t'ing 'ì eve'l of ì abel ì i ng not great'ly reduced, compared

with slides probed immediate'ly after nìck translation (sìides H14.1-25)

(tabìe 3.1.).

3.4.2.2.Effect of probe size

Those probes which gave the best s'ignal:background ratios (see appendìx

AIII) include pcr3'HVR.64, the 5.4ETS1 probe, and the two probes with a I

vector, ACH207 and ACH224. They have large inserts (po3'HVR.64 insert

4.0kb, S.T. Reeders, personaì communication;5.48f5/ insert 5.4kb, D.

Steheììn, persona'l communication; ACH207 insert 4.7kb and ACH224 jnsert

5.0kb, V. Hyì and, personaì commun'icat'ion), and therefore a ì arge

homoìogous chromosomal region wjth which to hybrìdize. The repeated

nature of the sequence homologous to the pr3'HVR.64 probe (see chapter

5) probab'ly also contributed to the h'igh level of signal obtained with

this probe. The large vector (with a length of 4l.7kb) of the ).

probes, rather than contributing to probe concentration alone, probab'ly

also contributed to network formation. Zabel et al. (1983) concìuded

that vector size js important to the level of signaì, because of the

contribution to network formation. The cr- and c-gìob'in probes, Jl.ll0l
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(insert about 800bp, t,liìson et ã1.,1978) and pHPc (insert 400bp, T.

Maniatis, personal communicatìon), with small 'inserts, did not produce a

hìgh ìeveì of labell ìng.

3.4.2.3. Probe concentration

The probe concentration giv'ing the highest sìgna'l with low background

(Gerhard et â1., l98l) y{as usually chosen for test slides (append'ix

AIII), based on the previous sìgnaì:background results (append'ix AIV)

for that probe or other probes of s'imiìar insert size and extent of

homoìogy of the target chromosomes. If the potentiaì hybridization

efficiency was uncertain, a concentration of 0.4ug/mì was chosen, which

was cons'idered 'ìì ke'ly to g'ive good s'ignal , wìthout high background,

based on experience with other probes (see appendix AIV).

Calculations of in sl'tu hybridization efficiency have appeared for

experiments us'ing RNA probes (e.9. Coté et âl ., 1980; l.lalcolm et dl .,

l98l) and DNA probes without dextran sulphate (Atwood et dl.,1976).

However, such calculations are not possible when dextran su'lphate is

used wjth a DNA probe, as l:l hybridization of probe to chromosomal DNA

js not expected (Barton et â1.,1982). Raap et al. (1986) reported a

40% loss of chromosomal DNA during heat denaturation, whìch, in addition

to renaturation of complementary sequences, exp'la'ins the incompìete

eff i ci ency of i n si tu hybri d'izati on .
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3.4.3.Conditions of hybridi zation

3.4.3. l.Chromosomal denaturati on

The r'n situ hybridizat'ion method described by Harper and Saunders (1981)

follows that of Chandler and Yunis (1978) to a ìarge extent. An

important feature of the technìque is denaturation at 700C. The

'incl us'ion of formamide i n the denaturati on sol uti on al I ows the

temperature for heat denaturation to be reduced from lOOoC. The

pri nc'i pl e aì I ow'i ng thi s reducti on of temperature i s stri ngency:

'increasing the formamide concentration will decrease the stringency of

the solution, so that nucleic acìd strands anneaì less efficiently

(Jones, 1974), and can be denatured at a lower temperature. Lowering

the salt concentration and increasing the temperature are also ways of

'i ncreas i ng stri ngency (Jones, 1974) . Chromosomal denaturat'ion by aci d

treatment results in better morphoìogy, but poorer hybridization

efficiency, than denaturation by Na0H or heat treatment (Jones, 1974;

Pardue and Galì, 1975; Steffensen, 1977). The reduction of denaturation

and hybridizatjon temperatures allowed in the presence of deionized

formamide'improves the morphoìogy obtained after heat denaturat'ion, and

washing (Chand'|., .í¿ Yunis, 1978). Dehydration in cold (-200C) ethanol

solutions prevents the chromosomal DNA from reanneaìing (Steffensen'

1e77).

Denaturation by ìow pH appears to cause extractjon of the basic histone

proteins from the chromosomes; whereas denaturation by high pH extracts

non-histone proteins, leading to loss of morphoìogy and staining abiììty
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(Pardue and Gall, 1975; Steffensen, 1977). Such extraction of hjstone

proteins, as may also be attained by acjd fìxat'ion of the chromosomes

(this ìs appìicable to the method of chromosome harvest and storing used

in this project), removes some of the chromosomal prote'ins to whjch the

nucle'ic acid probe might bind non-spec'ificalìy (Pardue and Gall ' 1975;

Steffensen, 1977). The non-histone proteins appear to be necessary for

good qua'ì'ity chromosome morphoìogy, so the inclusion of a DNA carrjer in

the hybridjzat'ion soìution (j.e. sheared salmon sperm DNA jn the

protocoì detailed in appendix AI.4) counters the possibìe non-specific

binding which might otherwise occur when these proteins are left intact

(Pardue and Ga'lì, 1975).

3.4.3.2.Stringency of hybridization and washing

The consistent use of hybridizat'ion and wash'ing

should prevent any dissociation of nucìeic acjd

otherwise occur at a higher or 'lower pH.

sol utions at

hybrid wh'ich

pH7 .0

mi ght

Variation of washing stringency from the standard conditions (Hl4.l5-21:

see append'ix AIII.9) did not result in any detectabìe decrease in

background I evel .

Slides from H9 and Hl4 (haptoglobin gene and APRT gene localization

experiments, see appendix AIII.8 and AIII.9) were hybridized at 4zoc.

An initial wash with a temperature a few degrees higher than that of

hybridization shouìd be, but was not, used. These steps aìso vary from

the standard protocoì s fol I owed, probabìy a'l ì ow'ing ì ess effecti ve
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hybridizatÍon of the probe. Hyb¡idization at 42oC was therefore

abandoned 'in I ater exPeriments.

There is an optimaì temperature (other condit'ions affect'ing stringency

remaining s'*lt¿¿ed) at which maximaì hybridization between two sequences

occurs (Moar et dl ., 1975). Controìled high stringency 'is 'important

when there are known sequences which will otherwise cross-hybrid'ize with

the probe, and signaì from these is unwanted (Cremer et al.,1986). Such

distinction was not needed in the experiments reported in this thesjs.

The originaì in sr'tu hybridization protocoì, which created no such

problems in localization, and is 'in common use, was adhered to, and

varjations of dubious advantage were not introduced.

3. 4. 4.Autoradi ography

3.4.4.l.Emulsion

As tritium has a low energy of disintegration, a sensitive emulsion'is

not necessary. Therefore Kodak NTB-2 emuìsion was chosen, in preference

to Ilford 14, as it has a lower sensjtiv'ity rating (a rating of 3 on the

Ilford scale), to avoid some background labelì'ing from external sources,

as recommended by Rogers (1973) for tritium. Resolution is lower with

NTB-2 than with L4 emuìsion, because of the ìarger size of the sjlver

crysta'l in NTB-2, but this difference in resolut'ion is negligible at the

ìight microscope level (Rogers, 1979).
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A 2:l dilution of emuls'ion wjth water g'ives an emulsion thickness of

about l-2um, which gives increased resolutjon compared to the use of

Kodak emulsions undiluted (Rogers, 1973). For quantitative

autoradiography with tritium, the emulsion should be thick enough to

'include all potentia'l silver grains from the trit'ium source (Rogers,

1973). However, this 'is more 'important for cases where grain scoring

regions are separated from each other, e.g. histologicaì specimens. In

chromosomal autorad'iography, each metaphase, consisting of several GSRs,

is itseìf covered by a small area of emulsion, effective'ìy of uniform

thickness, and the variations between metaphases ìn the thìckness of the

overìying emulsion affect each class of GSR equa'l'ly.

3.4.4.2.Duration of exposure

There is an increasing trend towards development after a relat'ive'ly

short exposure period (e.g. Caubet et al.,1985; Le Beau et al.,1986),

often resuìting in low background leveìs, and shorten'ing the wait for

results. These benefits must be considered aga'inst the possible

disadvantages. Similar magnitudes of s'ignaì and background grains mìght

be obtained from a short exposure period as from a ìonger one by scoring

proportionate'ly more cel'ls (and a greater expenditure of time and effort

are therefore necessary, the disadvantage of which must be compared

against the advantage of an earlier result). Regardless of the 'length

of exposure, the data wiìì be more powerful the greater the combined

signaì (S) and noise (B) counts, where S and B are related by a

constant, as a difference between the two which is a certa'in proportion

of S (if a difference exists) w'ilì be more signif icant (ìess 'l'ikeìy to
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have occurred by chance). It can be seen from figure 3.4, however, that

the s'ignal:background ratio should jncrease with the length of exposure,

provided the rate of exposure of the emulsion as a result of specific

signa'l is stjll constant, and is at least twice the rate of exposure due

to background. This ìmpì ies that a ìonger exposure w'i'll g'ive a greater

difference between signal and background than w'ilì scoring extra cells

after a shorter exposure. The rate of exposure starts decreasìng when

10% of the silver halide crystals in the reg'ion of emulsion over a

source have been exposed (Rogers, 1979), so development is desjrable

before this state is reached. Development before th'is stage a]so gives

opt'imaì resol uti on (Rogers, 1979) .

In the experiments reported in this thes'is, reìativeìy ìong exposure

periods t.,ere usuaììy opted for. This was particuìar'ly'important jn

cases where slides h,ere pre-photographed, oF for localizat'ion using

fragiìe sites, as onìy a lìmited number of cells were to be useful, and

a maximal amount of label'ling was required. When carrying out originaì

ìocalization experiments, these constrictions were not as ìimit'ing, but

ìong exposure periods u,ere chosen for the reasons ment'ioned in the

prev'i ous paragraph .

3.4.4.3.Conditions of devel opment

The I evel of background i n the emul si on depends i n part on the

condit'ions of development (Rogers, 1973). The degree of agitation, and

the time and temperature of deveìopment are important. Under jdeal

condjtions of each, al I of the
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latent images wiìì have been developed, and deveìopment stopped before

any of the unexposed s i I ver haì i de crystaì s have been devel oped .

Initia'ìly a development tjme of 5min was chosen, at room temperature,

with constant ag'itat'ion. Sl ides deveìoped together would have received

the same treatment, but differences jn agitation between batches, and'in

temperature ( a'l though contro'l 'l 
ed ) between days woul d decrease

reproducibil ity.

In the earliest in situ hybnidization experiments the emulsion had been

deveìoped for 5min (see appendìces AIII.l, AIII.2). The decrease 'in

-to'lfte,
background corresponding ^ development of sl ide H9.2 for 3min (see

results), without decrease in signaì, was the bas'is for subsequent

development of slides for 3 min. In the results presented in figure 3.3

for sl'ides probed with pHY2.l, the level of background cìearìy increased

with time of development. The level of signal did not show such a clear

relationsh'ip, but overdeveìopment possibìy contributed to the high ìeveì

at seven minutes (such a smal'l region of emulsion over Yq wouìd not be

affected greatly by random development of unexposed silver hal'ide

crystaìs). A development time of 4 min was chosen from these resuìts,

so that development y{as finj shed before the rapid increase 'in

development of unexposed silver halide crysta'ls, but was not short

enough to result in underdeveìopment, or too short to be accurateìy

reproduc'i b'l e .
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3.4.5.The effect of fragile site inducing agents on in situ

hybri di zati on

The DNA-bind'ing agents which induce fra(16) (q22)(FRA16BI', 'incìud'ing

distamyc'in A and Hoechst 33258 (Sutherìand eú al., 1984; Schmid et al.,

1986), were not generalìy used, as it was not known how the binding of

these agents to the DNA would affect hybridization. Chromosomes from

two individuals, in which FRA|68 had been induced wjth Hoechst 33258,

were used j n experiments H35 and H40 (see append'ix AI I I . l0' l'lT2Au and

ItTlîu probes, s'lides H35.14-15 and H40.12-15) . 0n most of these sl ides

the same labelìing trend was seen as for the slides wjth FRÁI6B induced

with BrdU (H35 and H40). The data are small however, and do not

jndicate whether the leveìs of label'ling are different. A more detailed

study of this effect was not carrjed out.

Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), on the other hand,'is incorporated into DNA in

pìace of deoxythymidine residues. BrdU was often included in cell

culture, either for cell synchronization or for induction of FRA16B.

Zabel et al . (I983) found that its incorporat'ion into early repl'icatìng

bands does not change the relative efficiencies of hybridization to dark

and light bands.

3.4.6.Chromosome identification after in situ hybridization

Most chromosome banding techn'iques wiìì not work, or work with reduced

effic'iency after in sr'tu hybridization (Maìcoìm et ãl ., 1986).

Synchronization of the cultures, which would resuìt 'in prometaphase
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chromosomes, or enable bandjng after in situ hybridizatìon by the method

of Zabel et al. (1983), v{as considered neither necessary, compat'ibìe

wjth, nor easiìy adaptabìe to the requìrements for induction of some

fragile sites. For these reasons, âs well as the d'ifficuìty jn

establ'ishing a bandìng technìque for use after in situ hybridization,

chromosomes were not aìways banded after in situ hybridization. In the

fjrst experiments testing the viabilìty of the in si tu hybridization

technique, probes to chromosome regions identifjable without bandìng (Y,

16 and the short arms of the acrocentrjc chromosomes) were used. When

fragile sites were used for localization, in the majority of cases these

were on chromosome 16, for which banding was not needed for

identification. However, when the fragiìe site on llq was used for

I ocal i zati on, i ts expressi on was the only cri terj on avai I abl e for

recognition of chromosome ll.

Banded chromosomes were required however, when chromosome recogn'ition

was more crucial: when a probe of unknown location was used, or when a

probe was hybridized to a chromosome which could not be identified

without band'ing. l,lhere identification of chromosomes other than

chromosomes 16 or Y was necessary, chromosomes were eìther G-banded and

photographed before in situ hybrjdization, or G-banded after ín situ

hybnidization with the method of Zabeì et al. (1983). The use of cell

synchronization to obtain prometaphase chromosomes su'itable for band'ing

(Zabeì et al. (1983)) aided in the degree of resolutjon obtained.

Researchers 'initiaììy identified chromosomes after ín situ hybridization

either by recognìtion of morphoìogicaìly sjmiìar groups (e.9. Price et
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â1., 1972; Steffensen et â1., 1974), or by banding and photographing

selected metaphases before hybnidization, to be reìocated after

hybridizatjon and autoradiography (e.g. Jones et â1., 1974; Gosden et

ãl ., 19758).

Band'ing with pre-photography before in situ hybridization is st'ill a

suitable method of chromosome'identìfication, and was somet'imes used'in

this project. The location and photography of sufficient metaphases,

'including a surpìus in case some are lost, is an extensive and time

consumi ng process. However, the i nconveni ence i s offset after

hybridization by the rapid relocation of the metaphases to be scored.

Another advantage is that the chojce of cells is not biassed by the

silver grain pattern. The appearance of these pre-photographed

chromosomes after in situ hybridìzation varied, and they were often pa'le

(e.g. fig. 5.ll; c.f.. Devilee et â1, 1986). Reduction in the

denaturation time of these chromosomes may improve their stainab'iìity

after in situ hybridization (1. I'lebber, personaì communication).

Chandìer and Yunis (1978) described the first techn'ique for band'ing

chromosomes after in sr'tu hybridization. Bands were obtained by

sta'ining with I'lright's stain without pre-treatment. It had been

previous'ly uncertain whether banding v'tas possib'le after ín sl'tu

hybridization (Hirschhorn and Boyer, 1974). Chandler and Yunis' (1978)

method was also used by Harper and Saunders (198I). A number of other

band'ing techniques for use after in sr'tu hybridization have been

described, incìuding those of Bernheim and Berger (1983) (where

chromosomal denaturation is achieved as part of a standard R-banding
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techniQue), Kiel-Metzger and Erickson (1984) and Cann'izzaro and Emanuel

(rs84).

Some of the publ'ished post-hybridization banding procedures damage the

emul s ì on to some extent, requi ri ng that metaphases be photographed

before banding, record'ing the positions of silver graìns (e.g.Lee et

âl . , 1985; Popescu eú âl . ,, 1985) . Thi s photography and rel ocati on

process appears to 'invol ve the same inconven'iences as banding and

photographing before in situ hybridization. However, in the first case

the end result 'is a photograph of si'lver grains and a sl ide of banded

chromosomes, whereas in the second, a photograph of banded chromosomes

and a slide of chromosomes wìth silver grains are obtained. The latter

seems preferab'le, as the scoring of s jlver grains by microscopy 'is much

more reliable than scoring from a photograph: the scatter of silver

gra'ins is three-d'imensional , the grains usually be'ing out of focus on a

photograph, and their I ocati on wi th respect to the underìyi ng

chromosomes not accurateìy represented.

The G-banding method (Zabel et âl ., I983) was used after in sr'tu

hybridization when originaì ìocaìizations were made (chapter 4). The

early repì'icating bands, into which the BrdU had been incorporated, are

negative'ly stained, and the I ate repl icat'ing bands are posit'ively

stai ned.

C-banding v{as deveìoped directìy from r'n siúu hybridization (Arnigh'i and

Hsu, 1971), and was sometimes seen in chromosomes after in si tu

hybridjzation. Such banding was not predictable however, and usua'lly
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not sharp enough to use for chromosome identification. By altering the

condjtions of chromosome denaturation, the extent of C-banding could be

improved (see section 3.3.5), but the genera'l morphology of the

chromosomes suffered under these conditions. Such I imited

identificatjon of chromosomes may prove useful in some cases, when more

detailed banding js elusive, but was not used for chromosome

identification in the experiments described in thjs thesjs.

3.4.7.Patterns of background labelling

Increasing the concentration of probe ìn the hybridjzation solution

generalìy increases the level of non-spec'ific hybrìd'izat'ion (Harper and

Marseì I e, 1986 ) . I n some cases there was obv'i ous cì usteri ng of s'i I ver

grains, the leveì of which increased with probe concentration.

The heavy clustering of silver grains after even low concentrations of

the probe llT2Ar appears to have been due to some property of the probe,

being common to alì chromosome preparations hybridized with this probe,

but not affecting chromosomes probed w'ith pHY2.l at the same time. It
was the onìy probe wi th whi ch background ì abeì ì i ng at ì ow probe

concentrations made signaì/background scoring almost impossible (see

appendix AIII.l0).

An interesting contrast ìn background ìabelling levels was seen between

sl ides which could be distinguished by being from separate tjssue

culture batches (see Resuìts, section 3.3.4). Apparently patches of

bacterial contaminatjon provìded a target for non-specifìc hybridization
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of the probe,'lessenìng the amount of non-specificaìly bound probe over

other areas. Such contamination would have occurred before in situ

hybridization: it could have occurred during cel'l culture or RNase

treatment, but the similarities in the extent of bacterial contamination

and its labelling observed between cells from the same culture supports

the former.

3. 5.SUÎ'il'tARY AND CoNCLUSIoNS

This chapter descrjbed the adaptatìon of a protocol for in situ

hybridization. It was first tested us'ing probes to repeated sequences,

so that a rapìd result was obtained. This was successful, as was low

copy number in siúu hybridizatìon us'ing the same procedure. It was also

found that treatment of the chromosomes in th'is way did not affect the

morphoìogy of fragìle sites.

The chosen in situ hybridization procedure was successful, and d'id not

need modification. Variations in probe concentratjon and conditions of

exposure and deveìopment had an effect on the resultant s'ignaì and

background levels. The use of a series of probe concentrations allowed

the assessment of an optimal one for generaì use. The ìength of

exposure needed couìd be assessed during each experiment; the arguments

for short vs. long exposure periods were presented.

Various methods were used for chromosome identification, and the choice

depended on the extent of identifìcation that was needed, and what

techniques could be reliably appìied. The use of chromosome 16 for the
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bulk of the work presented in this thesis removed the need for banding

j n those experiments, and thi s was ìmportant when fragi ì e sì te

expression and ident'ificatjon were of primary importance.
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CHAPTER 4

LOCALIZATION OF THE I¡lF AND G-CSF GENES

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Durìng this project, two probes to genes of immunoìog'icaì interest were

used to make original gene ìocalizations. This chapter describes these

experiments, and the 'impììcations of the chromosomal locatìons of the

genes for the proteins, tumour necros'is factor (TNFct) and granuìocyte

coìony-stimul ating factor (G-CSF) .

4. 2.I'IATERIALS AND I'IETHODS

TNFA probe. This probe consìsts of the 800bp fcoRl fragment from the

cìone 
^42-4 

(Pennica et al., 1984) in the pìasmid SP64. This 800bp cDNA

sequence includes the entire coding reg'ion for mature TNFo.

6-CSF probe. This cDNA clone is the sequence for G-CSF described by

Souza et al . (1986) (1.6-l.7kb in length), inserted jnto the p'lasm'id

pXMT2 using EcoRI adaptors, ôt the XhoI restriction sjte (G. Wong,

personaì communication).

In situ hybridization. The Tl'lFA and G-CSF probes were hybrid'ized in

situ to normal chromosomes from male individuals, âS described in

append'ix AI I I .3 and AI I I .4. The I ocati ons of si I ver gra'ins were

identified after development by comparison with photographs of the
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banded metaphases taken before hybridizatjon (for G-CSF local'ization),

or by banding the chromosomes after development as described (append'ix

AI.7) (for both TNFA and G-CSF local'izat'ion).

0n the bas'is of the localization result obta'ined for G-CSF, the G-CSF

probe was hybrid'ized to chromosomes from patients with acute

promyeìocytic leukaemia (APL), with the t(15;17) (karyotypes given in

appendix AII), as described ìn appendìx AIII.5 and Simmers et al .

(19878). The chromosomes were banded with alkal'ine phosphatase buffer

('in another laboratory, see Acknowledgements), pre-photographed, probed,

and relocated after development and solid stain'ing for comparison with

the photographs.

4.3.THE TUI'IOUR NECROSIS FACTOR GENE

4.3.l.Results

The test sìides were developed after 26 days' exposure, and G-banded

successfuììy. Forty-nine metaphases were scored from slides H29.ll and

H29.12, both probed at O.4ug/mì. The results are shown in fìgure 4.1.

0f the 158 siìver grains scored over the 49 metaphases from slides

H29.11 and H29.12,25 (16%) were localized over the regìon 6pl2-p22,

with a peak of l6 grains over band 6p21. This result is highìy

significant (reìative ìength of 6pl 2->p22 = 1.5; À=1.9; P<<10-5). There

were no significant peaks elsewhere. This result localizes TNFA to

within the region 6pl2-p22. The most likely location of TNFA is withjn
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band 6p21. F'igure 4.2. shows exampìes of metaphases with silver gra'ins

over this region.

4 .3 .?. Di scuss i on

TNF is a cytotox'ic protein, produced by macrophages,, to which a great

number of functions have been attnibuted, beìng involved in a compìex

set of poìypeptide mediator circuits (01d, 1987). Separate lines of

research have unwittingìy involved this same protein: TNF has proved to

be identical to cachectin (Beutler et al., 1985), and probably identical

to one of the d'ifferenti ati on 'induci ng factors produced by 'leukocytes

(Takeda et ãl ., 1986). In add'ition, natural cytotoxìc act'ivity appears

to be due to the release of TNF (Ortaìdo et dl.,1986; Patek et ã1.,

1e87).

The attributes of TNF which were originally studied include'its abjlity

to suppress ìipoprotein ìipase, thereby med'iatìng endotoxic shock, and

the abi I 'ity to i nduce haemorrhag'ic necros'is of tumours (Beutì er and

Cerami,1987; Carswell et dl.,1975). Clinical trials are in progress

to assess TNF as a treatment for cancer, especìally'in coniunct'ion wjth

'interferon (Beutler and Cerami, 1987; 0ld, 1987; Ruddle, 1987).

Lymphotoxin (TNFß) has 28% sequence homo'logy with TNFcx, although by

rearranging the alignment of the two sequencest 35% homo'logy is found

(Nedwin et ã1.,19854), with 46% sequence homoìogy between the cod'ing

regions of the two genes (Pennica et al., 1984). The two prote'ins have

been renamed TNFa (prev'i ousìy TNF) and TNF ß (previ ousìy
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lymphotoxin) (Shalaby eú dl., 1985). The genes for these two proteins

will therefore be termed TNFA and TNFB, respect'iveìy. The two genes for

these prote'ins are very cìose, in tandem arrangement (Nedospasov et al.,

19868) . The muri ne TNFA and frVFB genes, wh j ch cì ose'ly resembl e thei r

human counterparts 'in structure and tandem arrangement, are separated by

onìy l.lkb (Nedospasov et dl.,19864). The human genes are simìlarìy

close (Nedospasov, 19868; Goeddel et al., 1986). A maximum homology of

56% between the nucleotide sequences occurs 'in the last exon of both

(wh'ich encodes more than 80% of both proteins) (Nedwin et dl.,19854).

The two genes probabìy arose from a single tandem gene dupljcation event

(Nedwin et al., 19854; Nedospasov et al., 19864; 19868).

TNFB had previous'ly been assigned to chromosome 6 (Nedwin et ã1.,

19858) , and both Tl,lFA and TNFB had been I ocal i zed to the reg'ion

6p23->qI2, by Southern analysìs of somatic celì hybrìds (Nedwin et a7.,

19854). Although there is some homology between the two sequences (see

above), Southern analysis indicates that there is a sing'le TNFA gene,

neither probe cross-hybridizing with the other gene (Penn'ica et dl.,

1986; Nedwin et ã1., 19864). Thus, the in situ hybridization results

presented above for the fffF,4 probe probably'indicate the true location

of TNFA. Even in the event of limited hybridizatjon to TNFB, the two

'loci are so close that the overall grain distribution would not have

been affected.

The result localizing TNFA to 6p2l->p22 was reported

19868) , noti ng the proximì ty of th'i s I ocus

(Simmers et ãl .,

to the major
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hìstocompatìbi'l ity compìex. This finding has since been confirmed

(Spì es et aI . , 1986) .

The shortest reg'ion of over'lap (SRO) for the HLA region was defjned as

6p21.3 at Human Gene l4apping Workshop VII (Robson and Lamm, 1984). TNFcr

has been found to increase the level of express'ion of the HLA class I

and II antigens 'in some normal and tumour cells (Co'llìns eú dl ., 1986;

Pfizenmaier eú al., 1987; Pujol-Borrel'l et al., 1987). The localization

of TNFA to the same band as the HLA genes was therefore of interest,

suggest'i ng perhaps that i t i s wi thi n or near the major

hìstocompatibiì'ity comp'lex (MHC) . Nedwin et a7. (19854) suggested that

a location for TNFA and TNFB adjacent to the HIA genes might be useful

for coordinate reguìation of the'ir respectìve products. Spring eú al.

(1985) have localized genes of the MHC more preciseìy to regions within

6p21.3, using a series of B-cell line mutants. They were found to span

over half of this sub-band, the genes for class I, HLA-DQ and HLA-DP

antìgens beìng defined by a series of deletìons.

Spies et al. (1986) locaìized both TNFA and TNFB to with'in the bounds of

the HHC. Using a different series of deletion mutants for various

reg'ions of the I'IHC, of known l/lÁ status, both genes vrere mapped to one

of three regions: on one or the other side of the cìass III region or in

an uncloned reg'ion of the class I genes. Mülìer et al. (1987) found

that the murine ilVF genes are also within the HHC of the mouse. Using a

paneì of mouse strains recombinant w'ith'in the I'IHC, fjner local ization

deta'il was possibìe: TNFA and ilVFB were locaì'ized about 70kb upstream of

the H2-D gene (i.e., ât the proxìmaì end of the D/Qa region gene
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c'luster), close to a number of other genes in the MHc whjch are also

structuraììy and functionaììy unrelated to classes I and II genes

(Mül I er et dl . , 1987) . The presumed pos'iti on for the human rivF genes

close to HLA-8, deduced from the mouse data (Müì'ler eú ãl ., 1987), .is

concordant with the results obta'ined by spies et al. (19g6) for the

human frVF genes (Mül I er et a7. , 1987).

Aìthough there js a funct'ional relationship between TNF cr and

lymphotoxin, and the HLA antigens (see above), there is no evidence for

any functional sign'ificance of the proximity of their genes (Nedospasov

et al ., 19864; I'lüìler eú ãl ., t987). The enhancing effect of TNFr and

ìymphotoxin on the expressjon of the HLA antigens in any case appears to

be mediated vj'a a protein intermedjate (collins et ã1., 19g6),

apparently ß2-'interferon (Scheurich et ã1., 1986; Kohase et â1., l9g6;

May et aI., 1986).

4.4.THE GRAI{ULOCYTE COLONY.STI}IULATING FACTOR GENE

4.4.l.Results

Sljde H43.1, which was deve'loped after 26 days, showed no sign.ificant

ìabeììing over any region. [Seven (6%) of the lzl sjlver grains were

over l7q on thjs slide (35 metaphases) Q,=z.zs; p=0.01), a peak which is

not significant at the l0-4 level.l The remaining sìides were therefore

exposed for a ìonger period.
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sF'ifty-eìght metaphases and prometaphases were scored for sjlver

over sljde H43.2, probed with O.4ug/ml of the G-CSF probe s

for 39 days. These metaphases had been G-banded with trypsin and

photographed before in situ hybridizat'ion, and the sjlver grains were

scored over the relocated metaphases. Twenty-nine (13%) of the 226

sìlver grains were over the long arm of chromosome 17 (fig. I jn Sjmmers

et ô1., 1987D). This represents a probab'ility much less than l0-5 of

random occurence (l=3.89; P<<10-5). A mjnor peak (9 graìns) .rvas seen

over 4p (reìative length 1.80). This peak was, however, not sjgnificant

under the ruìes defined ìn chapter 2 (.i.e. p l0-4): \=3.36; p=0.00g

A further 98 metaphases were examined on slide H43.12. Thirteen (5%) of

251 s'ilver grains were observed over l7q (and two over l7p). (This is
less efficient labelìing of these chromosomes, which were G-banded after
in sr'tu hybridization by the method of Zabel et â1., l9g3). The

'locations of these silver grains on 17q and those from slide H43.2 are

represented against l7q in figure l, simmers et al., l9g7D. There.is a

peak of l8* siìver grains over band 17ql?, with a range over l7qll.2-
17q?l encompassing the likely site of the locus.

The results of the experiment hybrid'izing the 6-CSF probe to chromosomes

from APL are g'iven in figure 4.3. and in Simmers eú al. (l9g7B). The

slides were alì hybridized in situ together, under the same conditions,

but dipped in emulsion, developed and scored separateìy jn this

ìaboratory and another (see Acknowledgements). Both sets of data were

combined for the purpose of anaìys.is.
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Figure 4.3.

The distributjon of silver grains (large dots represent NTB-2 graìns;

small dots represent L4 grains) scored over the normal and derived

chromosomes l5 and 17 of -(a) pat'ient "5Ë (,rå,9 metaphases scored) and (i9)

patient tt?t (s9 metaphases scored), probed for G-CSF. Note that in (n)

two cdpies of the der(17) occur in the i(17q-), and that about 20% of

metaphases also had an extra copy of thjs chromosome. As jt js not

possì bì e to di fferent'iate mopho'log'icaì'ly between the two arms of the

jsochromosome, the label is represented on onìy one arm. The arrows

indicate the regions of translocation.
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The relative lengths used for statisticaì analysis (ca'lculated using

ISCN, l98l) are: for individual ML, l7q = 1.01,

lTcen->17q21: :15q22->I5qter = 0.9, l5ql5->qter = 1.2,

l5ql5->15q22::l7q?l->ITqter = 1.3; for indivìdual SD, l7q = 1.01,

17cen->17q21::15q22->15qter = 0.9*2.2 = 2.0, l5ql5->qter = 1.2,

l5ql5->15q22: ;17q?l->17qter = 1.3, totaì reìative ìength = 107.23. The

levels of signa'l on the normal chromosome 17s obta'ined ìn this

ìaboratory b,ere not high, but those on the der(17)s were (fig.4.3).

Together, the data show that the 6-CSF gene j s proxima'l to the

breakpoint on l7q (see Simmers et al.,19878; figs 4.4 and 4.5).

4.4.2. Di scussi on

Granulocyte coìony-stimu'lating factor (G-CSF) was first detected in the

serum of mice treated with endotoxin (Lotem eú dl.,1980; Burgess and

Metca'lf, 1980). Purification of this factor (Nicoìa et dl ., 1983)

allowed the determination of its functional characteristics: G-CSF is

predomìnantly a st'imulator of granuìocyte colony formation, and will

also st'imulate the in'itial pro'liferation of other haemopoietic

progenitor celì types (Nicoìa et â1.,1983; Metcalf and N'icoìa, 1983).

In contrast to other co'l ony stimul ati ng factors, i t i nduces

di fferenti ati on i n granul ocytes (Burgess and I'letcal f , 1980; Metcal f and

Nìcoìa, 1982).

The second of five introns in the G-CSF gene includes two alternative

spìice donor sites, so that two different mRNAs can be generated from a

common precursor RNA (Nagata et ã1., 19868). Southern anaìys'is has
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i nd'icated that there 'is onìy one G-CSF gene i n the human genome (J.

Smith, personal commun'ication; Nagata et al., 19864). Thus the site of

chromosomal hybridjzation of the probe (on l7q) is likely to be the 6-

CSF gene.

The resul t I ocal 'iz'ing G-CSF to l7ql l .2->17q22 j s of part'icul ar i nterest

in light of a specìfic translocation breakpoint seen in the chromosomes

of APL.

A rearrangement invoìving chromosome l7 or l8 was observed in the

chromosomes from a patient with APL (Enge'l eú â1.,1967), and this was

later recognized as a translocation between l5q and l7q (Okada et dl.,

1977, Kaneko et dl.,1977). Thìs rearrangement is highly specifìc for

APL (II IWCL, 1980, Ml.lCL, 19844), and probably occurs in every case

(Larson et dl., 1984). This leukaemia is characterized by a high

proportion of abnormal promye'ìocytes jn the bone marrow (Bennett ô1.,

re76).

In add'ition to the effects of G-CSF on normal cells, this prote'in can

induce the normal differentiatjon of myeloid ìeukaem'ia cells or cell

lines, wìth loss of tumorigenicity (Lotem et ã1.,1980; Metcalf, 1980;

Metcal f and Nicoì a, l98l; Nicoì a et dl . , 1983) . In particul ar,

recombinant human G-CSF was found to cause differentiation of APL cells

into mature celìs (Souza et al., 1986). It therefore seemed'like'ly that

the t(15;17) occurs at or near the G-CSF gene, so that a decrease in the

normal level of G-CSF causes reduced differentiation and increased

pro'l ìferation of myeloid cells, resulting in ìeukaemia, characterized by
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immature cells. Analogous to this possibiìity, GM-CSF, wh'ich has a

major roìe in cell proìiferation rather than different'iation, has been

found to be expressed consti tuti veìy j n some ì eukaem'i as, causì ng

proliferation by autocrine stimulation (Lang et al.,1985; Young et al.,

1987). A'lso, rearrangement of G-CSF was observed in a squamous

carcjnoma cell ì ine, (not of haemopoiet'ic orìgin), but there was

constitutive expression, rather than decreased expressìon, of G-CSF by

this cell line (Nagata et al., 1986).

To determine whether the t(15;17) occurred through the coding region of

the G-CSF gene, the probe was hybrid'ized in situ to metaphases from two

pat'ients with APL, one with the t(15;17), and one with the variant

i so(17q-) (Kondo and Sasak'i , 1979; Mt.lcL, 1984A) .

The results indicated that the G-CSF gene rema'ins on the derjved

chromosome 17. There was no signìficant hybridìzatjon to the derived

chromosomes 15. A translocation with a breakpoint near the end of the

regi on homol ogous to the probe m'ight not I eave enough DNA for

hybridization to one of the resuìt'ing pieces; nor would a breakpo'int

outside the region of probe homoìogy be detected by this method.

However, further evidence that the 6-CSF gene is not involved comes from

Southern anaìys'is of DNA from APL ceìls with the t(15;17). No

rearrangement of the gene or the surrounding DNA has beeen found (M.F.

Shannon, personaì communication, see S'immers et al ., 19878).

There has been considerable controversy over the assignment of the

breakpo'ints for the t(15;17) specifjc to APL. This controversy has been
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attributed to the similarity of the bands'in this region on the two

chromosomes i nvol ved and the genera'l 'ly poor morpho'l ogy of bone marrow

chromosomes (Row'ley, 1984; Testa, 1984). [.lhile some ass'ignments of the

l7q breakpoìnt ìncluded 17q22 (Go'ìomb et ã1.,1979; II It.lCL, 1980) and

17ql? (Kondo and Sasaki, I979; Ohyashikì eú dl., 19854), many authors

have favoured a localizat'ion at the proximaì end of band 17q?l (e.g.

Okada et ãl ., 1977; Ml.lCL, 19844; Larson et dl ., 1984), most hav'ing

noted the poss'ibi I i ty of anotherinterpretat'ion. Mi sawa et al ( 1986)

were able to anaìyse the breakpoints of a variant APL translocation,

where anaìys'is was easier because of the dissimilarity of the bands jn

the two regions involved. They ass'igned the breakpoìnts of the t(15;17)

to 15q22 and l7q2l.l.

Rowìey et al. (1977) suggested the use of the t(15;17) in APL for

regìonal mapping of genes on chromosome 17. More recentìy, th'is has

come to realization. Sheer et al. (1983) ut'ilized thjs translocation to

further define the regionaì localjzations of a number of genes by

Southern analysis of somat'ic cell hybrids.

l{'itelman et al. (1986) anaìysed the t(15;17) of APL, as well as an

apparentìy identical const'itutional t(15;17). Both were interpreted to

be t(15;17)(q22.9;qll.2\, with breakpoints more proximaì than prev'ious

i nterpretat'ions. The photographs of chromosomes l5 and 17 g'iven j n

figure I (Mitelman et âl ., 1986) , being of high resol ution, are

conv'incing, but it is not indjcated whether the chromosomes are from the

consti tuti onal translocati on or the APL transl ocati on. The

constitutjonaì t(15;17) and that of APL are not identical, as the c-erbA
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locus maps between the two breakpoints on l7q (Dayton et ã1.,1984;

Sheer et ãl ., 1985); the local'izat'ion of both breakpoìnts was used as

evidence that this oncogene maps to l7qll.2 (MIteìman eú al., 1986).

A number of genes locaìjzed near the I7q breakpoint of APL have been

considered ìikely to be involved in this rearrangement, and have been

local'ized with respect to the breakpo'int by in situ hybnidization in the

process of assessing whether they were invo'lved ìn the translocation.

Thus, c-erbA was localized proximaì to the breakpoint on l7q (Dayton et

â1.,1984; Le Beau et â1.,,19858), as was c-erbï-Z (Kaneko et ã1.,

1987). The nerve growth factor receptor gene (NGFR) is also on l7q,

from l7ql2->q22 (Huebner et ã1., 1986). Neither NGFR nor the other

oncogenes mentioned above were found to be rearranged in cells w'ith the

APL translocation (Huebner et al.,1986; Le Beau et al.,19858; Sheer eú

â1,1985; Fukushige et aI., 1986). There are more oncogenes that have

been mapped to the region of the l7q breakpoint in APL (Gosden et al.,

1986). As noted (Le Beau et al.,19858; Sheer et dl.,1985; Kaneko et

ã1.,1987), the translocation m'ight still occur through a region close

to any of these genes, or cìose to the 6-CSF gene, causing a change in

the level of expression of the gene. Ideally, Northern analys'is would

be used to give an indication of whether th'is is so (Kaneko et â1.,

1e87).

Another l eukaemi a transl ocat i on 'i nvol v'i ng l7q, t ( 17 ; 2l) (qzl iq22), was

used for further localization of NGFR, distal to the breakpoint on l7q

(Huebner et al., 1986). The authors have argued that thjs translocat'ion

breakpoint on I7q is identicaì at the level of the DNA from the
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cytogenetically'indìstjnguìshabìe t(15;17) of APL, and that NGFR'is

therefore also distal to the l7q breakpo'int in APL. Yet it has not been

shown that the two breakpoints are ìdentical. NGFR is therefore not

necessariìy distal to the breakpoint ìn APL, aìthough there is no

evìdence to suggest that the breakpoints are not the same. Dayton et

al. (1984) found the c-eröA oncogene to be proxima'l to both of these

breakpoìnts on l7q.

The results of ín siúu hybridizat'ion to normaì chromosomes, of the

probes which are proxima'l to the APL breakpo'int on l7q, resulted in

grain peaks over or distal to 77q12 (present results; Dayton et ã1.,

1984; Fukushige et al., 1986). Unless the morphoìogy of the chromosome

bands has influenced a more distal assignment of the silver grains than

occurred, Mitelman eú al.'s (1986) assignment of the APL l7q breakpo'int

and c-eróA to l7qll.z is ììkeìy to be'incorrect.

The cìustering of a number of genes controll'ing ceìlular development

near the 17q breakpoint in APL has prompted a number of studies

investìgating their involvement in this cancer. Although no gene has

yet been shown to be involved, jncluding another oncogene, c-fes, which

i s di staì to the breakpoi nt on l5q (Sheer et ãl . , 1983) there i s

presumabìy some sequence of importance to either cellular growth or

different'iatìon, or to a funct'ion typicaì of the normal cell type, on

l7q, the expression or structure of which is affected by the

rearrangement 'in APL (Rowley, 1984). Rearrangement, amplification, and

elevated expression of the c-erb9-Z oncogene (see above) have been
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found, not in cells from APL, but in a solid tumour cell line (Fukush'ige

et al ., 1986).

The critical recombinant, defined as that conserved ìn a number of more

comp'lex rearrangements (variants of the simp'le t(15;17)), is apparently

the der(15), suggesting that the DNA sequences Ímportant to the APL

phenotype are actuaìly djstal to the breakpoint on chromosome 17 and

proximal to that on chromosome 15 (Le Beau et al.,19858; Misawa et aI.,

1986). If thÍs is So, none of those genes ment'ioned above, which have

been suggested to contribute to the development of APL' would be

involved in the crit'ical rearrangement, because they are aìì proximaì to

the 17q breakpoi nt. Severaì vari ant transl ocatì ons have al so been

observed i n APL, which appear to i nvol ve the same chromosome l7

breakpoint, without the involvement of chromosome I5 (De Braekeleer,

19864). Th'is supports the possibil ìty that the region prox'imal to the

breakpoint on l7q contains a sequence important to the resultant APL

phenotype. However, it is possible that l5q was'in fact involved in

these variant rearrangements, but that this was difficult to detect (de

Braekeleer, 19864).

While the results of hybridization to the translocated chromosomes did

not define the localization of G-CSF more precisely, they djd reveal

that the locus is proximal to the breakpoint in the t(15;17). Together

with Southern analysis resuìts, the gene was shown probabìy not to be

involved in this translocation. The possibil ity of translocation

through a regulatory sequence adiacent to the coding region, however,

has not been excluded.
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Figure 4.4.

A metaphase from patient ML both before (a) and after (b) in sítu

hybridizatjon. Labeìled site of the G-csF gene is indicated (ìarge

arrow on der(17)).
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A metaphase from patient SD both before (a) and after (b) ín siÚu

hybridjzatjon. Labelled sites of the G-CSF gene are jndicated ('large

arrow on der(17) and small arrow on the normal 17).
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4. 5.SUI'IMARY AND CONCLUSIOI{S

In situ hybridization h,as used to make two original gene ìocal'izations.

The TNFA gene was mapped to 6p2l->p22, the reg'ion of the major

histocompatibiìity compìex. The G-CSF gene b,as mapped to 17qll.2->q21,

and was found to be proximaì to the breakpo'int in the t(15;17) of acute

promye'l ocyti c I eukaemi a.
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CHAPTER 5

IiIAPPING OF CHROMOSOME 16

5. I . INTRODUCTION

Chromosome 16 has four known fragiìe sites, two common and two rare, all

expressed under different culture condit'ions, as defined by HGlulS (see

fig. 5.1) (Berger et ã1.,1985). The research programme of which this

project is a part has a primary interest in fragì'le sites, and js

therefore parti cu'l ar'ly i nterested i n chromosome 16. Th j s chapter w'i'll

descrjbe expeniments reg'ional'ly local ìzing DNA sequences on this

chromosome, with partÌcular reference to these frag'ile sites. A greater

understanding of the map of chromosome 16 is thereby obtained, helpìng

to g'i ve d i rect i on to methodol og'i es for eventual understand i ng of frag i 'l e

site DNA.

Another sign'ificant advantage in using chromosome l6 for in situ

hybridjzation is that jt js easi'ly identifiable without chromosome

bandi ng .

A number of DNA probes were used to further localjze sequences a'lready

known to be on chromosome 16, by in situ hybridization. The chromosome

bras djvided into smaller, prec'isely defined regions, by the use of

chromosome markers, both fragi'le si tes and transl ocati on breakpo'ints.

These experiments will be reported in this chapter.
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Figure 5.1.

Chromosome 16 showing the four fragiìe sites.

FRA16A, two fra(16)(q22) ìoci, FRALîB (rare)

the fra(16) (q23) locus, FRALîD are indicated.
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5. I. 1.fra(16) (pl2) z FRAIíA

Thjs fragììe site has been reported three tjmes (Sutherland and Hecht,

1985): originally by Day eú al. (1967) as "fragmentat'ion" of the short

arm of chromosome l6 of one indjvidual, show'ing varying degrees of

aberration. It was described as a heritable fragile s'ite present in a

large pedìgree by Sutherìand (19798). Sutherland and Hecht (1985) also

described thjs frag'i'le site in two s'ibì'ings. fra(16)(p12) is a rare

folate sensitive fragiìe site (Sutherland, 19794), ôt 16p12.3

(Suther'land and Hecht, 1985).

The HGMS (1985) nomencl ature for frag'ile s'ite loci defines fra(16) (pl2)

as FRALíA (Berger et al ., 1985).

5. 1.2.fra(16) (q22) z FRAl68

There are two fragi ì e si tes at

distinguished by using HGt'lB (1985)

(Berger at al ., 1985).

16q22, therefore they wj I I be

nomencl ature: FRAIíB and FRAL6C

FRALíB is one of two rare, distamycin A inducjble fragile sites

(Suther'land and Hecht, 1985). It was first described by Magenis et al.

(1970). Hecht et al . (1971) found it to be on average 76% of the way

aìong 16q, so they designated 'it lÉqh( .76). Chromosome banding allowed

more precise localìzat'ion, to the iunctjon of bands l6q2l and 16q22,

usìng both G-bandìng (Magenis and Chamberl in, 1979) and R-bandìng

(Croc'i, 1983). Thjs locatjon is termed 16q22.1 under ISCN (1981) rules.
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Differences in termìnoìogy of this fragiìe site (fra(16) (q2l) or

fra(16) (q22)) have probabìy resuìted from the use of different banding

techniques (Croci, 1983).

Expression of FRAL6B can be induced or enhanced by the addition of

dìstamycin A (Schmìd et âl., 1980) or other AT-specific DNA l'igands

(Sutherìand et a7., 1984; Schmìd et al., 1986), or BrdU (Croci' 1983) to

the culture medium.

s. l.3.fra(16) (q22) z FRAL6C

This common fragi'le s'ite was first reported among a total of 5l common

fragiìe sites observed after induction w'ith fluorodeoxyurid'ine (FdU),

with enhancement by the inclusion of caffe'ine (Yunis and Soreng, 1984).

This set of fragile sites is an expansion of that seen by Glover et al.

(1984) after treatment with aph'idicol'in (see below).

FRALiC is also localized to the iunction of bands 16q21 and 16q22,

defined as 16q22.1 (Yunis and Soreng, 1984). Yunis and Soreng (1984)

suggested that the rare fragile site FRALíB is a mutation of FRA16C.

5. 1.4.fra(16) (q23) z FRA|6D

This is one of the common fragiìe s'ites, original'ly seen at low

frequencies under conditions of thymidylate stress (Gìover et al., 1984;

Sutherl and and Hecht, 1985). Glover et al . (1984) found that

aph'id'icol in, which 'is an inhibitor of DNA poìymerase ct (Lönn et ãl .,
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1983), ìs a reliable inducer of these fragiìe s'ites. fra(16)(q23) is

the second most frequentìy expressed of this set of fragile sites, after

fra(3) (pla) (see Glover et ãl ., 1984). It js local ized at 16q23.2

(Yunìs and Soreng, 1984; Berger et al.,1985).

The HGMS nomenc'lature for the fra(16) (q23) locus 'is FRALíD (Berger eú

dl ., 1985).

5. 2.1'IATERIALS AND I'IETHODS

5.2. I . Probes

c-globin gene (HBÐprobe. See chapter 3, section 3.2.1.

a-globin gene UEÐ probe. The probe JwlOl was used. This contains an

f/8/ cDNA insert of about 800bp, including a fulì eglobin coding reg'ion

(l{i ì son et al . , 1978) .

pct3'HVR.64 probe. This pnobe is from the hypervariable reg'ion 3'to the

ct-globìn gene compìex (Fliggs et â1 ., l98l). It is a 4.Okb Hínf|

fragment from pSEAI (Nichoììs et dl.,1985), inserted'into the pìasmid

pSP64 by blunt end ì'igation (S.T. Reeders, personal communjcation).

Haptoglobìn gene probe (EÐ. This probe, pULBl148, consists of a 1.4kb

cDNA insert, ìncluding the coding regions for the cr2FS and g chajns of

haptogì obi n, a signaì peptide and a non-codi ng ta'i'l , i n pBR322 (vander

Straten, 1983).
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Adenine phosphoríbosyltransferase gene (AEE\) probe. fhe APRT-specifìc

probe is a subclone of the 2.zkb EamHI repeat-free fragment from the

genom'ic clone ÀHuapl5, conta'in'ing most of the /PRf gene (Stambrook eú

â1., 1984; P.J. Stambrook, personaì communicatìon) ìn the plasmid Ml3,

which had been made double-stranded.

l|etallothionein gene ([D probes. (See fig. 5.2). Three probes were

used. The fìrst, in a pìasmid vector, contains about l50bp of cDNA

homologous to almost the entire coding reg'ion of l4T2A, as a SamHI-

f/indIII fragment (Karin and Richards, 19828). It cross-reacts with all

the members of the llT gene fam'ily, because of their high sequence

homoìogy. (R.I. Richards, personal communicat'ion). This probe w'iì'l be

referred to as l4T2Ar ("r" for repeated).

The expression vector pHSI consists of about 770 bp of DNA from the 5'

fìanking region of llT2A in pUCl3 (4.K. llest, personal communication;

Karin and Richards, 19824.) The probe specifjc for llTl8 consists of an

800 bp HindIII-8amHI insert from the 5' flanking region of the /ïfJB gene

in pUCl3. (4.K. l'lest, personaì communicatjon; Heguy et â1., 1986.)

These cl ones probe specif icaì'ly for l,lTZA and l4TiB respectìvely (4.K.

llest, personal communication) and will be referred to as llT2Au and ffflBu

respective'ìy ("u" for unique).

ACH207 (D16S4l and ACH224 (D16S5t probes. These probes were isolated

from a flow sorted ìibrary (Hyìand et â.|., 19878). The ÀCharon2lA

vector (41 .7kb) conta'ins a repeat-free
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insert, at the f/indIII cloning site, in both cases. The insert of

ACH207 is 4.7kb, and that of ACH224 js 5.0kb (Hyland et a7., 19878).

5.2.2.1n si tu hybridization

The above probes were hybridized in situ, using the methods described'in

append'ix AI , to chromosomes expressi ng frag'iì e si tes, and to cel I I i nes

wi th consti tuti onal chromosome transl ocat'ions , 'i n order to obtai n

narrower reg'iona'l I ocal izat'ions for the I oci represented by the probes,

and to determine where they mapped relative to certain nearby fragììe

sites on chromosome 16. The experiments carried out towards this a'im

are summarjzed below. Each probe was al so hybridized to normal

chromosomes. These slides were dipped at the same t'ime as the test

slides, and deveìoped sequentiaì'ly to determine the appropriate period

of exposure (see chapter 3). The metaphases, includ'ing those expressing

fragile sites, were produced by cell culture and harvest as described in

appendix AI.1-3, using the chromosomes described in appendix A.II.

HBA and HBZ. The HBA and HBZ probes were hybridized to chromosomes

express'ing the frag'ile site, fra(16) (pl2) (see appendix AIII.6). These

probes, and the probe from the o 3'HVR v'rere al so hybri di zed to

chromosomes from the ìymphoblastoid cell Iines Glnß24 and Gì46227 (from

the Human Genet'ic Hutant Celì Repository (Camden, New Jersey)), which

both have translocations invo'lving l6p (see figure 5.3(a), (b) and

appendix AII for karyotypes), as described (appendix AIIl.7). Trypsìn

G-banded metaphases from the two cel I
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Figure 5.3.

(a) Karyotype of the cell ljne GM6227. (b) Karyotype of the cell line

G112324. Arrows indicate the sites of translocation.
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l.ines were photographed before in situ hybridization, and relocated for

scoring after ìn situ hybrìdization.

Hp. The HP probe (pULBllaS) rr,as hybridjzed to chromosomes express'ing

FRAl6B, from two individuals, as described in appendix AIII.8. N'ick

translated pBR322 was hybridized to the same chromosomes, and at the

same concentrat'ions, as was pULBll48, as a control for hybridization

w'i th respect to the f rag i I e s i te .

A1RT. Ihe APRT probe was hybridized initially to chromosomes expressing

FRA16B, as indicated by previous reports localizing th'is gene to 16q

(Barg et al.,7982; Lavinha et aI.,1984). It was then also hybridized

to chromosomes expressing fra(16)(q23), from two individuals. These

experiments are outl'ined in appendix AIII.9.

MT. The three metallothionein gene probes were hybridized in situ to

chromosomes express'ing FRAI1B and FRA16C, as described in append'ix

AIII.10. fhe MTZAr probe was hybridized to chromosomes from on'ly one

individua'I, in which expression of FRAl68 had been induced. The two

unique probes , /.TIBu and MTZAu, were hybridized to chromosomes from

fifteen unrelated jndivjduals, wh'ich expressed this same fragile site,

FRA16B. These two probes were also hybridized to chromosomes from one

individual, in which treatment with FdC (see appendix AI.2) had induced

the expression of the common fragi'le sites (Yunis and Soreng' 1984),

including FRA16C.
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Before in situ hybridization to chromosomes express'ing FRA16C, the

common fragi'le sites were induced in a number of individual s and

examples of FRA|1C exam'ined, and compared to exampìes of FRA16B. In

addition, chromosomes from an individual heterozygous for FRAL6B (F4lA'

see appendix AII) were harvested after concurrent treatment with 50mg/l

BrdU and either 0.005mM FdU, 0,05mM FdU, 0.005mM FdC or 0.05mM FdC' and

caffeine (as described in appendix AI.2), and examined for the

sjmultaneous expression of FRA16B and FRA16C..

As examp'les of FRA|1C are diffjcult to locate and identify, slides

spread wi th these chromosomes vlere exami ned before ì n situ

hybridization, the co-ordinates of cells with one or two examp'les of

FRAi6C noted, and relevant deta'ils of the cell (the location of this

chromosome jn relation to others) drawn. Re-location was simple and

where the morpho'l ogy of the chromosomes had deteri orated, the

ident'ification of metaphases expressing FRA16C was not hampered.

A gap near the m'iddìe of band 16q21 was often seen in banded chromosomes

where the common fragÌle sites have been induced with caffeine and

e.ither FdU or FdC (see fig. 5.10). This could be distinguished from

FRA16C in the unbanded chromosomes used for ìn situ hybridizat'ion, as

the chromosomes of the individual used had on]y a small amount of

heterochromatin on both l6qs, making this gap distinctively higher on

l6q than FRA16C. The reg'ion of l6q prox'ima'l to this gap þ,as therefore

noticeably shorter than that djstat to the 9âP, in contrast to the

regions of l6q either side of FRA16C, which !{ere approxjmately equa'l in
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this indiv'idual. Another gap l'¡as often observed above band l6q2l' at

16q12-ql3 (see fìgure 5.10).

ACH207 and ACH224. The two probes for RFLPs from chromosome 16, ACH207

and ACH224, were hybridized to chromosomes expresslng FRALîB (appendix

ArII.11).

All chromosomes used for in situ hybridizatjon, in which fragile sjtes

had been induced, !úere solid stained, both before (if pre-localizÍng)

and after, to avoid distortjon of the chromosome and obliteration of the

frag'il e si tes . Some fragÍ 1e si tes escape detect j on after tryps'in G-

banding, as this tends to swell the chromosomes, resu'ltìng in the

c'losing of the gap. This is part'icu'larìy'important in the case of

FRA16C, which in most cases bras expressed as a narrov'r, s'ingle chromatid

gôp, which might easily be concealed. In addition, fragi'le sites can

be made difficult to detect when flanked by one or two pa'le bands, as in

the cases of FRALíB and FRA|1C (see Hecht and Sutherland, 1984, for

discussion).

5.3 . RESULTS

The results of the above experiments are given in detail in appendìx

III: AIII.6-11. In the majority of cases, several sl ides I'rere scored

for grains with respect to the fragiìe s'ite, as described in section

Z.S. Thus, the results given in appendix AIII are more extensive than

those pub'lished (Fratini et al ., 1986; S'immers et al ., 19864; 19874' C).
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HBA gene conplex. Both probes for the o-globin gene complex, Jllll0l

(HBA) and pHP6 WBZ), hybridized with a significant excess of siìver

gra'ins djstal to fra(I6) (pl2) (see appendix AIII.6). A sÍgnificant

excess of gra'ins was reveaìed distal to fra(16)(pl2) for the probe to

the HBA genes (Jl.ll0l), at concentratjons from 0.lug/ml to 0.8ug/ml

(s'lides H23.5-H12.8). There was also a significant excess of silver

grains distaì to fra(16)(pl2), over metaphases from individual F27A,

probed for HBZ, with pHPe, at concentrations from 0.8u9/ml to 2.fu9/ml

(sìides H16.l2A-HI6.l5A). The sìides which did not show a statist'icaììy

significant excess of silver grains on either side of the fragile site

did however reveal the same trend towards an excess on the distal side.

(See fig. s.4.)

The si'lver grains over the acentric fragment distal to fra(16)(p12) were

scored according to their position with respect to the fragile site and

the telomere. The results are given in Simmers et al. (1987C). A

significant excess of grains t{as closer to l6pter than to fra(16)(pl2).

Siìver grains from 59 metaphases from the cell line G146227, on slide

H24.5, probed with O.+ug/ml JWl0l, u,ere scored. (See chapter 2 for an

expìanat'ion of the following symbols.) For l6p: S=14=F, 8=242, À=1.53,

P<<10-5. For lq32->1q44::l6pl3.ll->l6pter: S=ll=F, 8=245, À=2.8,

p=2*1g-4. There were no silver grains over the short arm of the

der(16). Silver grains from 45 metaphases from the same cell line, on

slide H24.6, probed with 0.fu9/ml Jl'llOl, v,ere scored. For 16p: S=2=F,

B=169, |=1.07, P=0.35, r.S. For lq32->1q44:: l6pl3. ll->l6pter: S=16=r,

8=155' À =1.8, P<<10-5.
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Figure 5.4.

Examples of fra(16)(p12) probed for HBA and HBZ, showing sjlver grains

(arrowed) located distal to the fragile site.



There were no silver grains over

( Re'l at'i ve I ength of 16p =

lq32->1q44: :16p13.11->l6pter = 1.2)

the short arm of

È*1.33; rel ative

the der(16).

ì ength of

Ihe HBA probe hybridjzed to the normaì l6p of Gl'16227, and to the derjved

lq+, at 0.4W/mì (fig. 5.5(a)), 'indicat'ing that the two HBA genes are

distal to the transìocation breakpoint on 16p. Metaphases from this

ceìl line probed with g.gtg/mì of this probe aìso showed an excess of

silver grains on lq+, but no excess on l6p (fig. 5.5(b)).

Silver grains over chromosomes from the cell ìine G112324, from 28

metaphases on slìde H36.6 and 13 metaphases on slide H36.7, probed with

0.4ug/mì Jl.ll01, u,ere scored. For l6p: S=ll=F, B=381, \=2.4\, p=4*1g-5.

For l6cen->l6pl3.ll::22qll.2l->22qter: S=10=r, 8=382, À=3.6, p=4*1g-3.

For 22cen->22qll.2l::l6pl3.ll->l6pter: S=12=F, 8=380, À=1.4, P<10-5.

Silver grains were scored from the same celì line, from 40 metaphases on

sl ide H36.15, probed with O.4ug/ml pHPe. For l6p: S=15=F, B=531,

Þ3.36, P<10-5. For l6cen->l6p13.llz 22qll.2l->22qter: S=6=F, 8=540,

).=5.1, P=0.4, n.s. For 22cen->22qll.2l::l6pl3.ll->l6pter: S=12=F,

8=534, À=2.0, P<10-5. Silver grains from the same celì'line, from 43

metaphases on sl ide H44. l2 , 25 metaphases on sl ide H44.13 and 34

metaphases on slide H44.14, probed with 0.2v9/n1pa3'HVR.64, were scored.

For 16p: S=16=Fr 8=466, \=2.94, P<10-5. For

l6cen->l6pl3.1l::22qll.Zl->Z?qter: S=3=r, B=479, À=4.6, P=0.8; n.s. For

22cen->2?qll.2l::l6p13.ll->16pter: S=8=r, B=474, À=1.8, p=1*1g-4.

(Reìative ìength of l6p = **1.33; relative ìength
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of l6cen->16p13 . 1 1::22q11 .21->2lqter = I .0; rel ati ve I ength of

22cen->22q11.21 : :16p13. ll->l6ptêF = 0.4. ).

l.1r¡¡ ro I àv'r<.{' pt4Ëð rwspecfivcir¡ }
Both the HBA and HBZ probes¡/were hybridized to metaphases from the cell

line Gl'12324 (f ig. 5.6(a) and (b)). Grain levels s'ignificantly above

background were observed over 16p and 22q- for both probes, and also

over the short arm of the der(16) for the sliáe probed for HBA. These

results seemed to indicate that the breakpoìnt in the t(16;22) occurs

within the region defined by the a-gìobin genes. If this is So, then

probes from regìons flanking the o-globin genes should hybridize to

opposite sides of the breakpoint. pHPe and p3'HVR.64 are such probes

(see fig. 5.7). pHPE had a'lready been local ized dìstal to the

breakpoint, so po3'HVR.64, from the hypervariab'le region 3' to HBA' was

hybridìzed to chromosomes from GM2324. A locat'ion proximaì to the l6p

breakpoint would confirm the location of this breakpoint withjn the

region of the ægìobin genes. However, the results of this

hybridization (fig. 5.6(c)) indicate that the probe hybridized entirely

distaì to the breakpoint on 16p, the same result obtained for the ff82

probe.

Haptogtobin genes. The probe pULBll4S hybridized with a s'ignificant

excess of siìver grains distal lo FRA16B, on metaphases expressìng this

fragiìe site (appendix AIII.8). Chromosomes from two indiv'iduals wjth

th'is fragile s'ite were used, and those from t22A were the most

'informative, more metaphases generalìy being available with FRAIîB

expressed, and the gaps general ìy being w'ider, offering greater
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(a)-(c) S'ilver graìns scored over the normal and derived chromosomes l6

and 22 from the cel I I jne Gl'123234, probed wìth (a) 0.4pglml JWl0l; (b)

0.4uglmì pHPc and (c) 0.2t9/n1lu3'HVR.64.
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Figure 5.7.

A diagram showjng the a-globin gene complex, with the region of homology

to the probes described here jndicated I = €Xoni r r= regjon of

homology to a probe used for this project. l=pHPJ VBZ probe); 2=Jt'l10l

(HBA probe); 3=þ3'HVR.64. (From Lauer et dl ., 1980; Higgs et dl .,

1981; Hardison et al.,1986; Marks et al.,1986.)



resolut'ion. A metaphase showing an exampì e of FRA168 labeìled d'istal to

the frag'ile site is illustrated in figure 2'in Simmers et al. (19864).

Metaphases expressing FRAL68, probed with pBR322 as a control, showed

onìy a ìow leveì of labeì'ling of 16q. Thjs level t.tas not ìarge enough

to apply a chi-square test, except in the case of sl ide H9.28

(l.6ug/ml), but neither the region proximal nor that distal to FRALîB

showed a consistent excess of siìver gra'ins, when all of these control

sl ides were considered.

APRT gene. The results of hybrid'ization of the APRT probe with respect

to FRA|ïB and fra(16)(q23) are given in appendix AIII.9. Where grain

numbers were sufficjent for ana'lysis, slides with metaphases expressing

FRAIíB showed an excess, usually significant, of hybridjzation distal to

this fragile site, indicating that the APRT locus is distal to FRA16B.

Visual examination of the silver grains djstal to the frag'iìe site

indicated that the maiority occurred near or over l6qter (fig.5.8).

Thus, these silver grains were scored with respect to the fragiìe site

and l6qter, as outlined in chapter 2. The results confirmed that /PRf

is closer to l6qter than it is to FRAIíB (appendix AIII.9). In situ

hybridization of the APRT probe to chromosomes expressing fra(16)(q23)

resulted in significant excesses of siìver grains distal to this frag'ile

site, indicating that ÁPRf is distal lo FRA16D, (appendix AIII.9; see

al so Frati ni et ãl . , 1986) . Some of these metaphases i ì ì ustrati ng

silver grains distaì to fra(16)(q23) can be found in Fratini et al.

(1986), figure 4.
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(a)-(f) Exampìes of FRALíB probed for APRT showing sìlver grains distal

to the fragile site (large arrows). (a) and (b) also show sjlver grains
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Metallothionein gene cluster. The results of in situ hybridizat'ion of

the flf probes lo FRA|íB and FRALíC are g'iven in appendìx AIII.10. These

results, as summarized 'in S'immers et al . (19874), ìnd'icate s'ignif icant

hyb¡id'ization of al I three probes prox'imal to FRA16B, and of the two

un'ique probes , MT2Au and iVfIEu, prox'imal to FRAI6C (f ig. 5.9).

For each of the fjfteen FRA|íB ind'ividuals studied, where grain numbers

were large enough to apply a chi-square test (i.e. l0 grains proxima'l

or djstal to FRAL6B), l4T2Au and MTIBu localized prox'imal to FRA16B, w'ith

a significant excess of silver grains on the prox'imal sjde. The

chromosomes of two pat'ients (F78, F38A), whose chromosomes expressed

FRA16B, were used in addition to those mentjoned in Simmers et al,

(19874), w'ith the MTIBu and MT2AI probes. For each of these two

individuals, the results for one of the probes provided no information

(i.e. no silver graìns observed on 16qs expressing FRAI6B). For all

other slides, however, there r{as an excess of siìver grains prox'imal to

FRAI68.

D1654 and 01655. The two probes had been hybridized at a range of

concentrat'ions to chromosomes expressing FRA16B. The slide with the

optimal signa'l :background ratios (appendix AIV) v',as chosen for scoring

with respect to the frag'ile site, for each probe. The two anonymous

markers from chromosome l6 both resulted in significant excesses of

silver grains djstal lo FRALîB (appendix AIII.ll).
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FRAI6C. FRAIíB and FRALîC were compared cytogenetically (see fig.

5.10). G-band ana'lys'is of examples of FRA16B, in metaphases from a

car¡ier, treated with BrdU (but no FdU, FdC or caffeine) revealed a

narrow dark region immediateìy distal to FRA16B. Aìthough only one

examp'le of FRAIíC with high resolution banding was found (first

example), a similar dark regìon was not seen distal to this frag'ile site

on this or other examples of FRA16C. FRALîB was typ'ically expressed as

an isochromat'id gap, and FRA|1C as a single chromatid gap. Fifty-eight

exampìes of frag'iìe sites at the interface of bands 16q21 and 16q22

(FRA16B and FRAI6C) were found'in metaphases from cultures treated with

BrdU, FdU or FdC and caffeine for the induction of both frag'ile sites

(see Materials and Methods, sect'ion 5.2,2). There !{as a small fragment

of chromatin in the gap'in two of these: one from a culture treated with

0.05mM FdC (plus caffeine and BrdU) and another from a culture treated

with 0.005mM FdU (plus caffeine and BrdU). Figure 5.IOC illustrates the

latter, clearly banded example. The follow'ing interpretations were

made. There is an isochromatid gap proximal to a sjng'le chromat'id gap.

There js a dark region distal to the gap in the left chromatid, and

apparently also distal to the prox'ima1 gap in the right chromatid, on

the small fragment. From the observations made above on FRALîB and

FRA16C, this figure appears to represent the s'imultaneous expression of

FRALíB and FRA16C, indicating that FRALíB is proximaì lo FRA16C.
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F i gure 5. 10.

Exampl es of (A) FRA|6B; (B) FRA[6C; (C) chromosome ì nterpreted as

expressing both FRAL1B (upper arrow) and FRALíC (ìower arrow) after

treatment for inductjon of FRALíB and FRA|6C; (D) gap seen withjn band

16q21; (E) chromosome 'interpreted as express'ing the gap within band

16q21 and FRAl6C; (F) a gap often observed at l6ql2-q13, easi ly

d'isti ngu'ished fron FRA16C.
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5.4. DISCUSSI0N

5.4.l.The o-globin gene complex

The o-l'ike gìobin genes include the genes encodjng one of the two cha'ins

in the haemoglobin molecules, of which there are foetal and adult forms,

and their non-functional pseudogenes (tlood and l,leatheralI, 1983; HiII

and llainscoat, 1986). The q -gìob'in gene (a'lso known as (1, Lauer et

dl ., 1980) encodes the foetal o-ì ike gìobin chain (Pressley et âl .,

1980). vc-globin gene (aìso known as c2, Lauer et al.,1980) is a non-

funct'ional pseudogene (Press'ley et dl ., 1980), nearly 'identical to the

c-globin gene (Proudfoot et dl., 1982). The two functional adult cr-

gìob'in genes, crl and 42, share extensive sequence homoìogy, and usuaììy

encode 'identical polypeptide chains (Lauer et dl., 1980). Two non-

functional pseudogenes, Ycrl (Lauer et dl ., 1980; proudfoot and

Maniat'is,1980) andva2 (Hardison et ã1.,1986), have been found 5, to
the functional a-globin genes, val having cìoser homology to the

functionaì o-globin genes than vcr2 (Hardison et dl., 1986). l4arks et

al . (1986) have recently discovered a new cr-like gìob.in gene, ol, 3, to
the I gene. The ol gene has characteristics of a functional gene

(Marks et âl . , 1986), âl though it may be a pseudogene (Hi I I and

l.lainscoat, 1986).

Figure 5.7 iìlustrates the organization of the cr-globin gene complex, as

known to date. Many variations in the numbers of these genes exist

(H'iìì and Hainscoat, 1986). Six regions of ìength variat.ion, or

hypervariable regions (HVRs), have been found in the a-gìobin gene
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complex, jncluding the two highly po'lymorphic HVRs 'illustrated in figure

5.7, between the two 6-g'l ob'in genes, and at the 3' end of the compl ex

(Higgs eú dl., 1981). HGM notation for the ind'ividuaì genes of this

compìex has va¡ied (Ferguson-Smith and Cox, 1984; Cox and Gedde-Dahl '

l9B5). The groups of c- andn.-gìobin genes wilì be referred to here as

lhe HBZ and HBr4 loci respect'iveìy.

The mol ecul ar b'i oì ogy of the cr-g'l obì n gene comp'l ex i s 'important

cl inicalty, especially in research into and d'iagnosis of the cr, -

thalassaemias and adult polycyst'ic kidney disease (PKDI) (Weatheraì1,

t9B6). The finding that the PKDL gene is linked lo HBA (Reeders et al.,

1985) has imp'lied particular usefuìness for the poìymorphìc markers from

the c'.-gìobin gene complex, especiaììy the highly poìymorphic HVR 3'to

the orglobin genes (Reeders et al.,19864, B).

The progress made jn mapping the cr -g'lobin gene compìex up to the t'ime

this project started was followed in chapter 1. Using somatic celì

hybrid analysis the genes vrere mapped to chromosome 16 (De'isseroth et

â1., 1977; Deisseroth and Hendrick, 1978), and further to 16p (Koeffìer

et âl ., 1981). t'lainscoat et al . (1981) used evidence from dosage

studies to ìocalize HBA to l6pl2->pter, and th'is was supported by Barg

et al.'s (1982) locaìization using in situ hybridization. Malcolm et

al. (1981) used the same method for regionaì local'ization of the ß -

gì obi n genes, whereas subsequent reports i ndi cated a more di stal

localization (see chapters I and 3). There was similarly room for some

doubt about the regional localization for the a-gìob'in gene complex to

16p12->qter. The results presented here confirm Barg et
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Figure 5.11.

A metaphase from the cell line G146227, both (a) before and (b) after in

situ hybridization, show'ing labe'l over the normal l6p (closed arrow) and

over lq+ (open arrow), the sites of HBA.
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Fìgure 5.12.

A metaphase from the ceìl line G142324, both (a) before and (b) after in

situ hybrid'izat'ion, showing ìabe1 over the normal l6p (cìosed arrow) and

over 22q- (open arrow), the sites of the HBA gene cluster.
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al.'s (1982) regional local ization. The cr-gìobin gene complex rvas

localized distal to FRALîA (which is in sub-band 16p12.3, Sutherìand and

Hecht, 1985) and !o the l6pl3. ll breakpo'int in the constitutional
{ #i,r.S,it)

transl ocat'ion, Gl4622K: (The possi bi I 'ity of the breakpo'int i n Gl',16227

hav'ing occurred within the a-gìobin gene complex but outs'ide the region

defined by the probe Jtll0l has not been investigated by this study;

however, a separate study (Nìchoììs et dl.,1987) has excluded this

possibì'lity.)

The resuìts obtained from hybridization of the HBA probe, Jl,ll0l, to

chromosomes from G¡42324 (fig. 5.6(a)) suggested that either the al or

the a2 gene, or the intervenìng region (see fì9. 5.7), had been split by

the translocation. rhe HBZ probe, pHPc, had been local'ized d'istal to
the breakpoìnt (fi9.5.6(b)), and pa3'HVR.64 also ìocalized entireìy

d'istal to the breakpoin!, on lhe 22q- (fig. 5.6.(c)), pìacing the a-
tfiin s't21

gìobin gene complex neÈt' The significant gra'in level (P=0.004) over

the short arm of the der(16) obtained for chromosomes probed with JWl0l

is therefore due to a type I error. The silver grains were spread

evenìy along the short arm of the der(16), rather than occurring as a

peak. This spurious resuìt, and the lack of specifìc hybridization to

l6p when probed with 0.8u9/ml JWl0l (sìide H24.6, see fig. 5.5(b)) (type

II error), illustrate the possibilìty of obtain'ing such errors wìth ìn

situ hybridization, especiaìly when the number of metaphases scored

gives a rel atively low expected graìn ìevel over the site of

hybridizat'ion. One shouìd be aware of such possibilities. This is also

demonstrated by the lotr level of hybridization obtained in this
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ìaboratory over the normal l7q for chromosomes with the APL-spec'ific

t(15;17) probed for 6-CSF (figs. 4.4 and 4.5).

The translocation breakpoint on l6p in the cell I ine G146227 (fig.

5.3(a)) was defined at 16pI3.11 (Cataìog of Celì Ljnes, 1985). The

karyotype of the cell l'ine GM232a (f ig. 5.3(b))was originalìy def ined as

46,XX,t(16;22) (pl3;ql2) (Cataìog of Cell Lines, 1985). Nicholls et al.

(1987) reported revised breakpo'ints, on evjdence from high resolution

band'ing ana'lysis, and redefined the karyotype t(16;22)(p23.ll;ql1.2l).

However, the breakpoints may be interpreted as 16p13.3 and 22q12.2 (D.F.

Callen, personal communication) (refer to fig. 5.13).

The cr-globin gene comp'lex was local ized to 16p13.2->pter by cìass'ifying

silver grains on the acentric fragment distal to fra(16)(pl2), resuìting

from hybridizatìon of the HBA and HBZ probes, accord'ing to their

posit'ion closer to FRAL6A or l6pter, where poss'ible. A significant

excess of siìver grains occurred closer to l6pter, this being the

crucial result in locaìizing the a-gìobin gene complex to 16p13.2->pter.

Two confìicting localizations have recentìy been made for the cr-g'lobin

gene complex, that of Nicholls et al. (1987), to l6p13.l and that of

Breun'ing et al . (1987), to 16p13.3 (see f ig. 5.14). Both used

constitutional rearrangements invoìving 16p. Nicholls et al. (1987)

aìso empìoyed in situ hybridization, using a biotinylated probe.

The relative resolut'ion obtainable by these methods, and by the method

reported here (scoring on the acentrjc fragment,
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Figure 5.13.

Normal and derived chromosomes 16 and 22 fron the cell l'ine G142324, with

homologous reg'ions aì igned (chromosome 16 'is shown tw'ice). Analysis of

rearrangements involving chromosome 16 is d'ifficult, and two confl ìct'ing

interpretations of this translocation have been made (see text).
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which is short) is in question, and is discussed in Simmers et al.

(1987C). The results of Nicholls et al. (1987) and Breun'ing et al.

(1987) mainìy depend on the accuracy of local ization of the

translocation breakpoints which they used for their mapp'ing studies.

The ìocaì'ization of HBA and HBZ reported here, distal to the breakpoints

of the two ceìl lines, ìs in agreement with the results of Nichoìls et

al. (1987), who used the same translocations. Their definit'ion of the

breakpoi nts 'is not i n confl 'ict wi th any of the I ocal i zati ons (Ni choì ì s

et al.,1987; Breuning et dl.,1987; Simmers et dl.,1987C). However,

they also localized the o-gìobin gene complex prox'imaì to the breakpoint

of an inversion, localized to within sub-band 16p13.1.

Breuning et al. (1987) discussed the discrepancy between their result

and that of Ni chol I s et al . ( 1987) , carefu'l'ly exami ni ng and favouri ng

the'ir accuracy in defining their own translocatìon breakpojnt analys'is,

which is also supported by the present resuìt. An advantage of the

method of locaìization reported here (using fra(16)(pl2)) is that it
does not reìy on accurate breakpoint analysis, which is particularly

djfficuìt when l6p is involved, because of the indist'inct banding

pattern (Breuning et al., 1987), but on the cìearìy defined locatjon of

FRA16A. The vaì id'ity of this ìocal ization, compared to those of

Nichoìls et al. (1987) and Ereuning et al. (1987)'is d'iscussed in detai'l

in Simmers eú al. (1987C).

N'icholls et al. (1987) observed an apparent meiotic crossover between

the a-globin gene complex and the translocat'ion breakpoint of Gl'16227, in

the s i ngì e offspri ng exami ned. The I ocati on of the c -gì ob'i n gene
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complex at 16p13.3, as supported by the present data and Breun'ing et al.

(1987), makes this crossover less unlikely than would a location within

band l6pl3. I .

Localization by the method of sconing with respect to the two ends of a

clearìy defined chromosome segment, as described above, has been shown

capabìe of giving an accurate result: ÁPRf was correctìy localized in

this way to the distal portion of the acentric fragment from FRÁI6B to

l6qter (see sections 5.3 and 5.4.3). The resolution for this fragment

on l6q was potent'ially better, however, as it is ìonger than that from

FRALîA to l6pter (compare fig. 5.8 with fig. 5 in Simmers et al.,1987C

and f ig. 5.4).

Aìthough there v{as a significant difference between the number of siìver

grains closer to fra(16)(pI2) and those closer to 16pter, observer bias

and/or chance could have p'layed a part in this result. As regards the

first possibility, the classification of siìver grains was carefully

checked, and any which were of ambiguous location excluded from the

analysis. The resoìution obtainabìe using in situ hybridization with a

tritium labelted probe was djscussed in chapter 3 (section 3.4.2.1).

The acentric fragment distal to fra(16)(plz) was usually'longer than the

width of a chromatid, so the resolutjon obtained from a locus at either

end of this fragment should be great enough for localization by this

method.

The shorter the acentric fragment (FRA16A->l6pter)'

distance of scatter required for a silver grain

the shorter is the

to occur over the
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opposite half of the chromosome fragment to that from which the ß-

particle has been emitted. Interestingly, upon examinat'ion of examples

of siìver grains observed over the distal acentric fragment (see fig. 5

in Sjmmers et â1.,1987C), it can be seen that those examp'les of siìver

grains closer to the fragile site (fig. 5(c)'in Simmers eÚ âl-,1987C)

(chosen for the figure on the basis of clarity aìone) are on chromosomes

which are genera'lìy shorter than the others'ilìustrated (alì at the same

scaìe). This observation appears to reflect the conclusion that the cr-

gìob'in gene complex 'is closer to l6pter than to FRA16A.

The results of ljnkage analysis between the a3'HVR and FRALîA (Simmers

eú â1., 1987C) are also in agreement with the localization reported

here, although the confidence ìimits are wjde (J.C. l.lulley in Simmers et

ãl ., 1987C) .

The regional localization l6pl3.Z->pter, obtained as a resuìt of scoring

on the acentric fragment distal to fra(16)(pl2), is conservative. This

region includes the point haìf-way between FRA|îA and 16pter. Although

this mid-point might vary at the chromosome band level as the relative

ìengths of the bands vary with the degree of chromosome contraction

(l'lünke et âl ., 1984), the data indicate that the c-globin gene complex

is close enough to l6pter to give a difference in sìgnaì between the two

halves of the acentric fragment, and is therefore not close to this mid-

po'int.
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5.4.2.The haptoglobin ìocus

Haptogìob.in is a haemoglobin-binding serum glycoprotein (Bowman and

Kurosky, 1982), consisting of two a- and two ß-chains. Three common cl'

chain types, crlS, ctlF and cr2FS, define a polymorphism. A partiaì gene

dupl.ication of the sequence for the o.-chain (HPA), probabìy invoìving

the al I el es ¡e¡ cr 1F and alS, resul ted 'in the al I el e for the a2FS

haptogìobin chajn (Maeda et al., 1984).

As foreshadowed by studies of haptogìobin mRNA in other mammals (Haugen

et ã1., l98l; Chow et ð1., 1983)' sequence anaìysis of cDNA clones

encoding the human haptog'lobin a- and ß-chains indjcated that these

chajns are cleaved from a sing'le poìypeptide precursor; this imp'lies

that they are encoded by a singìe open read'ing frame (Raugei et ãl',

1983; van der Straten eÚ ã1.,1983; Yang et dl.,1983). There is a

second HP gene detected by Southern analysis with an HP cDNA cìone

(Raugei eú âl.,1983; tlaeda et ãl.,1984), named HPR, or haptoglobin

related (Maeda et al.,1984). It is the result of a dupìication event,

and is located 2.2kb 3'to the f/P gene, in the same orientat'ion (Maeda'

1985). The ffpR gene may give rise to a functional product, differing

from Hp by only 27 or 28 amino acids (l'laeda, 1985; Bensi et al ., 1985)'

By virtue of the polymorphism in the Hpa chain, haptoglobin has been

one of the most frequently studied genetic markers (Hiìl et al.,1986)'

and mappìng studies have been possible from an early stage, ìong before

the cloning of the HP gene. Earìy marker studies of chromosome

rearrangements, both by linkage analysis and famiìy typing' suggested
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that the HPA ìocus was on a D group chromosome (Hust'inx et ã1., 1965;

Gerald et dl.,1967; Bloom et dl.,1967), although ìinkage studies were

jnconclusive (Bloom et â1.,1967; Robson et â1.,1969). Amos et al.

(1970) also pubì'ished data in support of linkage between lhe HLA locus

(which was unassigned) and HPA, information used to incorrectìy ass'ign

HLA lo chromosome 16 (Magen'is et al., 1970).

Successful ìocal'ization of HPA to chromosome 16 was first achieved by

Robson et al. (1969) by linkage anaìysis usjng trans'location breakpoints

as markers. It was further found to be linked to the fragiìe sjte on

l6q (FRA16B) by I'lagenis et al . (1970). Theirs was the first report of

ìinkage analysis using a fragiìe site (Muìley, 1985). Thejr report was

also the first assÍgnment of a human locus to a singìe chromosome arm

(Renwick eú ã1.,1970). The results of the present study clarify the

ìongstand'ing uncertainty as to the order of HPA and FRA168 on chromosome

16 and the consequent location of HPA on 76q.

Renwick (1972), using the data of Magenis et al. (1970) found the most

likeìy site of HPA to be in the middle of l6q (prox'imal to the fragiìe

site), or at an equal distance dìstal lo FRA16B. Robson et al.'s (1969)

data aìso supported the proximal location (Renwick, l97l). These data

favoured the order l6cen-flP,4-FRA16B over l6cen-FRA168-HPA with 9:l odds

(Renwick, 1971).

The HPA ìocus was excluded from 16q22->qter by deletion mapping

(Ferguson-Smith and Aitken, 1978). 0n the basis of this exclusion and

the location of FRA168 at the junction of bands 16q21 and 16q22, Magenjs
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and Chamberlin (1979) suggested lhat HPA is iust proximaì to band 16q22

(and therefore also to FRAI6B), within band 16q21. However, given that

the preci se breakpo'int w'ithi n 16q22 of the del etì on had not been

determined, HPA could not be excluded from band 16q22 (Mulìey, 1985).

Correspondingly, Povey et al. (1980), in consideratìon of Ferguson-Smith

and Aitken's (1978) data and their own ì'inkage anaìysis between HPA and

the centromeric heterochromatin, favoured a localjzatìon for HPA in

l6q2t or the proxima'l part of 16q22. t4uì ley (1985), us'ing the data of

Magenis et al. (1970), ca'lculated a ìinkage distance for HPA about 9cM

f ron FRA|íB , and us'i ng the combi ned data above, found the most I 'i kel y

position of HPA to be within band l6q2l. Thus, the prevaiìing opinion

placed HPA within band 16q21, proxima'l to FRA16B.

Using the newìy available probe for both HPA and HPB (the e-chain cod'ing

reg'ion), McGill et al. (1984) localized HP to band 16q22' using in situ

hybridization. This result contradicts the above localization of HP

proximaì to FRALíB and within band 16q21. There is room for error,

however, in the spread of silver grains over l6q. The localization of

HP distal to FRA168, reported here, confirms McGiìì et al.'s (1984)

locaìization to 16q22. The data reported above therefore pìace HP, and

the adjacent flPR gene, 9cM distaì to FRA16B, in the central or distaì

region of band 16q22, the location considered by Mulley (1985) if HP was

distaì to FRA16B. Callen et al. (1987) have now described a much

narrower regional localization for HP, from 16q22.15->q22.18' with the

aid of translocation breakpoints at these boundaries, which is

consistent with the above conclusions.
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5.4.3.The APRT locus

Adenine phospho¡ibosyltransferase (APRT), one of the two human purine

phosphoribosy]transferases, is an enzyme which catalyses the reaction of

adenine with 5-phosphoribosyl -pyrophosphate to form adenos'ine-5'-

monophosphate and pyrophosphate (Mowbray et al ., 1972) .

gnìy one DNA reg'ion is recognised by Southern analysis with the APRI-

specific probe (Stambrook eÚ al., 1984). However, pseudogenes have also

been detected in the mouse genome (Dush et dl., 1986), incìuding a

processed pseudogene syntenic with the functional ÁPRf locus (Dush et

dl ., 1986; Farber and Ziel insk'i ' 1986).

Henderson eú al. (1969) found APRT to be autosomaì'ly inherited. Kusano

et al. (1971) deve'loped a system for the selection of cells containing

the functional ÁPRf gene. Using this system, human-mouse somat'ic cell

hybrids can be made, containing an APRT- mouse genome and various human

chromosomes. The presence of the human APRT gene may be correlated with

the consistent presence of a certain chromosomal region, and assigned to

thi s regi on (Kusano et âl . , l97l ) . As no bi -armed chromosome tr,as

observed in the APRT+ ceìl lines, it was concluded that the gene resided

on one of the human acrocentric chromosomes (Kusano et âl-, l97l)' an

i ncorrect I ocaì i zati on probabìy attri butabl e to an undetected

rearrangement (Tischfield and Ruddìe, 1974). The ìocus was however,

later correctly assigned by two independent laboratories to chromosome

16 by thi s method (Kahan et âl ., l9l4; Ti schfield et ãl ., L974;
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Tischfield and Ruddle, 1974). Kahan et al. (1974) localized APRT to the

ìong arm of th'is chromosome.

The subsequent mapping data for APRT have been conflictìng. Barg et al-

(1982) mapped th'is locus to 16ql2->q22, a localization supported by

Lav'inha et al . (1984). Rethoré et al . (1982) ì ocaì ìzed APRT to

16q22.2->qter. The shortest reg'ion of overìap (SR0) was L6q22.2->q22'3

(Ferguson-Smìth and Cox, 1984); yet no evidence of ìinkage has been

found between APRT and HP (Castigl ione et ãl ., 1986), or between APRT

and FRA168 (J.C. l.lul'ley, personaì communicat'ion). (Refer to f ig. 5'15) '

The results reported here, and further results reported by Frat'ini et

al. (I986), clarify the location of APRT. The APRT probe hybrjdized

distal to FRA16B, in accordance with the SRO given at HGMT (Ferguson-

Smith and Cox, 1984). Further anaìysis of the sjlver gra'in

distribution, however, indìcated a ìocation closer to l6qter than to

FRA168 (fig. 5.9), i .ê., from about 16q23.2->16qter (fig. 5. l5). This

result was confirmed by subsequent hybridization of the probe to

chromosomes expressing fra(16)(q23), and by Southern analysis using a

cel I I i ne wi th a breakpoi nt i n 16q24, determ'i ned to be prox'i mal to the

APRT locus (Fratini et âl ., 1986). The nelr localization of APRT to

16q24 by this report (Fratini et â1., 1986) is cons'istent with the

findings of Rethoré et al. (1982), but contrary to those of Barg et al'

(1982) and of Lav'inha et al. (1984) (refer to fig. 5.15) .

By themselves, the

studi es, where

inconsi stenci es between

transl ocati on

the APRT I ocal 'izati on

breakpoints were
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An Ídiogram of chromosome 16, showing lhe APRT localizatjon results of

various authors, and the SRO given at HGlvlT (Ferguson-Smith and Cox,

1984) (l eft) . The I ocati ons of the two fragi ì e si tes (th'i s project) ,

the mjd-point between FRAl68 and l6qter, and the breakpoìnt (Fratinì et

dl.,1986) used for the localjzat'ion of APRT contrary to thjs SRO are

i I I ustrated to the rì ght .



used (the somatic cell hybrid anaìysis studies reported in Fratini et

ã1.,1986; Barg et ô1., 1982 and Lavinha et ã1.,1984; and the dosage

studies of Rethoré et ã1., 1982) can be expìained by the incorrect

ass'ignment of at least one set of breakpoints, but no cìue is gìven as

to which are correct. The ín situ hybridìzation results 'independentìy

indicate that the ass'ignments of Barg et al. (1982) and of Lavìnha et

al. (1984) are incorrect. Furthermore, calìen (1986) has ìnduced the

common fragiìe s'ite in band 16q23, proximaì to the breakpo'int in the

cell line used for locaìization 'in Fratini et al. (1986), confirming

that this breakpo'int is within band 16q24. In the absence of supporting

data, it could equalìy weìl be assigned to band L6q2? by cytogenetic

analysis of the de¡ivative chromosomes (caììen, 1986)' consistent with

the ìocal izat.ion obtained us'ing other breakpoints (Barg et âl -, I982;

Rethoré et al.,1982; Lavinha et al., 1984).

A posteriorf there is no reason to doubt the ass'ignment of the

breakpoint reported by Rethoré et al. (1982), to band 16q22'2, or the

vaìidity of their APRT dosage studìes. Marimo and Giannelli (1975)

found APRT levels to reflect the number of copies of the gene'

The in siúu hybridization results presented here ìocalize APRT distaì to

FRAhilD (wh'ich is in sub-band 16q23.2, Yunjs and Soreng, 1984; Berger et

dl., 1985), to 16q23.2->qter. This result was corroborated, and further

refined, by localization of APRT to the terminal band 16q24 (Fratin'i et

â1., 1986). These results also expìain the absence of linkage between

APRT and fiP (Castigl'ione et al.,1985), and between FRA|íB and HP (J.C.

Mulley, personaì communication), and confirm the observat'ions of
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Jeremiah et al. (1982) and Povey eú al. (1982), p'lacing APRT distal to

HP, by ì 'i nkage anal Ys'i s .

5.4.4.The metal lothionein gene cluster

The metaì I othi onei ns (MT) are ubi qu'itous , 'l ow mol ecul ar wei ght protei ns '

rich in cysteine, which b'ind heavy metaìs (Karin, 1985). There are two

electrophoretica'lìy separabìe forms, ilT-I and t'lT-II, and in the mouse

each is encoded by a single gene. In man however, several functional

MT-Is exist, each encoded by a different gene. In all, there are at

least 20 llT genes, eight of these being pseudogenes (R. I. R'ichards'

personal communicat'ion) .

Aìì of the functional lrlf genes are cìustered on chromosome 16 (Karin et

ãl ., 19844): these comprise the l'lT2A gene and the fifI genes (fig. 5'2)'

A polymorphic processed pseudogen e, l,lT2B, has been identif ied (Kanin and

Richards, 19824) at 4ptl->q2l (Lieberman et ãl ., 1985): this is

intronless, and assumed to have been incorporated jnto chromosome 4 by

reverse transcription of an /ïfZl mRNA (Karìn and Richards' 19824). At

least four other fff genes are dispersed on other chromosomes, probably

on chromosomes I (two loci), 18 and 20 (Schmidt et dl.,1984)' These

are also non-functional, and at least two of the genes not on chromosome

16 are processed pseudogenes (Karin et â1., 1984A). Le Beau et al'

(1985C) also localized one of the pseudogenes to lp34->p36.

The /ïf2Á gene is 900 base pairs ìong, including two introns (Karin and

Richards, 19824). The coding regions of the llT genes are h'ighly
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homol ogous , and hence lhe llT2Ar cDNA probe (see Materi al s and l'lethods )

cross-reacts with all members of the gene cluster at l6q and the

di spersed pseudogenes. Aì though the protei ns are therefore very

sim.ilar, wìth no apparent functional differences, these metallothioneins

are different.iaì'ly induced, by virtue of d'ifferent promoter and

reguì atory reg'ions 5' to the coding sequences (R'ichards et ãl ., 1984) '

These regions can be complex, including separate regions for regulatjon

by different substances, and for a basal level of expression (Karin et

dl ., 19848) .

The specificity of the 5'flanking regions allows these regìons adjacent

to the sing]e genes to be studied using probes containing DNA from these

regions. For exampìe, Lieberman eú al.(1985) localized the processed

fffZ pseudogene on chromosome 4 by in situ hybridization, using a probe

containing DNA fìank'ing this gene. The same principaì applied in the

use of the probes l,tTlAu and íflBu here. They gave specific signaì from

the 5' fì anking regions of lhe llT2A and llTi1 genes respective'ly. The

use of these specìfic probes was important to the Iocal'ization of the

reg'ion between these genes, at or away from FRAIîB and FRAL6C (see

chapter 6).

The results presented here for in situ hybridizat'ion of the three probes

for the metaìlothionein gene cluster indicate that alì or most of the

cluster is proximaì to both FRlt68 and FRA16C, particularly the region

between lhe llT2A and l,lTIB (see discussion in Simmers et al ., 19874). In

the absence of any independent data separating the entire llT cluster

fron FRAI1B or FRA16C, however, the poss'ibility of either fragiìe site
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spì itting the l,lT cluster near its distal end, although remote, cannot be

enti re]y excl uded. Al though such spì 'ittì ng of the l4T cl uster was

suggested by Le Beau et al . (I985C), this 'is not{ unl'ikeìyo as the

cl uster woul d have been spì i t between l4T2A and l'lT 18 accord i ng the

reasons g'iven by Le Beau et a7. (1985C) (see chapter 6).

Le Beau et al. (1985C) locaìized the llT cluster to band 16q22 by fn situ

hyb¡idization. As both FRA|îB and FRA|1C have been assìgned to the

junct'ion of bands l6q2l and 16q22 (Magenìs and Chamberlin, 1979; Croci,

1983; Yunis and Soreng,1984), the localizatìon of the llT cluster

reported here, prox'imal to these fragiìe s'ites, and therefore probably

in band l6q2l, was surprisìng, as jt contradjcted their data. Le Beau

et al.'s (1985C) locaìization to band 16q22 was made by in situ

hybridization, and might be exp'lained by grain scatter; a more cautious

assignment from the'ir data would include the two surrounding bands.

However, their localìzation also comesponded to the ìocalization of a

translocation breakpoint specific to acute myelomonocytic leukaemia

(AMMoL), in band l6q2? (Arthur and Bìoomfield, 19834, B; Le Beau et al.,

1983; see chapter 6), which they found to occur w'ithin the MT cluster

(Le Beau et ã1., I985C). The breakpoint and the llT ìocus should

co'incide cytogeneticaìly. The data presented here therefore impìy that

the AMMoL-specific breakpoint is also within band l6q2l. Examination of

published photographs of this inv(16)(pI3q22) (Yunis et â1., I981;

Yunis, 19844; Dachary et ãl ., 1986; l4oir et dl ., 1984; and Masek'i et

ã1.,1984) suggests that if the l6q breakpoint is w'ithin band 16q21'

this is not read'ily detectable. Band l6q2l is of darker sta'ining

intensity than any band on the normaì l6p, and a region with such
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staining'intensity is not seen on the derived 16p proximal to the

transl ocated reg'ion of l6q. The breakpo'int woul d therefore be towards

the distaì end of 16q21. Translocation breakpoints are usualìy assigned

to G-negative bands (see Sutherland and Simmers, 1987), as has been the

case with the inv(16); this is usuaì with the use of G-banding for

breakpo'int analys'is (Savage ' 1977) .

Further stud'ies clarifying the localizat'ion of the üf cluster wilì be

interesting, in particular, linkage anaìysis wilh FRAl68, to determ'ine

how close fff is to FRAIîB and to the junction of bands 16q21 and 16q22.

Such ìinkage analysis has not yet been possib'le, due to the lack of

sufficient informative meioses (V.J. Hyìand, J.C. Muììey, persona'l

communicat'ion). The detection of recombinat'ion between FRALíB and a

poìymorphic l,lT locus (e.g. Hyland et â1., 19874) would further

substantiate the conclusion lhat FRA168 and llT do not coincide.

5.4.S.The D1654 and DJ6S5 loci

ACH224 detects a restriction fragment ìength polymorphism (RFLP) 
'

whereas ACH207 detects two RFLPs (Hyìand et dl., 1987C). The two

probes, ACH2O7 and ACH224, specific for the 01654 and D1655 loci

respectively, were originaìly reg'ionally'localized using a somatic celì

hybrid paneì containing regions of chromosome 16, described by Callen

(1986). 01654 mapped to the region l6ql3->q22.1, and D1655 to the

region l6q22.l->q24 (Hyland et â1., 19878). These were two of five

anonymous cl ones from the same fl ow sorted I i brary to be I ocal i zed to a

region incìuding 16q22 (Hyland et al.,19878). As they were assigned to
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regions

1987C),

FRAl68.

which included FRA16B,

they were of Potenti aì

and are poìymorphic (Hy'land et dl .,

val ue in protocoì s aimed at clon'ing

The experìments discussed here were therefore aimed at determ'ining to

which side of FRALîB these two ìoci, 01654 and 01655 lie, and in doìng

SO, to more finely ìocalize them.

Both probes were localized distal to FRA16B.

D1655 u,as initia'lly local ized distal to the 16q breakpo'int of CY5

(Hyìand et ã1.,1987), which was assigned to band 16q22 (Callen, 1986).

Thus, its proximity to FRA168, which is at or near the jnterface of

bands 16q21 and I6q22 (l'lageni s and Chamberì i n, 1979; Croci ' 1983) , and

their order, were not known, given the possibjl ity of imprecise

breakpoint local ization. Fìner analysis of the translocation

breakpoint, and the combined evidence from other nearby breakpo'ints,

'incìuding high resoìution banding anaìysìs and localizations using all

of these markers , support a I ocal ì zat'ion of the CY5 breakpo'int at

16q22.15 (Caììen eú ã1.,1987). Thus, D1655, which is distal to this

breakpoint (Hyland et al., 19878), is not close to FRAIîB at a molecular

leveì. The probe in fact appeared to hybridize near the terminal end of

I6q (see fig. 5.16), suggesting that it is closer to its distal boundary

of 16q24 (Hyland et al., 19878), than to FRA16B.

01654 aì so

I ocal i zed

'locaì i zed

proximaì

distal to FRA168.

breakpoi nt

It has subsequentìY been

'in 16q22.12 (Caì I entoa
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Partial metaphases showing the locations of the two anonymous fragments

from chromosome 16, as representat'ive sì I ver grai ns d'i stal to FRALíB

(arrow): (a) the probe AcH207, represent'ing lhe D1654 locus' and (b) the

probe ACH224' representing the 01655 locus'



et ã1 . , 1987) , and therefore has a namow regi onal l ocal i zat'ion of

16q22.10->q?2.12 (Cal'len eú a7., 1987). This region has been estimated

to contain about I 000 to 2 000 base pairs of DNA (Caìlen et al., 1987),

which would p'ìace D1654 at most this far away from FRA16B.

Prel'imìnary ì'inkage ana'lysis between FRAl68 and D1654 revealed a peak

I od score of I .7 at o=0.07 (V.J . Hyl and, J .C. Mul I ey, persona'l

communication). One poss'ib'le recombinant r{as observed between FRALîB

and 01654 in 23 informative meioses, but the'indjv'idual was negative for

FRA16B, and may have been a non-penetrant carrier (J.C. l.lulley, personal

communication).

Preliminary ìinkage analysis between flP and 01654 has shown a peak ìod

score of about 4.2 in the vicinìty of o=0.05 (J.C. Mulley, persona'l

communicat'ion), consistent with their relative locatìons. A peak lod

score of 4.19 at o=0.05 was found from preìiminary linkage analysis

between HP and FRA|6B (V.J. Hyland, J.C. l,luìley, personal

communication). A]though these data have not yet been thoroughly

analysed (J.C. Muììey, personal communicatìon), they also suggest that

D1654, whjch is between FRA16B and HP (Cal'len et âl ., 1987), is very

close Io FRA168.

In summary, ìocalizat'ion of the two anonymous DNA fragments with respect

to FRA|íB has provided furtherinformation on their pos'ition on

chromosome 16. FRA|íB provided a proximaì boundary for the narrow

regionaì localization of 01654 arrjved at by Calìen et al. (1987). The

d i stal boundary of 01654, ôt 16q22 .12, i nd i cates that i t i s
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cytogenetically close to FRA16B. This js as yet the cìosest known

locat'ion of a DNA sequence to FRA16B.

5.4.6.Overview: mapping chromosome l6

The data presented in th'is chapter provìde a more detailed map of

chromosome l6 than that which previously existed. More loci in addit'ion

to those i nvesti gated here have been mapped on chromosome 16. HGI''18

reviewed the chromosome 16 map (Cox and Gedde-Dahl, 1985). This will be

examined below in reìation to those loci on chromosome l6 relevant to

the I ocal ì zat'ions d'i scussed above.

PGP (phosphog'lycoìate phosphatase) is cìoseìy linked to the a-gìobìn

gene complex, and to PKDI (Reeders eú ã1.,19864). It (as well as HAGH

(hydroxyacyl gìutathione hydroìase)) v{as also localized to band l6pl3,

di stal to the breakpoi nt 'in the cel ì I i ne G1,16227 (Mul I ey and Cal I en,

1986), the location of the o-gìob'in gene complex has aìso been distaììy

I ocal 'ized (thi s report) . Breuni ng et al . ( 1987) , us'ing another

translocation breakpoint which separates the cr-gìobin gene compìex and

PGP, found PGP to be proximal to the o-gìob'in gene compìex.

TAT (tyrosine aminotransferase) was localized to chromosome l6 (Barton

et dl ., 1986; Natt et dl ., 1986), and has been local ized to

16q22.12->q22.15, distal to FRAIíB and D1654, and proximal to HP (Caìlen

et al ., 1987).
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Barg eú al. (1982) and Lavinha eÚ al. (1984), using the same chromosome

rearrangements that were used for the erroneous localization of APRT,

mapped DL44 (diaphorase-4) to withjn the same l'imits, l6ql2->q?2. DIA4

therefore shoul d be gi ven a w'ider regi onal I ocal 'izati on than gi ven

prev'i ousìy (Barg et ãl . , 1982; Lavi nha et ãl . , Cox and Gedde-Dahl '

1985). As DIA4 was determined to be proximaì to APRT (Jeremìah et al.,

1982), and onìy tentat'iveìy dista'l to HP (Povey et ãl ., 1982), but

distal to llT (Schm'idt et ãl ., 1984), a nerr regionaì local'ization for

DIA4 of l6q2l ->q24 should aPPlY.

The use of many defined markers along chromosome 16 can prov'ide a

powerfuì tool for the reg'ional localization and orderìng of genes and

anonymous DNA segments, and much progress has been made in thi s

direction (this report; Hyland eÚ al.,19878; Callen et al' 1987).

In this chapter the inconsistencies between the various localization

studies have been discussed. They illustrate the inaccurate conclusjons

which may be drawn from the use of incorrectìy'locaìized breakpoints of

chromosomal rearrangements. Savage (1977) suggested that any breakpo'int

localjzation has an jnherent uncertainty of three bands, including the

two bands ejther side of the band to which the breakpoint has been

assigned, because of the tendency to assign breakpoints to paìe bands.

Depending on the similarity of bands from the chromosome regions

'involved, hov{ever, this uncertaìnty may be even wider (e.9. Barg et al.,

lg82 and Lavinha et å1., 1984; Callen, 1986; the uncerta'inty of the

location of the APL-specific t(15;17) breakpoints).
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l.lhen using fragiìe sites for gene mapping studies (see also sect'ion

1.6), their precise Iocalìzation is of distinct benefit. One

disadvantage, however, 'is that ìabeìì ing of the regìon on the oppos'ite

side of the fragì'le s'ite to that to which the probe hybridizes will

generaììy be seen. So far there has been, for each localization

reported here (except that of D1654), additiona'l evidence that the DNA

sequence of interest is not spìit by the fragile site (see discussion in

Simmers et â1.,19874; and the evidence that the o-globin gene compìex

is in band l6p13, and that 01655 is distaì to the breakpoint in

16q22.15, all away from the respective fragi'le sites). In the case of

01654, a possible recombinant between FRALîB and 01654 has been found,

but there 'is no strong evidence separat'ing the two loci. Unless there

is evidence to the contrary, there is always a possibility that the

fragiìe site splits a DNA sequence or gene of interest.

Callen eú al. (1987) described a novel method for determ'ining whether

scatter across a fragi'le site represents spì'itting of the DNA region

homoìogous to the probe. The leveìs of scatter across the fragile site

were compared, for GSRs both narrowly and wideìy separated by the

fragiìe site. A decrease in the amount of scatter with increased

separation can be equated with hybridization to onìy one side of the

frag'ile site (Caììen et dl., 1987). The relative levels of scatter

across the fragi'le site for two probes were also used to suggest an

order for the loci (Caìlen et al., 1987).

In addition to the studies reported here, in situ hybridization has been

empìoyed to localize DNA sequences on chromosomes expressing fra(X)(q27)
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(Szabo eú ã1.,1984; Matte'i et ã1.,19858; Purrello et ã1.,19854' B;

Oberlé et dl.,1986; Patterson et â1.,1987). The ident'ifjcation of

f'l ank'ing markers i n such a way can contri bute greatl y to carr j er

detection and prenatal di agnos'is of the fragi'le X by fam'i'ly studi es

(0berìe et dl., 1986;Mulley et dl,1987),'in the absence of a direct

frag'iìe X probe.

As gene mapping advances, regional localizations and chromosome maps

wiìl ideaììy be compiled on a body of evidence which gives'independent

confirmatjon and consistency of resuìts using different approaches.

5.4.7.The fragile sites on chromosome 16

The in sfúu hybridization studies reported here included the use of each

of the frag'ile sites on chromosome 16. This chromosome can therefore be

divided into four ma'in regions, separated by FRA16A, FRA168/FRA16C and

FRA16D. The use of breakpoints of chromosome rearrangements can further

divide chromosome 16 into smaller regions for local ization (Callen,

1986; Cal I en et al . , 1987) .

The rare fragile sites (by definit'ion, Sutherìand and Hecht, 1985) occur

onìy in some individuaìs. The fact that the set of rare fragile sites

occurs at very exact positions, with specific conditions required for

their expression, indicates that they probably result from the mutation

of a few characteristic types of DNA structure.
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Yunis and Soreng (1984) noted that some of the fragì'le sites they

descrjbed are assigned to the same bands as rare fragile sìtes (4 of 16

rare and 5l common fragiìe sites in the same band). An updated

comparison from HGMS (Berger et â1., 1985) reveals 6 of the 18 rare

fragììe s'ites ìn the same band as 6 of the 71 common fragile sites.

Ledbetter et al. (1986; 1987) have also described a common fragile site

at the same locat'ion as fra(X) (q?7), 'inducible in normal human

metaphases with a high concentration of aphidicolin (1.5uM) (Ledbetter

et al.,1987). It has therefore been suggested that rare frag'ile sites

result from the mutation of common fragiìe sites (Yunis and Soreng,

1984; Ledbetter et al., 1986).

F'igure 5.10C illustrates what is poss'ibìy the simultaneous expression of

FRA¡iB and FRA16C, seen in chromosomes from a FRA|îB indiv'idual in which

both frag'ile sìtes had been 'induced, using BrdU and FdU/caffeine.

Another, unclear example was also seen (see section 5.3). Such a figure

was not seen in any individuaì without FRA16B, but fig. 5.10E

ilìustrates a simiìar, but reìatively larger, fragment, infrequently

observed in the chromosomes of ìndividuals without FRA16B, in which the

common fragile sites had been induced with FdU or FdC, and caffe'ine. It
probab'ly represenls FRALîC and the gap seen higher on l6q, in the middle

of band I6q21 (see Materials and Methods). In fig. 5.10C' there is

apparentìy an isochromatid gap proxìmaì to a singìe chromatid gap. If

this figure'illustrates the simultaneous expression of FRALíB and

FRA16C, then th'is mode of expression suggests that FRAIíB is the more

proximaì of the two (see Resuìts). This is consistent with the

observation (see Resu'lts) of a dark region (a small port'ion of band
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I6q2l?) immediate'ly djstal lo FRA16B, but not FRALíC: this appears to be

present d'istal to the gap, on the chromatid on the left,'in which the

distal fragi'le s'ite is not expressed. Confirmation that FRALíB is

proxìmaì to FRAL1C would depend on more cases of such apparent

s'imultaneous express'ion beìng observed, onìy jn the chromosomes of

individual s who carry FRA168. Alternat'iveìy, the local'ization of a DNA

sequence between FRALîB and FRA16C by in situ hybridization would prove

that they do not co'incide, and that jn thjs case, the rare fragile s'ite

i s not a mutat'ion of the common frag'iì e si te. The probe ACH207, whì ch

defines a locus cìoseìy distal to FRA|íB (see section 5.4.5)' m'ight lie

between FRALîB and FRA16C.

Thìs chapter described part of a larger study, of wh'ich one aim is to

characterize the frag'ile sites. The nature of the DNA at fragile sites

is unknown, and many different hypotheses have been advanced to expla'in

their expression and unusual inheritance, mostly based on fragiìe X

research: Nussbaum and Ledbetter (1986) have provided an exceìlent

crit'ical review of research in this area and of these hypotheses.

Isolation of the DNA at a fragiìe site should. ultimateìy bring its

structure to ì ight. If thj s can be achì eved for the DNA of

fra(16)(pl2), a fo'late sensitive fragiìe site, the structure of the DNA

at fra(X)(q27) (FRAXA) might be educed. The FRALíA DNA mjght be used as

a direct probe for fra(X)(q27), if suffic'iently homologqus, oF its

features used to determine a method for cìoning FRAXA. Although the

extent of structural simiìarity between the folate-sens'itive and other

classes of fragÍìe sites js not known, the cìoning of one of these
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(FRAL6B, FRA|1C oy FRAL6D) should shed some light on the generaì nature

of fragile s'ites.

Eventual identification of the frag'iìe site DNA might agaìn involve in

siúu hyb¡idization to metaphase chromosomes in which they have been

jnduced. Such experiments would be extremeìy useful 'if proceeding in a

djrectjon towards the fragiìe site (e.g. Davies, 1986), ind'icating when

the fragiìe site has been passed. If the DNA at the fragile site is

s'ingìe stranded, as is suggested by Sutherland et al . (1985), then ín

siúu hybridization or Southern anaìsis of a cand'idate fragiìe site probe

mìght be successful without prior denaturation of the target DNA. This

would in turn support the not'ion of singìe-strandedness at the frag'ile

site.

In the case of in situ hybridization of a putat'ive frag'ile site probe to

chromosomes expressing th'is frag'ile site, label would appear directly

over the 9ap, jf this is where its DNA lies when the fragiìe site js

expressed. Such a location would confirm the identity of the probe.

5. 5. SUI'IÎ'IARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Mapping studies on a number of loci on chromosome 16 were described in

th'is chapter. t.lith the use of fragile sites, and two chromosome

rearrangements, the map of chromosome was refined considerabìy. The

order of these chromosome l6 ìoci (underìined) and the other loci

dìscussed is: l6pter - c-qìobin qene compl ex - FRAIîA-PGP-l6cen-fff

- FRALîB - (?FRA16C), D1654 - TAT - HP - D1655, FRALîD - APRT - l6qter.
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The use of frag'i'le s'ites for gene mapping aided in the redefinition of

the regional localizations for some locì, which were shown to have been

previ ousl y 'i ncorrect'ly I ocaì 'i zed .
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CHAPTER 6

INVESTIGATING THE PROPOSED RELATIONSHIP BETI{EEN

FRAGILE SITES AND CANCER

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Yunis (19848) and LeBeau and Row'ley (1984) u,ere the first to make a

comparison of fragiìe sìte and cancer breakpo'int locations on an

idìogram of the human chromosomes, after fìnding some patients with

cancer breakpoints jn their maìignant cells in the same bands as rare

autosomal frag'iìe sites. Hecht and Hecht (19844) and Hecht and

Sutherland (1984), using ìarger sets of known cancer breakpoìnts and

fragììe sites, found the relationship to be signìficant. Significant

correspondence has also been found between the common fragile s'ites and

cancer breakpoints (Hecht and Hecht, 19844; Hecht and Glover, 1984). It
became apparent that a possible rel ationship, both pos'itìonaì and

functjonaì, existed. Cancer chromosome rearrangements were hypothesjzed

to occur at fragile site ìoci, and be facilitated by the'ir presence

(Yunis, 1983; LeBeau and Rowley, 1984; Hecht and Hecht, 19844).

This chapter consists of two sets of experiments designed to test for

thi s proposed correspondence between fragÍ I e si tes and cancer

breakpoints. They are the first reported attempts at testìng for such

correspondence at the actual ìevel of the DNA.
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6. 2.I'IATERIALS AND I'IETHODS

The llT probes and ín sítu hybridization experinents performed w'ith these

lYf probes are deta j I ed i n secti on 5. 2.

The c-ets-1 gene probe used for these investigations (hereafter termed

5.4ffSI)'is described by de Taisne et al. (1984). These authors cloned

a 5.4kb genomìc fcoRl fragment into the plasmid pKH47. The 5.4kb

repeat-free insert hybridizes to another,8.6kb genomic fragment which

itself has homology to v-ets (see fìgure 6.1).

In situ hybridization of the c-ets-1 probe. These experiments were

carrjed out in two parts. The probe 5.4[ISJ was hybridized to

chromosomes expressing the rare fragile s'ite, fra(ll)(q23) (see appendix

Arrr.l2).

There i s a consi stent chromosome gap whjch can be induced in

ìymphobìastoid culture by induction with BrdU. Thjs is located jn sub-

band I1q23. I , just above llq23 .2 (E. Baker, persona'l communi cat'ion) .

The 5.4[IS] probe was also hybridized in situ to pre-photographed

metaphases expressing this gap. Location and photography before in situ

hybrid'ization ensured that metaphases expressing thi s gap could be

recognized if the morphoìogy was worsened by the in situ hybridization

process. As the gap is often small, these photographs provided a record

of the metaphase in the event that the gap was partially or totaììy

covered by a si'lver grain.
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Fìgure 6.1.

A d'iagram illustrating the regions of the (j) E26 and (i'i) human genomes

homologous to the probes 5.4EfSJ (de Taìsne eú ã1.,1984; D. Stehelin,

personaì communicat'ion) and pRD6K (Watson'et ã1.,1985; t,latson et â1.,

19864). The probe p-ets-BB contajns most of v-ets, as a l.2kb insert

from 826, w j th homo'logy to both c-eús- t (j ncì udi ng the reg'ions

recognized by both 5.4[ISJ and pRD6K) and c-ets-2. The v-eús sequence

(e.g. p-ets-BB) recogn'izes 8.6, 6,2 and 0.83kb EcoRI fragments from

c-eús-1, and a 3.6kb EcoRI fragment from c-ets-2 (l.latson et ô1., 1985;

Watson et âl ., 19864). 5.4ETS1 recognizes the 8.6kb human fcoRl

fragment (de Taisne et â1.,1984) and pRD6K recognizes the 6.zkb EcoRI

fragment ( (tlatson et al ., 1985) .
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6.3 . RESULTS

6.3. 1.Ì'letal'l oth'i onein gene probes

The results of hybridization of the líf-specific probes to chromosomes

expressing FRA|1B and FRAL1C have been detailed jn section 5.3. All

resul ts stati stì ca'lìy testabl e by chi -square anaìys'is showed a

s'ignifjcant difference between the level of grains on either side of the

fragile site, with the excess proximal to this frag'iìe site. Other

results, a'lthough not in sufficient numbers for chi-square anaìysis,

showed either no grains on the l6q expressing the fragi'le site, or an

excess proximaì to the frag'il e s j te.

6.3.2.c-ets-l gene probe

Results of hybridization of 5.4ffSi to chromosomes express'ing

fra(11)(q23) and the LCL-specific gap at llq23.l are g'iven in append'ix

AIII.l2. A significant excess of siìver grains was observed distalìy in

both cases, indicating that the probe has hybridized distal to both

fra(11)(q23) and the LCL-specific gap.

t'ighty-three preì ocated metaphases express'i ng the LCL- speci f i c gap at

11q23.1 on 104 chromosomes ll (i.e. in one or both chromosomes ll of

each metaphase) were scored after in situ hybridization with 5.48T51.

Silver graìns were further scored on the dìstal

both the fragile site and the gap induced in

acentrìc fragments of

the LCL. Any grain
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touch'ing this fragment was scored, incìuding "central " graìns which

touched the acentric fragment. These silver grains were class'ified as

closer to the distal or proximaì end of the acentric fragment, or not

unambiguous'ly closer to either end (as described in Simmers et ã1.,

1987C, for sub-localization of the cr-globin gene c'ìuster).

The result of scoring distaì to fra(ll)(q23) ìs equivocal: there is not

enough ev'idence to determ'ine i f ETSL is closer to either fra(ll) (q23) or

1lqter (tabìe 6.1). However, the result of scorjng d'istal to the gap

jnduced in the LCL at llq23.l jnd'icates that ffSJ is probab'ly closer to

11qter than to the gap (table 6.1; deta'iled more fully in appendìx

Arrr.12).

6.4. DISCUSSI0N

6.4.l.Ghromosome rearrangements in cancer

As the chromosomes of maìignant ceìls cont'inue to be examined 'in detaiì,

using high-resol ution banded chromosomes, most are found to have

chromosome rearrangements (e.g. Yunìs et â1., 1981; 1984). Certa'in

rearrangements occur consistently in the cells of one or more types of

cancer (Yunis, 1983; Mitelman, 1983; 1985; Berger et dl., 1985). The

bringing together of certain DNA regions in this vray has provided a

proliferative advantage for the cell (Rowley, 1984).

As a result of some trans'ìocatìons, a gene encod'ing a prote'in related to

the control of proì iferation, probably a
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Tabl e 6. l.
Sub-localizat'ion of ETSI by scoring of the gra'ins over the acentrjc

fragment djstal to (i) fra(ll)(q23) and (ii) the LCL-spec'ific gap at

11q23. l.

(i) 4l

proximal

grai ns

35

11

x2

(probabi I i t:t)

0.47

(n.s.)

4.24

(P<0.05)

ambi guous or

central grains

l9

13

di stal

grai ns

(ii) 23



proto-oncogene, may come under cì s transcriptionaì reguì atìon by a

sequence normalìy regu'ìating (and upstream to) a gene functioning'in the

cell at its current stage of differentiation (Row'ley, 1984; He'im and

Mìtelman, 1986). Alternatìve'ly, part of the transcribed reg'ion of a

proto-oncogene may be jo'ined to and transcribed with part of another

sequence, resuìt'ing in a novel gene product with altered structure and

function (Bishop, 1987). Th'is latter mechanjsm ìs exempf ifjed by the

Ph'iladeìphia translocatjon of chron'ic myelogenous leukaemìa, in which

the c-aôl proto-oncogene on chromosome t has been relocated adiacent to

a sequence on chromosome 22, 'identified by the cl ustering of the

chromosome 22 breakpoints w'ithin a I jm'ited reg'ion as the breakpoint

cluster reg'ion (Groffen et dl., 1984), producing an abnormal bcr-abl

proteìn (Heisterkamp et al., 1985).

Yunis et a7. (1981) provided the first report of an abnormal ity of

chromosome 16 in a case of acute myeìomonocytic leukaemia (AMMoL or

ANLL-M4). Th'is rvas defined as an inv(16)(p13q22), using methotrexate

synchroni zat j on for high resol ut'ion chromosome band'ing. Arthur and

Bloomfieìd (1983A; 19838) noted the spec'ificity of the chromosome l6

abnormaììty, and Le Beau et a7.(1983) noted a very strong correlat'ion

between the inv(16) karyotype in M4 and an abnormal but dist'inctive

eosinophil morpho'logy and cytochemistry. This new category of l't4,

termed M4-E0, strong'ly correlated with the presence of the del(16) or

inv(16), has been added to the FAB classificat'ion of leukaemias (Bennett

et â1., 1985). Bone marrow eosinophiì'ia ìs a common but not universal

feature. No signìficant morpho'log'icaì differences have been found
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between cases with the de'l (16) and those with the inv(16) (Mt,lCL'

re84B).

A translocat'ion between the two chromosome 16 homologues, with what

appear to be the same breakpoints, has also been reported in this

leukaem'ia (Testa et ãl ., 1984). The metallothionein gene cluster (ilT;

see chapter 5) is sp'lit by th'is translocatìon, and by the inv(16) (Le

Beau eú â1., I985C). This gene cluster and its localization have been

discussed in chapter 5.

Other variant rearrangements involving band 16q22 in M4-E0 have been

noted in association with M4-E0: e.g. a t(16;17)(q22;q25) (Tsai et al

(1986)) and a t(5;16)(q33:q22)(Bhambhani et al. (I986)). However, the

identity of the del(16)(q22) has been questioned (Yunìs, 19844). Poor

chromosome morphol ogy may have i n such cases resul ted j n

m'isclassjfjcat'ion of the inv(16)(pl3q22), âS js evjdenced by the

ìnherent difficulty in detect'ing and evaluat'ing the abnormal l6 (e.g.

LeBeau et dl ., 1983; MtlcL, 1984D), espec'iaììy in distinguishjng

between the inv(16) and the del(16)(e.g.Harth et â1.,1986; Bernard et

ãl,. 1986). Exam'ination of pubf ished photographs of the "deì (16)"

(Arthur and Bloomfield, 19838; Harth et âl ., 1986) supports the

suggest'ion that they are actuaì ly the 'inv(16) . Supposing that the

jnv(16) (or t(16;I6)) brings an oncogene under the contro'l of an llT

promoter (Le Beau et ãl ., 1985C; Hasì'inger and Kanin, 1985) ' 
'it js

d'ifficult to pred'ict how a deìetion (presumably at the same breakpoint

with'in the llT cluster) could bring about the same cl in'ical phenotype.
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Rearrangements invoìving llq, most being at llq23, have been strongly

assocìated wjth the M4 (acute myeìomonocytic leukaemia, AMMoL) and M5

(pure acute monocytic ìeukaemìa, AMoL) forms of ANLL (IV Il,lcL, 1984C),

especìally M5a, with poorly different'iated blast cells (Mt.lCL, 19848);

and al so wi th the l¡iz ( acute mye'l obl ast i c ì eukaemi a, AML, w'i th

maturation) form with abnormal monocyt'ic proìiferatìon (Yunis, 19844).

The other chromosome regi on i nvol ved i n these transl ocati ons i s

variabì e, but i s most frequentl y 9p22 ( MtllCL, 1984C) . Hagemeiier et

al. (1982) found the t(9;11) to be the most frequent abnormaìity in a

series of ANLL pat'ients, recognizing its speci f ic assoc'iat'ion with l',l5

I eukaem'i a.

A t(4;tl)(q2l;q23) (0shimura et ã1., 1977), has

associated with acute ìymphocytic leukaemia (ALL)

dl ., 1979).

been speci fi caì ìy

(Van den Berghe et

The acute leukaem'ia with the t(4;ll) has characteristics of both myeìo'id

and lympho'id ìeukaemias, and is therefore of uncertain origin (Parkìn et

dl . , 1982; Nagasaka et dl ., 1983; Strong et âl ., 1985; Strong and

Kersey, 1984; Daeschner et dl ., 1985; Campos et âl ., 1986; De

Braekeìeer, 19868; Zaccarja et dl., 1986). Kaneko et al. (1986) have

also reported differing lymphoid and myeloid characterist'ics in those

cases of ANLL with translocations involv'ing llq23. These two categories

of acute leukaemia (ANLL and the t(a;ll) acute ìeukaemìa) wjth

involvement of llq23 are aìso similar in being highly age-spec'ific (Abe

et al.,1983; Prigogina et al., 1986; Arthur et al.,1982).
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A consistent l(ll;22), along with a variety of other multipìe chromosome

abnormal ities, has been reported in association with three sol id

tumours: twing sarcoma of the bone (ES) (Aurias eú a7., 1983; Turc-Carel

et â1., 1983); and the peripheral neuroectodermal tumours, peripheraì

neuroepìthel ioma (NE) (t.lhang-Peng et ôl ., 1984; l'lhang-Peng et â7.,

1986) and Askin tumour (AT) (t.Jhang-Peng et a7., 1986). The breakpoints

of the translocation were localized to the interfaces of bands llq23 and

q24, and 22qll and q12, and the transl ocat'i on thus termed

t(ll;22)Gza;ql2) (Turc-Careì et al., 1983). These breaks may however

be within the sumounding sub-bands 11q23.3 and 22q11.23, or bands llq24

and 22q12 (Turc-Careì et al .,, 1984) .

The c-sis oncogene is distal to the breakpoints on chromosome 22 of both

ES and NE (Whang-Peng et al.,1984; Geurts van Kesse'l et al., 1985), and

tlhang-Peng eú al . (1984;1986) concluded, from this and cytogenet'ic

evidence, that the ES (of unknown histiogenesis) and NE and AS (both

with evidence of neural origin) may have a common histiogenesis (Kapìan

et â1,1987 stated that aìl three have a common neuronal orig'in) or a

common basis for malignant transformation. The specific translocations

of ES and NE have also been studied at the molecular level usìng other

markers, by in sl'tu hybridization: the translocat'ion breakpoints of both

have the same location with respect to the Ig lambda lìght cha'in locus

on chromosome 22 (Emanueì et al.,1986) and to part of the c-ets-l gene

on chromosome ll (Griffin et al, 1986). This addit'ional molecular data

further supports the identity of the ES and NE translocat'ions; that of

Askin tumour js likeìy to give identical results.
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There have been other reports of non-random'involvement of band 11q23 in

chromosomal abnormalit'ies,including chromosome rearrangements invoìvìng

band 11q23 among a number of spec'if ic abnormal i ti es 'in vari ous

myeìodyspl astjc syndromes (Rask'ind et âl ., 1984; Feder et â1., 1985;

Ohyashiki et al., 19858; 1986).

6.4.2.The c-ets-l oncogene

The v-ets oncogene was found ìn the repì ication defective avian

retrovirus E26, and occurs in this virus adjacent to another oncogene,

v-nyb (Lepnince et ã1., 1983). Transcripts of these two oncogenes are

incìuded'in a hybrid protein, Pl3sgag-myb-ets (Nunn eú ã1.,1983). The

ch'icken proto-eús, or c-ets locus is probabìy over 50kb ìong, with an

exon comp'lex'ity of about 7.5kb (Nunn et ãl . , 1984) . The i ntron-l ess

v-eús of E26 encodes a l.Skb mRNA (Watson et dl.,1986), homologous to

the 3' end of the chicken gene (Nunn et dl., 1984). The mammalian

counterpart of this oncogene is present as two distinct genes: c-ets-l

and c-ets-2, at the flS.l and fI52 loci respectiveìy. In humans c-eÚs-l

'is on chromosome 11, and c-ets-2 on chromosome 22 (l,latson et al.,1985).

The ffSl probe, 5.4EfSl, was used for the experiments reported here (see

Materials and Methods). The reg'ion of homology with ETSI ìs shown in

figure 6.1. ETSl has been localized to llq23->q24 (de Taìsne et ã1.,

1984), and a number of authors have tested for involvement of the c-ets-

I oncogene 'in the cancer chromosome rearrangements wjth breakpoìnts at

llq23, and localized ETSI with respect to these breakpoints. These

studies are summarized in table 6.2.
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Tabl e 6.2.

Summary of the results of local'izatjon of tISl probes wìth respect to

cancer breakpoints and tests for rearrangement of the c-ets-l oncogene.

Source

Sacchi et
ôl ., 1986

Di az et
âl ., 1986

Caubet et
ôl ., 1986

Morri s and
Fi tzgeral d,
I 987

Rov i gatt i
et al .,
I 986

Griffin et
â1., 1986

probe

pRD6K

p-ets-BB

5.4ETS1

(?)

pRD6K

rearrangement and results

t(a;ll) in AL; distal; no
rearrangement detected in four cases
w'ith "several restrictjon enzymes" ;

reduced level of c-ets-l transcription
compared to ìymphocYtes.

t(9;11) in ANLL; no rearrangement
detected w'ith " several restri ct'ion
enzymes".

t(9;11) in ANLL; distal; no
rearrangement dectected in two cases
wi th EamHI or Hi ndI I I.

t(1;lI)(q21;q23) 'in M5; d'istal .

t(ll;19)(q23;pl3) 'in blast crisis of
chronic mye'loid leukaem'ia; distal; no
rearrangement detected with "several
restrì ct'i on enzymes" .

HSRI 11q23 'in ANLL-M4; c-ets- I
rearranged and ampl ì fi ed.

inv ins(21;11) (q22.3;q23q14.2) in
small ìymphocyt'ic cell lYmphoma;
c-ets- I rearranged and amp'l i f ied;
c-eús-2 rearranged.

t(ll;22) in ES and NE; Proximal; no

rearrangement detected'in thirteen
cel I I 'ines wì th four restri cti on
enzymes, for a distance of 25kb
including the region homologous to.
5.4[r5].

5.4[rs.l

1. HSR: homogeneouslY sta ining region.



Rearrangement and ampl ification of c-eÚs-l was observed in two

chromosome abnormalities involving band llq23 (Rovigattì et al.,1986)'

presumably wjth associated increase in the c-ets-1 product. However, no

rearrangement of c-ets-1 was detected in any of the translocations with

breakpoints at band 11q23 (see table 6.2). The c-ets-1 oncogene'

however, is of unknown tength, but probably'larger than 25kb (Gniffin eÚ

â1., l986). All of those probes used for the experiments listed in

table 6.2 covered onìy regions with homoìogy to v-ets, whereas three of

the ten pept'ides the encoded by the cellular (ch'icken) ets are not

encoded by v-eús (Ghysdaeì et al.,1986). Although the functions of the

c-eús-l and c-ets-2 products are not known, they appear to pìay a role

jn haematopo'iesis (Nunn eú â1., 1984; Ghysdael et ã1., 1986; Bhat et

ã1., 1987). These observations, and those of alteration of the c-ets-l

DNA (Rovigatt'i et al.,1986) or the level of c-eús-1 expression (Sacchi

et âl ., 1986) are not inconsistent wjth the possibil ity that the

translocations at 11q23 in acute leukaemia occur through a reg'ion of the

gene o¡its reguìatory region, as yet undetected by Southern analysis.

The predicted jnvol vement of the c-ets-l gene or some other gene

involved in mye'loid differentiation on chromosome ll (Yun'is, 1983;

Rowìey, 1984; Strong et dl.,1985), has yet to be demonstrated jn the

rearrangements in acute leukaemia at llq23. 0nìy the spec'ificity of the

breakpoint at 9p22 in the t(9;ll) of AMoL has been explained so far: it

spl i ts the i nterferon gene cl uster (Di az et âl . , 1986) . A ci s-

reguìatory sequence for one of the interferon genes may control the

expression of a gene at llq23, possibly c-eÚs-1, ìn th'is case (D'iaz et
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dl ., 1986). Chromosome ll is involved 'in many translocat'ions with other

chromosomes, at band llq23, in ìeukaemias with at least some myeìoid

characterist'ics. It has not been demonstrated that these breakpoìnts

coì ncide, nor has 'i t been determi ned i n what way al I of these

rearrangements contri bute to carc'i nogenes'i s .

6.4.3.Finer localization of ffSf

Two in situ hybrid'ization dìstributìons from EISí localìzat'ion have been

pubì'ished: that of de Taisne et al. (1984) shows a peak over band 11q24;

and that of Rov'igatti et al. (1986) shows a peak over sub-band llq23'3'

of both a normaì chromosome l1 and one with a homogeneousìy staining

region (HSR) at llq23. De Ta'isne et al . (1984) gave a regional

localization for EISI including band 11q23 (11q23->q24) to account for

the possib'iìity of observer bias towards the pale R-band, 11q24. This

precaut'ion is in line with the lack of mapping resolut'ion to w'ithin one

band by in sftu hybridization alone. Griffin eú al. (1986) have sub-

localized ETSI to llq23.3->q24 using a const'itutional l(ll;22) with a

breakpo.int at 11q23.3. Localization of EfSl proximaì to the breakpo'int

on llq of ES and NE (Griffin et ã1.,1986) does not lead to further

mapping refinement, as the breakpoint(s) may be in band 11q24 (see

above) . Sacchi et al . ( 19868) have i ncorrect'ly c'ited Watson et al .

(1985) for a local ization for ETSL within band llq23: l'latson et al .

(1985) onìy c'ited that EISI is on chromosome ll.

The results of the in situ hybridizat'ion stud'ies reported here prov'ide

further information on the whereabouts of flSI.
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The c-ets-I-spec'ific probe hybridized distal to fra(ll)(q23). Even if

the ETSI locus does span the fragile site (see S'immers et â1.,19874;

section 5.4.6), the locatjon of [IS] can be further defined, from the

pos'it'ion of the fragile site, FRAllB, to the end of 11q24 (as determined

by de Taisne et al, 1984) (fig. 6.2). As FRAllB is wìthin band llq23.3'

just distal to the midpoint of this band, this is a narrower region than

that defjned by Griffin et al. (1986).

By examining the locations of silver gra'ins on the acentric fragments

djstal to fra(ll)(q23) and to the LCL-specìfic gap at 1lq23.l (see tabìe

6.1; results), more information on the locat'ion of ETSi l{as sought.

fISl is not close enough to either FRAI18 or to llqter to gìve a

significant excess of gra'ins in e'ither direct'ion at this level of

resolut'ion. The midpoint of the reg'ion FRAIlB->llqter is jn the distal

half of band 11q24 (fig. 6.2). This suggests that EfSl mìght be w'ithin

band 11q24. Results of scoring on the distal half of the acentric

fragment distal to the LCL-specific gap show that ETSI is closer to

l1qter than to th'is gap in sub-band 11q23.1. The midpo'int of this

fragment is near the distal boundary of llq23.3 (fjS 6.2). These data

also po'int to the location of ETSl wjthin band 11q24. Thjs is not

strong evidence however, as'it'is not known at what distance from this

mid-point a locus may give sufficient difference'in signaì to enable the

resolution of its localization to one or the other side of th'is point.
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Figure 6.2.

Id'iograms of the ìong arm of chromosome 11, showìng (a) the reg'ionaì

localjzatjon for EfSJ determ'ined in this chapter, from FRALlB to 11q24'

and (b) the sjte of the LCL-specìfic gap at 11q21.1 (upper arrow) and

FRA|lB (ìower arrow), and the points mid-way from these markers to

llqter (*), are indicated.
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6.4.4.Fragile sites and cancer breakpoints

Non-homoìogous recombination, the bas'is for acquired chromosome

rearrangements, was thought to occur entirely at random within the

genome (Rowìey, 1984). However, mechanisms of non-random recombjnatìon,

from wh'ich oncogenes'is may resuìt, have been d'iscovered. I'lìsdirected

recombi nati on may occur i n B-cel I and T-cel I I 'i neages as fol I ows.

Immunog'lobul in and T-celì receptor genes may sometimes 'incorrectly

recombine with sequences similar to those recogn'ized by the respective

recombinatìon enzymes; and some of these non-random rearrangements may

provide a selectjve, pro'liferative advantage to the cell (Haìuska et

dl ., 1987).

In other celì types, where no normal recombination mechanism occurs,

aìthough rearrangement might arise from ì'lleg'itimate recombination

between other repeated sequences found in the genome (Rogers' 1985;

Heisterkamp and Groffen, 1985), rìo other mechanisms for chromosome

rearrangement, which can lead to malignancy, have been shown (Haluska'

1987). However, chromosome breakage and rearrangement at fragi'le sites

has become a popuìar, and much touted notion (see Introduct'ion). The

fragiìe s'ite divides the chromosome'into two distinct portions, and

sometimes deleted and tri-radial figures are seen, evjdence of actual

breakage at the fragile site in vitro (Sutherìand, 19794)-

The major area of search for evidence for chromosome rearrangement at

fragile sites is that relat'ing to the non-random breakpo'ints seen in

cancer chromosome rearrangements ("cancer breakpoints"). Two lines of
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evidence have been presented by various authors for a positìve

correlation between fragile sites and cancer breakpoints. The first

involves placìng the known fragiìe sites and the known chromosome

breakpo'ints'in cancer on an idiogram of the human chromosomes, and

testing for sign'ificant correspondence (see Introduct'ion). The second

involves the finding of pat'ients w'ith a cancer breakpoint and a fragile

site in the same chromosome band (see later).

The experiments reported here invest'igate the relationsh'ip between three

fragi'ìe sìtes, FRA16B, FRA|íC and FRA118, and the cancer breakpoints in

the same bands, 16q22 and llq23, described above. Probes homoìogous to

port'ions of the metallothionein gene cluster (l4T) were hybridized to

chromosomes expressing FRA16B, and another frag'ile site in this reg'ion,

FRA16C, to test for correspondence with the specific breakpoint in AMMoL

at 16q22. In situ hybridization of a probe homologous to c-ets-l to

chromosomes expressing fra(11)(q23) was also carried out 'in order to

reveaì somethi ng about the rel at'ionshi p between the frag'iì e s j te

fra(ll)(q23) and the cancer breakpo'ints at Ilq23, by comparing the

results to previousìy reported relat'ionsh'ips between c-ets-l and these

breakpo'ints. The probe was also hybrid'ized in situ to chromosomes

express'ing the LCL-specifìc gap at 11q23.1, because of the possibiljty

that 'it was invol ved in the rearrangements at llq23, and/or would

prov'ide further information about the locatjon of ETSI.

If frag'iìe sites do predispose an individual to developing cancer, one

would fjnd a greater than expected frequency of a certain type of cancer

or group of cancers with a specific breakpo'int in jndividuals with the
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correspondìng rare frag'ile sjte in theìr normal celìs, and converseìy,

'in groups of individuals suffering from a particular type of cancer'

wìth a specific cancer breakpoint, one would find a greater than

expected frequency of carriers of the correspond'ing frag'iìe site. The

latter wouìd indeed seem to be the case for H4-E0 w'ith the 'inv(16)' as

evidenced by the number of these patients reported to be heterozygous

for FRA16B. Table 6.3 describes the reported cases where M4-E0 patients

wìth the inv(16) have been tested for carrier status with respect to

FRA16B. Fourteen of the 29 patients are reported to carry FRA16B, but

this figure is difficult to evaluate. 0nìy four of the pos'itìve cases

reported are wel I documented, with condit'ions of jnduction and

percentage expression mentioned, and the percentages jndicate that these

are probabìy FRA16B. The methotrexate synchronìzat'ion method of Yunis

(19844) should not induce express'ion of this fragiìe site, but it may

have been spontaneousìy expressed jn these cases.

Studies have shown that the frequency of FRALíB in the Australian

population is about l% (Sutherland, 19858), or more recently, 5% in the

German popuì at'ion using the inducing agent bereniì (Schmid et dl .,

1986). Thus, the proport'ion of cases of AMMoL cla'imed to have FRAIíB

would appear to be higher than in the generaì popuìation, support'ing a

possibìe causative effect.

This relationship t{as investigated by some of the experiments reported

in this chapter. LeBeau et al. (1985C) reported the inv(16) and the

t(16;16) in AMMoL to be spìit by the llT cluster. The probe used by

these authors cross-
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Tabl e 6.3 .

Cases in the l'iterature of M4-E02 patìents wìth inv(t6) or deì(16), who

were tested for the presence of FRA168.

Source

Yuni s, 19844

Berger et
ôl ., 1985

Arthur and
Bl oomfi el d,
I 983C

LeBeau and
Rowì ey, I984

LeBeau, 1986

Harth et al .,
I 986

Gl over et al . ,
1986

Murata et al .,
1987

No. of
pati ents
tested for
FRAl6B

23

65

36

57

No. with
FRAl6B
(% ex-
pression)

24
(13%; 36%)

0

I
(o-r4%)

4
(?)

6
(?)

0
( o / zoo)

0

agents used for
induction of FRALîB in
I ymphocytes

none mentioned

none mentioned

þBrdU

not mentioned

not mentioned

BrdU;
Hoechst 33258

BrdU;
distamycin A

BrdU;
d'i stamyc'i n A;
Hoechst 33258

6

I

3

3

29

t
( 8%0 )

Total s: 14

2. Some of these cases were not class ified M4-Eo, but it
witl be assuned that this is because of the difficulty of
classification to the M4 category and the ready confusion of
M4 with M2 and M5 (Bennett et aI. ' 1985). For examPle'
malignant cells of some cases of Yunis (19844) had-
norpÉologica1 characteristics of M4-EO, but were classified
as t'tZ unáer older FAB rules ( lennett et aI. , L97 6) .

3. plus 2 rrnot testedrr.
4. in both cases the chromosome carrying FRÀ168 was
inverted.
5. plus 3 rrnot testedrr, and one negative control.
6. plus 2 controls, found negative.
7. plus 5 controls, found negative.



hybridizes wjth all the members of the l4T gene cluster. Thus' ìt

hybridizes to an overal'l region similar to that homologous with the

llTZAr probe. The l4T2Ar probe r'ras therefore first used to test the

hypothesis that the AMMoL breakpoints at L6q?2 co'incide with FRA16B-

The probe hybrìdjzed dìstal to FRA168. As it hybrjdized to a large

region containing the l,lT genes on 16q, a smal'l part of this region

distal to the fragiìe s'ite would not have been detected. The

rearrangements reported in LeBeau et al. (1985C) were sufficiently close

to the mid-region of the cluster to g'ive a significant in situ

hybridizat'ion signaì on both sides of the breakpoints. Chromosomes

expressing FRA168 from onìy one individual were tested in this report,

however, and it was conceivable that the fragiìe s'ite cou'ld be the

mutation of one of a series of reiterated sequences, wh'ich might

therefore occur in different parts of the llT cluster of different

'indivìduals.

For these reasons the two probes spec'ific to regions either side of the

AMMoL breakpoints on 16q (as determined by t't.0. Diaz, M.l',l. LeBeau and M.

Karin, personal communicat'ion) u,ere hybridized to chromosomes from

several individuals w'ith FRA168 inherited from d'ifferent sources. As

discussed 'in Simmers et al . (19874), the results indicate that the lll

cluster is proximaì to FRA16B, and is not spìit by either fragi'le site'

at least at the site of rearrangement in AMMoL. Therefore FRA168 does

not coincide wìth the breakpoint at or near 16q22 in AMMoL, and the

rearrangement ì ead'i ng to th'i s I eukaem'i a does not occur by breakage at

FRAL68.
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A further approach to the suspected relat'ionship between frag'iìe sites

and cancer breakpoìnts was provìded by Yunis and Soreng (1984)' who

correlated the presence of spec'ific cancer breakpoints with an increase

of express'ion of correspondi ng common frag'il e sì tes, suggesti ng that the

cancers were the result of a greater risk attached to the increased

frequency of expression. As it is likeìy that all individuals are

homozygous for all fragiìe s'ites (Sutherìand and Hecht' 1985), the

correlation between common fragi'le sites and cancer breakpoints might

otherwise be meaning'less'in terms of predict'ing individuals predìsposed

to develop'ing cancer: if aìl indiv'iduals have aìì the common fragiìe

sites as an integral part of the genome, none is more ìike'ly than any

other to deve'lop cancer by breakage and rearrangement faciìitated by

these fragi'le sites. However, Yun'is and Soreng (1984) reported an

increased frequency of expression of the common frag'ile site, FRA16C, in

a patient with AMMoL and the ìnv(16)(pl3q22), and other simjìar cases'

suggesting that a greater than normal frequency of expression of this

and other common fragi ì e sì tes 'i n certai n i ndi viduaì s may al so

predispose the chromosomes to rearrangement here, lead'ing to cancer.

For compì eteness, the common frag'iì e s'ite FRAl6C was tested as a

candidate for predisposition to breakage and rearrangement leading to

AMMoL. Hybridizatjon of the two probes from either side of the

breakpoint in AMMoL, l,lTIBu and l|T2Au, to chromosomes expressing FRA16C,

did not reveaì spì'itting of the /íf cluster by this fragile site. Again,

there js further discussion in Simmers et al. (19874).
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Further spec'ific instances of pat'ients with a fragìle sìte and a cancer

breakpoint in the same band have been reported. Yunis (1983) prov'ided

the first of such reports. His cases cons'ist of two patients with small

lymphocytìc cell 'lymphoma, found to carry the rare fragile s'ite,

fra(ll)(q13) (also Yunis et dl.,1984); one wjth a malignant lymphoma

and fra(12)(ql3); and the prev'iousìy mentioned cases with FRAL6B and

AMMoL. Other reports i ncl ude a patì ent wi th Ewì ng sarcoma and

fra(11)(q23) (Goìlin et â1., 1986 - see ìater), and a patient wjth

myelofibrosìs and fra(ll)(q13) (Sessarego et ã1., 1983). In these

cases, induction of the fragile site is well documented.

The report of Gollin et al. (1986) is part'icularly relevant to thjs

d'iscussion. They reported fra(ll) (q23) 'in a pat'ient w'ith ES with the

t(Il;22), suggesting that the translocation was a resuìt of breakage at

the fragiìe sìte. The resuìt of in situ hybridization of the 5.4815,

probe distal to fra(ll)(q23) shows that this fragile site does not

cojncide with the breakpoint in ES, nor with that in NE, to which the

same probe hybridized proximalìy (Griffin et al., 1986 - see table 6.2).

Similar'ly, fra(ll) (q23) probabìy does not coinc'ide with the llq

breakpoint in AT, which appears to be identical to those of ES and NE

(see section 6.4.1). Therefore, in the case reported by Goìlin et al.

(I986), the transìocation leading to ES did not occur as a result of

breakage and rearrangement at fra(ll)(q23).

The 11q23 breakpo'ints of the transìocations'in AL and ANLL could not be

distinguished on the basis of the in sl'tu hybridization results, all

being proximal to the site of
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Figure 6.3.

(a) Part'i al metaphase showi ng I abel (l arge arrow) over ETSl on a

chromosome expressing fra(11)(qt3) (sma'l'l arrow). (b-d) Partiaì

metaphases showìng fra(11) (q23) probed for c-ets-1, w'ith s'ilver gra'ins

d.istal to the fragile site (arrows). (e-f) A metaphase expresss'ing the

LCL-specif.ic gap at lIq23.l (arrow in (e)), both before (e) and after

(f) in situ hybrìd'ization w'ith 5.4tIS1. A s'ilver grain distal to the

gap 'is arrowed in (f)-



probe hybrid'ization (see tab'le 6.2; fig. 3 in Simmers and Sutherl and'

lgBT). 0n the basis of the results presented here, ne'ither can they be

dist'inguished from FRAl18, which is also prox'imal to the site of

hybridization of the probe, 5.4frsl, used for in situ hybridization.

However, localizat'ion results from the use of pRD6K and 5.4ET51, probes

homologous to different reg'ions of c-ets-l, as indicated'in figure 3 of

Simmers and Sutherland (1987), are not strictìy comparable: the

poss'ibi'lity that the breakpoìnt at llq23 in the t(a;ll) (Sacch'i et al .,

1986) or the t(l;11) (Caubet et ã1., l936), or FRAI18, occurs between

the regions of homology to both probes has not been entire'ly exc'luded.

The gra'in distrjbut'ion from 5.4EI5I with respect to fra(lt)(q23)

(appendix AIII.t2 see results) does not suggest spìittìng of the c-ets-

I oncogene by fra(Il)(q23). Hot{ever, as the probe on'ly covers 5-4kb of

the much ìarger gene, these data do not exclude such a possib'iìity.

l.,hile there is a small amount of evidence for a pos'itionaì relationsh'ip

between frag'ile s jtes and oncogenes (Yun'is and Soreng, 1984; Danieì,

1986), jt is probably a secondary effect of the correspondence of each

w'ith the ìocations of cancer breakpoìnts (Danjel, 1986). The sub-

locaìjzation results reported here for ff51 (see table 6.1 and section

6.4.3) suggest that the oncogene is not close to fra(Il)(q23) at the DNA

leveì. If the c-ets-l oncogene is involved in some of the

translocations with breakpoints at 11q23 (see sect'ion 6.4.2), then these

breakpoints would aìso map away fron FRALIB.

There is also

Soreng, 1984),

f rag i ì e s'i te reported

was not examì ned 'in

at llq23.3 (Yun'is

th'is project wi th

a common

but thi s
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5.4fISl probe, primarily because of the difficuìty in inducing large

numbers of such infrequentìy expressed fragiìe sites. Three patients

w'ith acute leukaem'ia with transìocations at llq23 were reported to carry

this common fragi'le site, aìthough elevation of its level of expression

was not observed (van den Berghe et al., 1987). Furthermore, Sutherìand

and S'immers (1987) have presented evidence that there is no statistical

assoc'iat'ion between common fragi I e si tes and cancer breakpo'ints -

As mentioned earl'ier, the notion that fragiìe sites are prone to

breakage, ìead'ing to chromosome rearrangement, is an attractive one.

However,'it does not suggest a mechanism for selection for the cells

w1th the rearranged chromosomes (LeBeau and Rowìey, 1984). From what is

known about frag'ile s'ites, there is no reason (apart from the

correlat'ions between fragile s'ites and cancer breakpo'ints being

discussed) to suspect that genes ìmportant to the neoplastic process are

positioned such that rearrangement at fragììe s'ites would provide a

proì i ferati ve advantage to the cel I .

The experiments presented here provide direct evidence against the

specif ic possibiì'ity of non-random rearrangements in maì'ignant cells

havìng occurred by breakage at the fragiìe site. It could stilì be

argued that the reported correlations between fragììe sites and cancer

breakpoints are evidence of a more indirect mechanism whereby fragiìe

sìtes cause cancer, acting at a d'istance from the resulting breakpoints.

Some of the fragiìe site/cancer breakpoint associations may stilì be

accounted for w'ithout resortìng to vague and compìex alternative

mechanj sms which ignore the originaì attractiveness of breakage at
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fragile s-ites. For exampìe, 'it remains to be explained why such a high

proportion of AMMoL pat'ients were reported to carry FRA168' It is

possible that FRALIC was in fact seen in many of these cases rather than

FRAl68, espec.ialìy where the method of frag'ile s'ite detection and

frequency of expression have not been documented (tabìe 6.3). The cases

of increased frequency of expression of FRALîC'in a patient with AMMoL

and the ìnv(16) and of the Es patìent with fra(Il)(q23) are isolated

reports, wh.ich mi ght be expì ai ned by chance and bì assed ascerta'inment

and reporting. The careful re-examinat'ion of some of the cancer

breakpoints ass'igned to the same band as a fragiìe s'ite might lead to

the conclusion that some of these assìgnments were in error (Dutrillaux

et al., 1985).

In addition, there is an as yet unexpìained s'ignifjcant correlatjon

between the bands containìng non-random breakpoints 'in cancer chromosome

rearrangements and the bands containing known fragile s'ites, both rare

and common. Sutherland and Simmers (1987) have addressed this question.

To summarize this paper, previous statistical tests for such

correspondence did not take into account the phenomenon of most known

fragìle sites and non-random cancer breakpoints being ass'igned to 'lìght

G-bands. Taking onìy the light G-bands into account, there is no'longer

sign.ificant correspondence with cancer breakpoints for common frag'iìe

s'ites, or for combined rare and common fragiìe sites.

There still remains a significant correspondence between bands

containing rare fragiìe sites and those containing cancer breakpo'ints'

however. gther factors which mìght have 'influenced this phenomenon are
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chance, and other features of the chromosome bands, for exampìe band

size (De Braekeleer et ã1., 1985), resulting in different likeìihoods

that each possesses a fragì ì e si te or a cancer breakpo'int. Know'ledge

that a fragile s'ite exists in a certa'in band may influence the

assignment of nearby breakpoints in cancer chromosome rearrangements to

the same band (8. Dutrill aux, EMBO Frag'iìe Site I'lorkshop, September,

l9g6). For examp'ìe, a chromosome deletion 'in small lymphocytìc cell

'lymphoma was des'ignated del (Il) (qIl.5q23) (Yuni s et âl ., 1982) or

deì(11)(qla.2q23) (Yunis et ã1., 1984). The breakpoint on llq in a

t(ll;la) in the same disease was desìgnated 11q13.3, however, in three

pat.ients, tr{o of whom had fra(11)(ql3) in their normal karyotype (Yunis

et dl., l9B4). It may be that the breakpo'int is identical to that in

the del(ll), but that the existence of the fragi'le sjte at llql3'3 has

influenced its ass'ignment to the same sub-band-

Varjous papers inferring a relationship between the presences of any

rare fragiìe site and of cancer, without the chromosome band containing

the fragile site being involved in the cancer karyotype (e.g. Haas et

â1.,1985; Shabtai et al.,1985) are more dub'ious jn nature. Shabtai et

a7. (1985) predicted that fragile sites are the sites of viral

modification, or the sites of ceìlular oncogenes, and that the mechanism

for development of cancer in patients with fragiìe s'ites does not

involve breakage at the fragile site, but some other unknown mechanism.

Such conclusions are based on a number of observations of cancer

patients and families with multiple occurrences of cancer, where fragiìe

sites are also found. It should be noted in the case of these authors,

that the common fragile sites are apparentìy treated as'if they were
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rare fragiìe sites. This, together with the ì'ikelihood of biassed

reporting and ascertainment'in these cases, provide little support for a

relationsh'ip between fragiìe sites and cancer breakpoints. Certajn

genet.ic defects, which might otherwise have been attributed to the

concurring fragile sites, have been found in two instances to have been

i nheri ted 'independentìy of the frag'i'le si tes (Tommerup et dl . , 19868;

Kumar et al ., 1986).

Fragile sites have aìso been stat'isticalìy associated with cons'itutional

chromosome rearrangements (Hecht and Hecht, 19848; C). In two reported

cases (García-Sagredo et al ., 1983; Llebb et al., 1987), a ch'iìd has been

found/la de novo consti.tutional deletion or rearrangement, the chromosome
I

having apparentìy broken at the fragile site in its parent. In other

reports,the presence of a chromosomal abnormality in a newborn has been

attributed to a fragile site jn its parent, and an increased risk of

chromosomal abnormalities in children of parents with fragiìe s'ites

inferred (e.g. Ventruto et â1, 1984; García-Sagredo and San Román,

1984). It may be that breakage has occurred at the frag'ile sites in the

cases reported by García-Sagredo et al.(I983) and llebb et al.(1987)'

where the fragile s'ite and translocation breakpo'int are within the same

band. Unìjke cancer chromosome rearrangements, selection of the clone

with the chromosome rearrangement is not required. The onìy requirement

would be that the chromosome rearrangement is compatìble with life.

However, with such anecdotal reports, it is necessary to keep in mind

that the breakpoints which appear to be in the same band as the frag'iìe

site do not necessanily coincide (Hecht and Hecht, 19840), and that the

data are probabìy biassed towards reporting of the abnormal cases'
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especiaììy where the evjdence presented by the case is in line with a

particuìar po'int of v'iew. Davis and Hagaman (1987) have reanaìyzed the

associ ati on between const j tut'ionaì rearrangements and f ragi ì e s'ites,

finding ìt to be non-sÍgnificant.

If the fragìle site-cancer breakpoint relationsh'ip exists, one would

expect to find carriers of rare fragiìe sites who suffer from cancer,

with a cancer breakpoint in the malignant cells ìn the same band as the

fragi I e si te. There shou'ld al so exi st fam'il i es segregati ng for rare

fragile sites and for a cancer or a group of cancers with specifìc

breakpoints here. The recent literature reports unfruitful searches for

cancer chromosome rearrangements within the same band as the frag'ile

sites in fragile site carriers with cancer, and for frag'ile s'ites in the

normal cel I s of cancer pati ents, at the same si te as the cancer

breakpoint (e.g. Muleris et dl., 1987; Dal Cin et ã1.,1986; Glover et

â1.,1986). In the reports detailed Ín table 6.3, those of Harth et al

(1986), Gìover et al. (1986) and l4urata et aI. (1987) describe thorough

testìng for FRAIîB'in patients with AMMoL and the inv(16), with onìy one

positive'individual in seven found.

These more recent reports of negative findings, especiaììy those wjth

well documented tests for expression of fragiìe sites, perhaps balance

those initial positive rePorts.

In short, there is very little solid evidence for a relationshiO.b.r"..n

frag'ile sites and cancer.
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6. 5. SUt'll'IARY AND CoNCLUSIoNS

The results of experiments reported in th'is chapter provide evidence

aga.inst three specifìc examples by which breakage at fragiìe sites has

been suggested to cause chromosome rearrangement ìeading to cancer.

FRA¡68 has been reported ì n a ì arge proporti on of pat'ients w'ith AMMoL

and malignant ceìl rearrangements at 16q22, but this breakpoint does not

coincide wjth the fragile s'ite, nor wìth the common fragile site in the

same vicinÍty, FRA16C, wh'ich has been reported to be expressed at an

increased frequency in a patient with th'is 'ìeukaemia. Fra(11) (q23) has

been reported in a patient with the t(ll;22) in ES, but maps away from

the breakpo'int on llq. The t(ll;22) specific to ES, NE, and probabìy

AS, therefore cannot occur by breakage and rearrangement at

fra(11) (q23).

The results of this chapter show that the cancer patients reported'in

the I iterature to carry rare fragiìe s'ites and have cancer breakpo'ints

in the same bands, 16q22 and llq23, did not have an increased chance of

developing these cancers by the presence of the fragì'le sites.
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APPENDIX AI

I'IATERIALS AND I'IETH0DS

AI.l.Tissue Gulture

All tìssue culture was at 370C.

Peripherat blood lynphocytes. Up to eight drops of heparinized venous

bl ood v1ere grown i n Sml cul ture medi um MEM- FA (Commonwea'l th SerUm

Laborator.ies) (sutherland et al., 1979) or RPMI 1640 (Gìbco) containing

lo% foetal calf serum (FCS) (Flow), 0.5 units/m'l heparin (David Bull

Laboratori es ) and 2% (v/v) phytohaemaggl ut'ini n (M form, G'i bco) for three

days. (Adapted from Moorhead eú al., 1960')

Lynphobtastoid cell línes (LcL) were maintained in RPMI 1640 with 70%

FCS, changed two or three times weekly and aerated wilh 5% COz' Medium

was changed one day before harvest. (Cata'log of Celì Lines' 1985')

cel t synchroní zati on. Twenty-two hours before harvest, cel'l s v',ere

blocked in the S phase by the add'ition of (i ) 0.3mg/m1 thym'idine (for

the ,,TBu,, method) or (i i ) 0.2mg/ml bromodeoxyurid'ine (BrdU) (for the

,,BuT" method ) . After wash'i ng the cel I s twi ce 'i n Dul becco' s phosphate

buffered saline (calcium ion- and magnesium ion-free), the block t'las

released by the addition of fresh med'ium to the original voìume (jn the

case of ìymphocyte culture) or 125% of the original volume (in the case
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AI.I

of LCL), r,¿ith O.OIug/ml BrdU (for (TBu) or 2.tug/m'l thym'idine (for BUT)'

S374nr ('lymphocyte culture) or 517rhr (LCL) before harvest. For "BuBu"

synchronization, celìs were blocked with BrdU as for BuT and released

with BrdU as for TbU. (Adapted from Dutnillaux' 1975.)

Al.?.Fragile site induction

Folate sensitl'ye rare fragile sites l{ere induced in ìymphocytes by

culturing in the fotate-free medium MEM-FA (Sutherìand, 1979).

Di stanycin A-inducibte and Brdll-requiring rare fragile sítes were

induced in lymphocytes by the addition of S0ug/ml BrdU,6-8hr before

harvest (Sutherì and et al., 1984).

Aphidicolín-inducible connon fragi le sftes were induced by the addition

of 0.fuM (0.O7uglmì ) aphidìcol in , 24hr before harvest. The aphid'icol in

was first dissolved in dimethyl su'lphoxide at not more than 0.2% of the

final culture volume. (Gìover et al., 1984.)

FU]R-inducible connon fragile sl'tes were'induced by the addìtion of

0.005-0.lmM (1.2-25uglml) fluorodeoxyuridìne (FdU) or

fluorodeoxycyt'idine (FdC) 24hr before harvest, and 2.2n14 (0.43mg/ml )

caffeine 6hr before harvest. (Yunis and Soreng' 1984.)

BrdU-inducible gap at I1q23.I was induced in lymphoblastoid culture by

cell synchronizat'ion and harvest of ìymphoblastoid culture by the BUT

method (E. Baker, personal communication).
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AI.3.Chromosome harvest and spreading

0ne drop of 0.1mg/m'l col chicine (S'igma) was added to unsynchron'ized

'lymphocyte cultures thr before harvest, and to synchron'ized lymphocyte

cultures 20m'in before harvest; and to LCL l5min - thr before harvest'

cells were centrifuged at I 000rpm, or 2 000rpm (lymphocytes) for Smin,

the supernatant removed, and the peììet resuspended in 0.075M KCì to

9åml .

After 20mi n the suspens i ons were mi xed wi th lml fi xati ve (3 : I

methanoì:acetic acìd), centrifuged at I 000rpm for 5min, the supernatant

removed and the peììet resuspended. At least four changes of fixat'ive

were then made, with the cells spun down (l 000rpm, 5min) and

supernatant removed between changes-

Harvested ceìls were stored at an appropriate concentration in fixative

at -20oC or -7OoC until spread. If unused w'ith'in three to seven days

after spreading, slides were stored sealed at -zOoC w1th desiccant.

A sampìe from each harvest was spread onto a dry m'icroscope slide, and

one onto a cold wet slide, to determine which,'if either, method gave

chromosome spreads of a better quality. (Adapted from Moorhead et al.'

le60. )
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AI.4.Nick translation

Nick translatjon was performed us'ing an Amersham N.5500 nick translat'ion

k'i t, as recommended by the manufacturers . Trj ti ated

deoxyribonucleot'ides were used: deoxy Ll' ,2' ,2,8-3Hl adenosine 5'-

triphosphate 13H-Onfl¡, deoxy Í,1',2'-3Hl guanos'ine 5'-triphosphate (3H-

dGTP) , and deoxy Íl' ,2' ,5-3H1 cytidi ne 5' -tri phosphate (3H-¿Cfp)

(Amersham). The enzyme solution and deoxythymid'ine 5'-triphosphate

(dTTP)/buffer solutions from the Amersham N.5500 nìck translation k'it

were used. As an al ternatj ve to thi s dTTP/buffer sol utj on, a

dTTP/buffer solution was made with 50 parts nick translation buffer (10

parts = 0.5M Tris Cì (pH7.2), 0.lt'l MgS04, lmM dithiothre'itol , 500u9/ml

bovine serum albumin), one part 1OmM dTTP (Boehringer Mannhe'im) and 49

parts water (Maniatis et al., 1982).

To label lug of DNA, I 000pmol each of 3H-dGTP,3H-¿Ctp and 3H-dAtp in

ethanol:water (l:1) were desiccated, and to these, a volume of water was

added to make a final volume of l00uì, then 20ul of dTTP/buffer and the

DNA in water or in T/E (lOmM trisIhydroxymethyl] nitromethane/O.lmM

ethyì ene di am'inetetraaceti c aci d [di sodi um type] [ EDTA] ) . After m'ixi ng 
'

20ul of enzyme solution was added and gently mixed, and the nick

translation was allowed to proceed for 2hr at l4-l5oc. The react'ion was

stopped with lQul EDTA and lOul l0% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS).

The reaction products were phenol extracted, back-extracted with I/E,

and chloroform extracted. The volumes of react'ion products, and thus

DNA lost, were noted and accounted for in the final calculation of
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ì abel ì ing procedure.

AI.4

These extraction steps were later omitted from the

Labeìled DNA tras separated from unincorporated nucleotides by running

the mixture w'ith O.O4% (w/v) bromophenoì blue through a Sephadex G50

medi um grade or G50 f i ne grade ( Pharmac'i a) col umn w'ith T/E. Fracti ons

were collected and an appropriate volume from each (e.g.2lrl) counted in

scintillation fìuid (Beckman Ready-Soìv EP). If this 2ul constituted a

sufficient proportion of the fraction, the amount of DNA used for

scintillatìon was taken account of and deducted from the final amount.

The fractjons from the first labelled peak, conta'ining incorporated

nucìeot'ides, v{ere pooled. F'ive hundred-fold sheared, denatured salmon

sperm DNA, in water, was added, and the DNA precip'itated w'ith 0.1 voìume

of lM NaCì, pH8.0, 3M ammonium acetate or 3M sodium acetate, pH5.2, and

2-2i volumes of ethanoì, at -20oC or -70oC, and resuspended ìn water.

AI.5.In si tu hybridization

The method used was adapted from those of Harper and Saunders (1981),

Trent et al. (1982), Donlon et al. (1983) and Zabel et al. (1983).

The slides were treated with 200uì of lO0ug/mì RNase A in 2*SSC (pH7.0)

( 1*SSC - 0. l5M NaCl , 0.0151.1 trì sodi um ci trate) at 37oC for lhr i n a

2*SSC-saturated environment, then washed in four changes of 2*SSC

(pH7.0) for 2min each, dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, and ajr

dnied. Chromosomes were denatured at 70oC in 70% delonized formamide

(Sigma; deionized wjth Bio-Rad analyticaì grade m'ixed bed resjn)' 2*SSC
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(pH7.0) for 2m'in, then d'ipped into 70% and 95% ethanol for lmin each at

-200C, and air drìed. Labelìed and carrier DNA (see section AI.4) at

various concentrations in 50% deion'ized formamide, l0% dextran sulphate

(Pharmacia) and 2*SSCP (I*SSCP = 0.12M NaCì, 0.0t5M trisodium citrate,

0.lM sodium phosphate) (I0*SSCP, pH6.0, was made using l/5 volume of lM

sodium phosphate, pH6.0, so that the hybridization mix when made up w'ith

DNA, SSCP, formamide and dextran sulphate was pH7.0 (from t{.E. Harper,

protocol for in siúu hybrìd'ization, 1980)' was denatured at lO0oC for

5min, at the same time âS, or shortìy before, chromosome denaturation,

then put immed'iate'ly on ice for about 5min. This hybridization m'ix was

again thoroughìy mixed immediately prior to adding 20ul to each slide.

The sl ides were then covered with a sil iconized covers'l'ip (siì iconized

with Prosil 28 organosiìane concentrate), and sea'ìed with rubber cement

(Earth brand).

After hybrid'ization overnìght in a 2*SSC-saturated environment at 37oC

(or another specified temperature), the coverslips were removed, and the

slides were washed for lOmin in each washing solution, then dehydrated

for 2mi n i n each of 95% and 70% ethanol soì ut'ions, and a'ir dri ed. The

washing solutions, unless otherwise specified, were: three of 50%

deionized formamide, 2*SSC, pH7.0, 39oC; three of |*SSC, pH7.0, 39oC;

and three of 2*SSC, pH7.0, at room temperature. Slides hybridized with

different probes were washed in separate solutions for at least the

first wash.

For each new probe used, a range of concentrations t{as generaìly chosen

for hybridization to different sìjdes. Initialìy th'is range of probe
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concentrations was app'lìed to the test slides (those to be used for

localization). In later experiments a series of slides with normal

chromosomes v,,as included for testing the various probe concentrations,

and test sl ides !,lere made us'ing the concentration predicted to be

optimal, based on experience with other probes'

AI .6.Autoradi ograPhY

All steps vuere carried out in a dark room under a yellow safelight'

Kodak NTB-z nuclear research emulsjon u,as used, diluted 2:l or I:l with

water, and melted at 430C, or at 44oC if 300mM (final concentration)

ammonium acetate u,as included. Glyceroì (finaì concentration 1%) u,as

al so incl uded.

The sljdes were dìpped in molten emulsion, drained horizontally on co'ld

metal plates for at least 20min, then dried at room temperature for thr

40min. They were exposed at 4oC with desiccant. Test slides t^,ere

included with each experiment and developed at intervals in order to

determine an appropriate exposure time for the remaining slides. Slides

v,,ere deveìoped in Kodak 019 as specified, fixed for 6 min ìn Agfa

Gevaert G334c Rapid X-Ray Fixer with constant agitat'ion, and soaked in

10% Na2S04 for Smin, which was gradual'ly rep'laced w'ith water; and a'ir

dri ed. (Adapted from Rogers , 1973; 1979. )

For each experiment, slides were Ìncluded for development after certain

periods of exposure, ifr order to assess an appropriate time for
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development of the experimental slides. Two slides, with metaphases but

no radioactive probe, were included with most experiments. One u,as

developed immediate'ly after dipp'ing, to ascertain whether there was an

unduly high level of exposed silver grains in the emulsjon before

exposure. The other was developed with the test s'lides, to ascertain

whether there was any maior source of background not due to probe, on

the test slides, from either environmental or developmentaì conditions.

AI.T.Staining of chromosomes

permanent slides were mounted in DPX. Chromosomes l,Jere observed under

oil immersjon at 1 000x magnÍfication. Slides were destained by passing

through absolute alcohol, then methanol:acetic acid, 1:3, and air dried.

G-banded chronosones. The slides were first aged at 37åC for at least

4hr, then treated w'ith HZOZ:H2O, 2:9 for 3åmin, rinsed wjth salìne (0.9%

NaCl) and air dried; treated with trypsin:saf ine, l:40 for an

approp¡iate'length of time (Ssec or more), rinsed with saline and ajr

dried; and stained for 6min in Leishman's stain: phosphate buffer, 1:4,

pH6.g (Gurr 065568), r'insed jn water and air drjed. Destaining of

chromosomes !,ras achieved by 'immersing the sl ides in two changes of

fi xati ve (methanol : aceti c acid, 3: I ) , for 10-20 seconds each '

(Seabrìght, l97l; 1973. )

sotid stainrng was obtained by staining with Leishman's staìn (see G-

banded chronsones). Unbanded chromosomes were used for locating frag'ile

sites.
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Solid staining after in situ hybridízation. The slides were sta'ined for

20min with either: Lejshman's stain:Gurr's phospate buffer, pH6.8,1:4;

Giemsa:Gurr's phosphate buffer, pH6.8, l:10; or I'lright's stain:0.06lil

phosphate buffer, pH6.8, 1:3. Some of the excess stain was rinsed from

the emulsion w'ith Gurr's phosphate buffer, and the slides were rinsed

w'ith water and aìr drìed. (l'lodifÍed from Harper and Saunders, 1981.)

G-banding after in situ hybridization. Chromosomes were banded after in

situ hybridization us'ing a modification of the method of Zabel et al.

(1983). The chromosomes had been synchronized by the BuT method (see

AI . 1) . The sl i des v{ere treated w'ith lu g/ml Hoechst 33258 'i n 2*SSC,

pH7.0, for lSmin, r'insed w'ith water and air drjed. The sl ides were then

covered with 2*SSC (pH7.0) and exposed to UV I ight (3001,1 llotan Ultra-

Vi tal ux wi th i nterference refì ector, Brevi I I e/Tyqui n) ' 20cm from the

source for lSmi n, ri nsed wi th water and ai r dri ed. They Y'rere then

stained with Leishman's stain, as above.

Approach to banding/staining for in situ hybridization. Chromosomes

v{ere often banded, photographed and destained before in situ

hyb¡idization, for the experiments described in th'is project. This was

the case in the initiat absense of a suitable post-hybridization band'ing

technique, and also for chromosomes obtained from lymphoblast culture,

as the banding method of Zabel et al. (1983) was not found to be readiìy

successful using these chromosomes. A trypsin G-banding technique was

used (except in the case of the chromosomes from acute promyelocytic

leukaemia, chapter 4; see appendix AII). G-band'ing after ín situ
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hybridìzation l,ras performed using the method of Zabel et al. (1983)'

This method involved cell synchronization with BrdU and release with

medium supplemented with thymidine. Colchicine !t,as not necessary to

obtain chromosomes in mitosis, but was added before harvest, in order to

break down the spindle fibres and obtain better spreadìng (c.f.Zabel et

âl ., 1983).

In this project the initial experiments were carried out with probes to

chromosomes recognisable without chromosome banding, so a banding

techn'ique was not necessary. tJhen fragile sites h,ere used for

local ization, chromosome preparations u,ere prepared using culture

methods wìth wh'ich induction of the frag'ile site was of primary

i mportance .
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APPENDIX AII

DETAILS OF CHROI{OSOI{ES USED FOR /I', SIIU HYBRIDIZATION

Name

c208/7e

c379/86

c4s1/86

c494/86

c495/86

cs63/84

cF3

Cel I

typel

LCL

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

Freq.

of

fs

60%3

Cul ture

condi t-
i ons2

BuBu

TBu

TBu

TBu

aph'id'i -

colin

aphidi -

colin

FdC and

caffei ne

t4Er4- FA

Sl ide

nos.

H4l

H41

H43

H44

H44

H6

H26

H26

H42

Hl6

cF4 PBL

CF6 PBL

F28 PBL

Karyo-

type

46, XY ,t(2;16) (p13 ;q2?)

46, XX

46, XY

46, XY

46, XY

46, XY

46,XY; common fs in-

duced for fra(16)(q23)

46,XX; common fs in-

duced for fra(16) (q23)

46,XX, common fs in-

duced for FRALîC

46,XX,fra(16) (Pl2)

n%4

ß%4

5%5

42%

I. LCL: IlmPhoblasto id cell linei PBL: llnrphocyte (fron venous
blood) i BM: bone marrow.
2. giíen where relevant to fragile si!9 induction or ceÌl
rynóhronization andr/or subseqqent banding method.
3. 6Ot of netaphasei with a gap at I1q23.I in one or both
chromosomes 1I.
4. represents percentage of chromatids 16 expressing
fra(16) (q23).
S. iepièrents percentage of chromosome6¡ 16 expressing
fra(16) (q22).
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t20

FzP

F2R

F27.A

F4F

F7B

F7F

F1 1C

F1 5F

F188

t22A

F25A

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

46. XY

46. XY

46,XX,fra(10) (q25)

fra(16) (p12)

46,XY,fra(16) (pl2)

46,XY,fra(16) (q22)

46,XY,fra(8) (q22),

fra(16) (q22)

46, XY

46, XY

46,XY,fra(I0) (q25),

fra(16) (q22)

46,XX,fra(16) (q22)

46,XY,fra(16) (q22)

H6

H16

H16

231

60%

26%

22%

28%

2%

63%

r6%

Mtl'l- FA6

I.IEM- FA

H332587

BrdU

BrdU

BrdU

BrdU

Hl2

H35

H40

H35

H40

H9

PBL 46,XY,fra(16) (q22) 7% H332588

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

PBL

H24

H25

Hl2

H35

H40

H9.l-5

Hl4. I -7

H9.6-16,

l8- 28

H14.8-25

H35

H40

H35

H40

6. BrdU also added for induction of fra(IO) (q25) ì ex¡rression
freguency without BrdU: 60t-
7 . ioougTnl Hoechst 33258, 24hr before harvest.
8. SOug/nl Hoechst 33258, 24}rr before harvest.
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F35G

F36A

t42B

F42E

PBL

PBL

F38A PBL 46,XY,fra(16) (q22)

F41A PBL 46,XX,fra(16) (q22)

46, XY

46,XX,fra(16) (q22)

46, XX

46,XY,fra(10) (q25),

fra(16) (q22)

46,XY,fra(10) (q25) 
'

fra(16) (q22)

46,XX,fra(16) (q22)

46, XX

46,XX,fra(16) (q22)

PBL

PBL

18% BrdU

22% BrdU

47% BrdU

28% TBu

28% BrdU

AII

H20

H35

H40

H20

H35

H40

H20.10-15

H35

H40

H20. 16- 18

H5l

H35

H40

H35

H40

H35

H40

H40

H42

H35

H40

H26

H35

H40

H5l

T42G9 PBL

FsOC PBL

F50I PBL 46,XY

F52A PBL 46,XY,fra(16) (q?2)

44%

t6%

BrdU

BrdU

F52B

F53C

PBL

PBL

38% BrdU

52% BrdU

iage.9. related to F42E bY marr
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F56B PBL 46,XX,fra(16) (q22)

F5982 PBL 46,XY,fra(ll) (ql3)

F63A PBL 46,XX,fra(16) (q22)

F65A PBL 46,XY,fra(11) (q23)

23% BrdU

32% I'ltM-FA

39% BrdU

t3% l,lEM- FA

BUT

FuBul 2

FuBul 2

BuT

BuT

H35

H40

H4t

H52

H35

H40

H4l

H52

H36

H24

H49

H49

H7

H35

H29

H36

H29

H43

H5l

H52

H49

C,142324

Gt46227

ML

SD

TB3

T88

TB9

LCL

LCL

BM

BM

PBL

PBL

PBL

46, XX, t( 16;22 ) (p13. I I ; ql I .21 ) 
l0

46,XX,t(l ; l6) (qaa;P13. l1)

46, XX, t ( l5 ; 17 ) (q22; q21 ) 
I I

compl exl3

46, XY

46, XY

46, XY

TB1O PBL 46,XY

TB11 PBL 46,XY

BUT

10. Nicholls et aI. , J-987.
II. from a patient with APL.
L2. FdU blo¿k, BrdU release (I{ebber and Garsonr. 1983). CeIIs
cultured and ånatysed, and chromosomes spread and pre-banded
for ín situ hybridization using an alkaline phosphatase
¡urrerea cie¡nsa (0.25M, pHIO.5), in another laboratory.
13. frorn a patient wlth APL, at tiure of second relapse;
karyotype 47 ,XY,-'l ,
-7,ittl1(.) (qirrqlr),t (15 ¡ L7) (q22 iq2r) i (17q-), -I6+M (der7) +2

F-like markers.
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APPENDIX AIII

CONDITIONS AND RESULTS OF //V S/IU HYBRIDIZATION

AIII.l.Hybridization of repeat sequence probes to normal chromosomes

Spec'ific activity of pHY2.1 = 3.0*10?cpm/ug.

Specì f i c act'iv'ity of pXl -r10I -12 = 3.2*10?cpm/ug.

Slide

pHY2. t:
H6. I

Probe

Conc.

(ug/ml )

Exposure

time

(days)

0 .35

Individual and relevant details of

chromosomes

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-200C in fixat'ive; wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-200C in fixative; wash (a).

FZO; chromosomes from storage at

-200C in fixative; wash (a).

C563/84; TBu; fresh chromosomes;

wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-200C in fixatìve; wash (b).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-zooc in fixative; wash (a).

H6.2 t.4

H6.3 0.7

H6.4 0.7

H6. 5 0.7

I

8

I

I

I

H6.6 0.7 100
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H6.7 0.7

H6.8 0.7

pXl -r101 - l2:

H6.9 0.35

5

8

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-20oC in fixative; wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-200C in fixat'ive; wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-zOoC in fixat'ive; wash (a) .

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-zooC 'in fixative; wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-200C in fjxative; wash (a).

C563/84; TBu; fresh chromosomes;

wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-20oC in fixative; wash (b).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-20oC in fixative; wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-20oC in fixat'ive; wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-200C in fixat'ive; wash (a) .

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-zooc in f ixat'ive; wash (a).

F20; chromosomes from storage at

-20oC 'in fixat'ive; wash (a).

H6. l0

H6.ll

H6.12

H6. 13 0.7

100

1.4 100

0.7 t00

0.7 100

100

0.7 100

2l

l8

H6.14

H6.15 0.7

H6.16 0.7

H6.17

H6. l8

I

5
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NOTES: Emuìsion Ilford K2:H20 = 1:l;

Development Dl9, 5m'in, w'ith agitation;

Wash (a): standard (aPPend'ix AI);

Wash (b): first 3 washes standard; folìowed by one

wash i n 2*SSC, pH7. O, 39oC, l0m'in ; two washes i n

2*SSC, pH7. 0, 650c, lOm'i n each; one wash 0 . 5*SSC,

room temp. , lOm'in; one wash 0. 2*SSC, pH7 .0, room

temp., 10mìn; one wash 0.I*SSC, pH7.0, room

temp., l0min.

HYBRIDIZATION RESULTSl :

Stide H6.l: 5=56=r; 8=210; 40 cells; r =7.72; P<<<10-5.

S'lide H6.7: S=ll3=r; 8=187; 50 cells; À=1.53; P<<<10-5

AIII.2.Hybridization of pHPc (zeta-globin gene probe) to normal

chromosomes

7Spec'if i c acti vi ty of probe = 3.5*10 cpmiug.

t. S, signal; B, background;
À, expected grain nu¡nber (=B
cSR/(total rel. length-rel.

AIII.I

t, observed grain number (=S);
*rel. Iength of signalrs
tength of signalrs GSR) )
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AIII.2

Slide Probe

Conc.

(ue/mt )

Exposure Individual

time

(days)

H7.1

H7.2

H7 .3

H7.4

H7 .5

H7.6

H7 .7

H7.8

H7.9

H7. 10

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

lll
111

26

lll
37

37

37

37

37

37

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

TB3.

NOTES: Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = 1:l;

Development D19, 5 min, with agitat'ion.

HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS :

Slide H7.l: S=13å=F; 8=261à;25 cells; tr=3.37; P=2*10-5

Slide H7.3: S=14=r; 8=628; 55 cells; À=8.10; P=0.04.

Slide H7.lO: S=30*=r; 8=802å;58 cells; À=10.35; P<10-5

AIII.3.Hybridization of ilVF gene probe to normal chromosomes

Specif ic activ'ity of probe = 3.l*lO7cpmlrg
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AIII.3

Slide

H29.2

H29.3

H29.4

H29.5

H29.64

Probe

Conc.

( ug/ml )

Exposure

time

(days )

Individual and relevant details of

chromosomes (before and after

i n situ hybridization).

H29. I 0.4

0.4

0.4

0.1

t.2

14

38

38

38

38

I

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banding

unsuccessful .

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded.

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded.

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded.

TB9; 46,XY; BUT; G-banded.

TB9;46,XY; BUT; for initial

background level.

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded; for

final background level.

TBl0; 46,XY; BuTl' G-banded.

TB10; 46,XY; BUT; G-banded.

TBl0; 46,XY; BUT; G-banded.

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded.

TBl0; 46,XY; BUT:' G-banded.

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded.

TBl0; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded.

TB9; 46,XY; BuT; G-banded.

TB10; 46,XY; BUT; G-banded.

H29.68

H29.7

H29.8

H29.9

H29.10

H29. I I

H29.t?

H29.3

H29.14

H29.15

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.8

1.6

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

NOTES: Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = 2zll

Devel opment 019 3 mi n, wi th ag'itatì on
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AIII.3

L0CALIZATI0N RESULTS: See chapter 4.

AIII.4.Hybridization of 6-CSF gene probe to normal chromosomes

Specific activity of probe = 1.7*107cpm/ug.

Sl ide

H43 .9

H43. 10

H43. I I

H43.12

H43.13

H43.14

Probe

Conc.

(ug/mt )

Exposure

time

(days)

Individual and relevant details of

chromosomes (before and after

i n situ hybridization).

H43. I 0.4

H43.2 0.4

H43 .3

H43.4

H43 .5

H43 .7

4

4

0

0

l9

39

44

44

I

44

C45l/86; TBu; 46,XY; G-banded with

trypsin and pre-photographed.

C45l/86; TBu; 46,XY; G-banded with

trypsin and pre-photographed.

TBl0; BUT; 46,XY; G-banded.

TB10; BuT; 46,XY:' G-banded.

TB10; BuT; for initial background

ìeveì ; 46,XY; G-banded.

T810; BuT; for final background

level i 46,XY; G-banded.

TBl0; BuT; 46,XY; G-banded.

TBl0; BuT; 46,XY:' G-banded.

TBl0; BUT; 46,XY; G-banded.

TBl0; BUT; 46,XY; G-banded.

TB10; BuT; 46,XY; G-banded.

TBl0; BuT; 46,XY; G-banded.

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

44

44

44

44

44

44
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AIII.4

NOTES: Emul s'ion NTB- 2:H2O = 2:l -

Development D19 4 m'in, no agìtation, at lgoC'

LOCALIZATI0N RESULTS: See chapter 4.

AIII.5.Hybridization of G-CSF probe to chromosomes with APL

translocation, t(15;17) (See appendix AII for karyotypes.)

Specific actìvity of probe = 1.7*l07cpm/ug.

Sl ide

H49. I

H49.2

H49.3

H49.4

Probe

Conc.

(ug/ml )

Exposure

time

(days)

Individual and relevant details of

chromosomes (before and afÚer

in situ hYbridization).

H49.6 0.4

H49.7 0.4 32

H49 .8 0.4 32

TBll; BUT; G-öanded.

TBll; BuT;6-banded.

TBll; BuT; G-banded.

TBll; BuT;for final background

level; G-banded.

TBll; BuT; for initial background

I evel ; G-banded.

SD; APL; G-bandedl and Pre-

photographed.

SD; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

SD; APL; G-banded and Pre-

0.4

0.4

0.4

14

26

32

32

H49.5

I. slides H49.6-H49.16 G-banded before in situ hybridization
v¡ith atkaline phosphate buffered Giemsa; see AII.

I

32
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AI I I.5

H49.9 0.4 32

H49. l0 0.4 32

H49. I I 0.4 32

H49. l2 0.4 32

H49.13 0.4 32

H49. 14 0.4 32

H49. t5 0.4 32

H49.16 0.4 32

photographed.

SD; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

SD; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

SD; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

ML; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

ML; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

l'11; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

ML; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

t'll; APL; G-banded and Pre-

photographed.

SD; APL.

I'lL; APL.

ML; APL.

TBll; BuT; G-banded.

TBll; BUT; G-banded.

SD; APL; G-banded.

SD; APL; G-banded.

SD; APL; G-banded.

SD; APL:' G-banded.

H49.19

H49.24

H49. 25

H49. l7

H49. 18

H49. 20

H49.21

H49.22

H49.23

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

32

32

32

0.4
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AI I I.5

H49. 26

H49.27

0.4

0.4

ML; APL; G-banded.

ML; APL; G-banded.

N0TES: Emul s'ion NTB-2:H20 = 2:1.

Deveìopment D19,4 m'in, no agìtation, at IgoC'

Slides H49.17-H49.27 were dipped in Ilford L4 emulsjon, deveìoped

and scored in another laboratory (see Acknowìedgements).

HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS:

(reìative length of 17q=2.02)

Slide H49.1: S=10=r; B=81;28 cells; I=1.60; P=10-5'

Slide H4g.2: S=22=r; 8=86; 25 cells; À=1.70; P<<10-5

L0CALIZATION RESULTS: See chapter 4.

AIII.6.Hybridization of JlllOl and pHPc (alpha- and zeta-globin gene

probes) to chromosomes expressing fra(16)(pl2)

Specific activìty of Jl,ll0l = 2.1*l07cpm/ug.

Specific activ'ity of pHPc = 2.5*l07cpn/ug.
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AIII.6

Slide Probe

Conc.

( rrg/ml )

Exposure

time

(days)

Individual , !-t-oh, and relevant

details of chromosomes.

H12. I

Htz.2

H12.3

Htz.4

H12.5

H12.6

Htz.7

Hl2 .8

H12.9

H12.10

Hl6. I

H16.2

H16.3

H16.4

Hl6. 5

H16.6

Hl6.9A

Hl6.9B

Hl6.10A

Hl6. 108

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

2.4

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

26

59

83

83

83

83

83

83

83

83

65

FI5F;

Fl5F;

FI5F;

t27A;

F27A:'

F27A;

F27A;

F2ZA;

T?ZA;

F27A;

24

Jt^ll0-l.

Jwrql.

JWIqL.

JUIOL;

JWIOL;

Jl¡ll0l:

Jt.llOI:

Jt,lIOl:

J-WIOL;

Jt,lIOI:

fra(16) (pl2)

fra(16) (pl2).

fra(16) (p12).

fra(16) (pl2).

fra(16) (pl2).

fra(16) (pl2).

fra(16) (p12).

F2P: oHPr.

tZPz oHPr.

FZPz oHPr.

tZPz oHPr.

F2P: oHPc: for final_.é.
background level.

F28; pHPc-; fra(16)(p12); for
'initial background level .

F27A; üE; fra(16)(Pl2) .

t2!; ü!f ; fra(16)(P12).

FZZA; gE!Ë; fra(16) (P12).

FzB; üE; fra(16)(p12).

5

6l

65

6I

65
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AIII.6

Hl6. 10C

H1.6. l lA

H16.1IB

H16.1lC

Hl6.r2A

Hl6.l2B

H16.l2C

H16. l2D

H16. 134

H16. l3B

Hl6. 13C

Hl6. 144

H16. 148

H16. 14C

Hl6. r5A

H16.158

Hl6. t5C

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

t.2

1.2

t.2

t.6

1.6

1.6

2.1

2.1

2.1

65

6l

65

65

61

65

65

65

6l

65

65

6l

65

65

61

65

65

F2R; p[E; fra(16)(Pl2).

1ZZA; pH&.; fra(16) (Pl2).

F2B; pB&; fra(16) (Pl2).

FzR; pH&'; fra(16)(Pl2).

FZZA; pHk; fra(16) (P12).

E?B; pHPq; fra(16) (Pl2).

F2.8; pHPe ; fra(16)(pl2).

FzB; üP-t; fra(16)(Pl2) .

FZZA; üft,; fra(16) (P12).

F2.9; pHP¿; fra(16) (Pl2).

F2R; p[E; fra(16) (Pl2).

FZLA; pHÈ; fra(16) (Pl2).

F29; g[P-s; fra(16)(Pl2).

F28; pHP-(; fra(16) (Pl2).

t27A; üPg; fra(16) (Pl2).

F2B; g[!g; fra(16) (pl2).

F2R; sHPl; fra( 16) (P12) .

N0TES: Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = 2:l

Devel opment D19 3 mi n , wì th ag'i tat i on .
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HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS :

Sìide H12.1: S=15å=r; $=244!; 50 cells; ).=3.16; P<10-5.

Slide H12.2: S=I2=r; B=148;25 ce'lls; À=1.91; P<10-5.

Slide H12.7: 5=26=r; 8=258;39 ceìls; I=3.33; P<<10-5.

Slide H16.1: S=13à=r; 8=295|; 100 cells; À=3.81; P<1.7*10-4

Slide H16.94: S=9=r; 8=135; 5l ceìls; À =1.74; P=7*10-5.

Slide Hl6.l5A: S=24=F; 8=542; 75 cel'ls; À=6.99; P<10-5.

LOCALIZATION RESULTS:

HBAz

AIII.6

No l{o. No. fs

wi th

'label

ON GSR

cells f.s.

140 55 I

203 85 19

206 88 15

210 88 ,18

Slide

(probe

conc.

ug/ml )

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x?

and

Proba-

bitityL

20.00

P<<0.001

5.76

P<0.025

5.26

P<0 .025

8.00

No.

grai ns

cent.

HI2 .4

(0.05)

H12.5

(0. 1)

H12.6

(0.2)

Htz.7

(0.4)

H12.8

0 I 0

3

3

7

200

s16

6t7

3 15 I

L'x'o.05t1l = 3'84'
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AIII.6

(0.8)

H12.9

(1.6)

H12. 10

(2.4)

HBZz

Slide

(probe

conc. ,

ug/ml )

Hl6.9A

(0.r)

H16. 104

(0.2)

Hl6. t lA

(0.4)

H16.124

(0 .8)

Hl6. 134

(1.2)

Hl6. l4A

(1.6)

Hr6.l5A

I

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

P<0.005

x2

and

Proba-

bility

9.94

P<0.005

7 .14

P<0.01

6.û4

P<0.025

6.7 45

No.

grai ns

cent.

No.

cells

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

I 6 4

00

85 25 9

il 6 I

No.

f.s.

I

0

2

2 15

518

3 15

3

2

7

I t47 63 5

tt2 52

188 74 9

217 103 14

205 76 12

2r3 92 20

179 73 17

2

20

2

2

3

I

212

4
5

Includes two
Includes two

tri-rad
tri-rad

ial figures; Ho: Prox:dist=2O222.
iat fig"urest Hõ: Prox:dist=I7:19.
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(2.1)

Hl6.12D

(0.8)

HI6. I4B

(1.6)

H16. l 5B

(2. I )

Hl6.l0c

(0.2)

Hl6. I 1C

(0.4)

Hl6.l2C

(0.8)

Hr6. l3C

(1.2)

Hl6. 14C

(1.6)

H16.l5C

(2.1)

4 l0 2.279 7

AIII.6

66 35 6

66 27 5

49 25 4

244 2

268 39 3

s08 132 l0

209 65 7

321 48 4

240 76 19

prox: dist=IO: 11.

prox:dist=I9:20.

P<0.01

0

0

I

2

3

3

3

I

0
6

2

I I 58

04 0

3

0

0

3

2

9

6

2.45

s

4 8

n.s

7

f igure.
figure;
figure.
figure;

n

I

6
7
I
9

Includes one tr
Includes one tr
Includes one tr
Includes one tr

i-radial
i-radial
i-radial
i-radial

Ho:

Ho:
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AIII.6

RESULTS 0F SUB-LOCALIZATI0N (grouping different concentrations):

Slide

(probe

conc. )

H12.4

Hl2.s

H12.6

H12.7

H12 .8

H12.9

H16.94

HI6. IOA

H16.IIA

Hl6. I 2A

Hl6. l3A

Hl6. t4A

Hl6. l5A

Hl6. 148

Hl6. l5B

Hl6.l2D

Hl6. 10C

Hl6. I lC

Hl6. l2C

Hl6. l3C

No. grains

closer to

f.s.

No. grains

cl oser to

tel omere

x2

( Proba-

bility)

No. grains

mid-way or

ambi guous

0

5

9

8

3

3

t

ll
3

9

9

5

2.25 (n.s.)

3.00 (n. s. )

0.06 (n.s.)

3.00 (n. s. )

l.14 (n.s.)

2.58 (n.s.)

1.00 (n.s.)

0

4

3

2

4

0

I

0

3

4

4

I

0

2

I

0

0

0

0

2

I

0

3

5

4

6

6

0

I

0

I

2

4

0

2

I

2

9

6

13

l0

0

I

2

0

2

8

4
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AIII.6

Ht6.l4C

Hl6.15C

Sl ide Probe

Conc.

(ug/ml )

cì46227 (t(l;16) ):

Probe Jl{l0l:

H24 .t 0.4

H24 .2 0.4

H24 .3 0.4

H24.4 0.4

H24.5 0.4

Individual or cell line and

relevant details of chromosomes.

0

8

0

2

3

7

Combi ned: 69

AIII.T.Hybridization of JlllOl, p3'HVR.64 and pHPt (alpha- and zeta-

globin gene probes) to translocation chromosomes (For karyotypes see

appendix AII.)

Specific activity of Jltll0l = 4*l07cpn/vg.

Specific acitvity of pHft = 5*l07cpm/u9.

Specific activity of p 3'HVR.64 = 2.5*l07cpm/pg'

108

0.07 (n.s. )

8.s9 (P<o.oos) 33

t(1; l6); G-banded with

and pre-photograPhed.

t(l; l6) ; G-banded with

and pre-photograPhed.

Exposure

time

(days)

l6

28

4l

103

42

FI IC.

FI IC.

Fl lc.

Fl lc.

Gl'16227;

tryps i n

Gt46227;

tryps i n

H24.6 0.8 42
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AIII.7

H24. l0

H24. I I

H24. Bl

H24.82

0.4

0.4

Gri2324 (t(16;22))z

Probe Jlll0l:

H36. I 0.4

H36. 2 0.4

H36.4

H36. 14

H36.6 0.4

Probe pHPq:

H36. I I

H36.12

H36. r3

H36.4

H36. 14

H36.15

0.4

0.4

0.4

4

H36.7 0.4 50

G1,16227; t(l; 16) .

GM6?27; t(l;16).

FllC; for jnitial background level.

FllC; for final background leveì.

TB9.

TB9.

TB9; for initial background level.

TB9; for final background level.

eí4zgzq; t(16;22); G-banded with

trypsin and photographed.

G1,123?4; t(16;22); G-banded wjth

trypsin and photographed.

TB9.

TB9.

TB9.

TB9; for ìnit'ial background level .

TB9; for final background level.

G142324; t(16;22); G-banded wjth

trypsin and pre-photograPhed.

42

42

1

42

t7

47

<l

50

50

0

28

t7

50

<l

50

50
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AIII.7

Probe pa3'HVR.64:

H44. I 0 .2

H44.2 0.2

H44.3 0.2

H44.4

H44.5

H44.6

H44.7

H44.8

H44.9

H44.10

H44. t I

H44. 12

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

0.2

H44. 13 0.2 14

H44.14 0.2 t4

c495 /86.

c495/86.

c495/86.

C495/S6; forini ti al background

I eveì .

C495/86; for final background level.

c494/86

c494186.

Cqg+/86.

c494/86.

c494/86.

c494/86.

G142324; t(16:22); G-banded with

trypsìn and pre-PhotograPhed.

G142324; t ( 16: 22) ; G-banded wi th

trypsin and pre-photograPhed-

G142324; t(16:22); G-banded with

trypsin and pre-PhotograPhed.

7

l4

l4

I

14

14

14

l4

l4

14

l4

I4

NOTES: Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = 2:l.

Development H24: Dl9 3 min, with ag'itation'

H36, H44: 019 4 min, no agitation' at

190C.
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AIII.7

HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS :

Slide H24.1: S=10=r; B=l6l; 50 cells; À=2.08; P=7*10-5

Slide H24.2: S=14=r; 8=214; 50 cells; À =2.76; P<10-5.

Slide H24.3: S=14=r; B=104; 25 celìs; À=1.34; P<<10-5.

Stide H44.1: S=8=F; 8=163; 25 cells; À=2.10; P=0.001.

Stide H44.2: S=19å=r; B=97|;25 cells; À=1.26; P<<10-5

LOCALIZATI0N RESULTS: See chapter 5.

AIII.S.Hybridization of pULBll48 (haptoglobin gene probe) to chromosomes

expressing FRA|íB (with pBR322 control.)

Specific activity of pULB1148 = 2.6*107cpm/u9.

Specific activity of pBR322 = 4.0*l07cPm/u9.

Probe pULBll4S:

Sl ide

H9. I

H9.2

H9.3

H9.4

Probe

Conc.

( ug/ml )

Exposure

time

(days)

Individual and relevant details of

chromosomes.

F22A; FRA16B.

F22A; FRA16B.

F22A; FRA16B.

t22A; for initjal background level;

FRAI68.

0.2

0.2

0.2

33

33

I
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AIII.8

H9. 5 37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

H9.6

H9 .8

H9.10

H9.12

H9. l4

H9.16

H9.7

H9.9

H9. 1l

H9. l3

H9.15

H9.17

H9. l8

H9. 20

H9.22

H9.24

H9.26

H9.28

H9.19

H9.21

H9.23

H9.25

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

I.6

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

F22A; for final background ìevel;

FRAL68.

t22A; FRA168.

F22A; FRA16B.

t22A; FRA16B.

FZ?A; FRA168.

t22A; FRA16B.

F22A; FRA16B.

F7t; FRA16B.

F7t:' FRA16B.

F7F; FRA16B.

F7t; FRA16B.

F7t; FRA16B.

t7t; FRA16B.

Probe pBR322:

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

0.05

0.t

0.2

0.4

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

F22A; FRA16B.

t22A; FRA16B.

t22A; FRA168.

t22A; FRA16B.

t22A; FRA168.

t22A; FRA16B.

t7t; FRA16B.

F7F:' FRA168.

F7t; FRA16B.

F7t; FRA16B.
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H9.27

H9.29

0.8 37 t7F; FRA16B.

F7t; FRA16B.1.6 37

N0TES: Hybrìdization at 42oC;

Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = 1:I;

Development 019,3 min (but H9.2 and H9.4: Dl9' 5

min), with agitation.

HYBRIDIZATIOI{ RESULTS :

Sìide H9.l: 5=36å=r; $=375|; 30 celìs; À=6.53; P<<10-5.

Slide H9.2: S=14=r; 8=229; 15 cells; l=3.98; P=8*10-5.

Slide H9.10: S=29È=r; 8=288|; 30 cells; I=5.02; P<<10-5
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LOCALIZATION RESULTS:

pULBt 148:

Sl ide

(probe

conc. r

ug/ml )

F?2AZ

H9.6

(o. os)

H9.8

(0. 1)

H9. 10

(0.2)

H9.12

(0.4)

H9. I4

(0.8)

H9. I6

(1.6)

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

t2.46

P<0.001

9.94

P<0.005

t0. l2

P<0.005

19.56

P<0.001

16.34

P<0.001

I .09

n. s.

No.

grai ns

cent.

l0

l0

6

No.

cells

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

422

215

725

838

10 38

914

3

I

No

f.s.

l9l 97 24

70 37 12

60 96 28

218 107 37

8l 50 3l

57 26 164
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AIII.8

FIF z

Slide

(probe

conc.,

u g/ml )

l{o.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

No.

grai ns

cent.

No.

ceìls

No.

f.s.

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

H9.7

(0.0s)

H9.9

(0. 1)

H9.11

(0.2)

H9. l3

(0.4)

H9. 15

(0.8)

H9. 17

(1.6)

0

3

I

6

3

93

2

2

4 15

t2 15

14 32

3.00

n. s.

6.37

P<0.025

0.33

n. s.

7.04

P<0.01

189 44 8

208 38 7

200 26 l0

280 44 ll

321 73 22

519 95 43

t

6

6
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AIII.8

pBR322:

Slide

(probe

conc.,

u g/ml )

F22Az

H9. l8

H9. 20

H9.22

H9.24

H9.26

H9.28

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

0.09

No.

grai ns

cent.

No.

cel'ls

No

f.s.

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

0

I

I

0

I

0

I

2

5

I

3

5

I

2

2

7

5

6

206

163

t79

286

178

106

100

75

105

149

94

5?

2

4

8

7

9

ll

n. s.

AIII.g.Hybridization of ÁPRf gene probe to chromosomes expressing

fra(16) (q22) and fra(16)(q23) (FRA16B and FRA[6D)

Specific activity of probe = (i) 1.0*l07cpn/v9;

('i 'i ) I .7*107cpm/u 9.
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AIII.9

FRAL6B:

Slide

(u g/ml )

Probe ExPosure

Conc. time

(days)

Individuat, nick translation (n't')

number (see above) and

relevant details of slides'

Hl4. I

H14.2

Hl4 .3

H14.6

H14.7

H14.8

H14.9

H14. 10

Hl4. I I

Hl4. 12

Hl4. 13

H14. l4

H14. 15

0.025

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

0.025

H14. 16 0.05

H14.17 0.1 36

t22A; n.t.(ii).
t22A; n.t.(ii).
F22A; n.t.(ii).
t22A; for initial background level'

t22A; for final background level '

F22A; n.t. ( ii) ; FRALîB -

t22A; n.t. (ii) ; FRA16B -

t22A; n .t . ( ii); FRALîB .

t22A; n.t. ( ii); FRAIîB -

F22A; n.t. (ii); FRALîB -

F22A; n.t. ( ii); FRA16B.

tZ?A; n.t. ( ii); FRA16B.

F22A; n.t.( il); FRAIîB; increased

stringencY wash.

tZ?A; n.t. ( ii); FRAI6B:' 'increased

stringencY wash.

F22A; n.t.(ii); FRAIîB; increased

stringencY wash.

0.2

0.?

0.2

13

34

46

I

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36
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AIII.9

H14.18 0.2 36

Hl4. 19 0.4 36

H14.20 0.8 36

Hl4.2l 1.6 36

Ht4.22 0.2

H14.23 0.2 36

H14.24 0.2 36

H14.25 0.2 36

t22A; n.t . ( ii) ; FRAL6B; 'increased

strì ngency wash.

t22A; n.t. ( ii); FRAL6B; i ncreased

stringency wash.

t22A; n.t. ( ii); FRAI6B;'increased

stri ngency wash.

F22A; n.t.( ii); FRA|6B; increased

stringency wash.

t22A; n.t. ( i|) ; FRA|6B; sl ides

spread one day before ur.l.

t22A. n .t . ( ii) ; FRAL6B; sl 'ides

stored 3 months, -20oC before use.

F22A; n.t.(i); FRAI6B; s'lides

spread one day before use.

t22A; n .t . ( i) ; FRAI6B:. sl 'ides

stored 3 months, -20oC before use.

36

NOTES: Emul s i on NTB- Z;HZO = 2:1 .

Devel opment Dl9 3 m'in, wi th agi tat j on.

Hybr i d'i zat j on at 42oC -

Increased stringency wash: Three times in 50%

formamide/2*SSC, pH7.0, 39oC, l0 min each;

0.s*ssc,pH7.0, 390c, l0 min; 0.z*SSc, pH7.0,

390C, l0 min; 0.I*SSC, pH7.0, 390c, l0 min; three

times in 0.I*SSC, pH7.0, room temp., l0 min each'

I. Slides H14.1-H14.2I also sPread one day before use.
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HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS :

Sl ide H14.1: S=15=r; B=136; 50 ceìl s; tr=2'36; P<10-5'

Slide Hl4.?: S=26=r; B=105;25 cells; tr=l'83; P<<10-5'

Slide Hl4.ll: 5=6=r; 8=69; l5 cells; )'=l'20; P=0'001'

Sl ide H14.12: S=25=r; 8=233; 45 cel'ls; À=4'05; P<<10

Slide H14.2?z S=31; B=152; 35 cells; À=2'64; P<<10-5

-5

LOCALIZATION RESULTS:

AIII.9

No No. fs

wi th

I abel

ON GSR

f.s

53 3l

67 31

74 37

47 20 3

141 74 19

196 108 29

Sl ide

(probe

conc. ,

us/ml )

H14.8

(o.o2s)

H14.9

(o.os)

H14.10

(0.r)

H14.11

(0.2)

H14.12

(0.4)

H14. 13

(0.8)

llo.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

7.00

P<0.01

8.26

P<0.005

l{o.

grai ns

cent.

l{o.

cells

I

2

4

0

0

0

0

I

2

3

2

0

0

I

I

721

926

0

2
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Hl4. l4

(1.6)

Hl4.1s

(0. 02s )

H14. l6

(0.0s)

H14. 17

(0.1)

H14. l8

(0.2)

Hr4. 19

(0.4)

H14.20

(0.8)

H14.2I

(1.6)

H14.22

(0.2)

H14.23

(0.2)

H14.24

(0.2)

H14.25

(0.2)

218

7 35

32r

216

4 1l

4.21I

P<0.05

10.89

P<0.001

I2.60

P<0.001

2I.36

P<<0.001

13.50

P<0.001

3.27

n. s.

I .33

n. s.

6.4

P<0.025

I 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

5

2

0

5

9

I

I

2

65 26

99 53 3

74 35 0

102 s66

57 258

144 63 14

ztl 108 18

r56 6l ?6

190 104 19

3l r 158 14

9r llt84

174 78

AIII.9

3

7

0

2

2

4 I

t 9

0

0

adial fÍgure; Ho: Prox:dist=25226'I. Includes one tr t--r
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AIII.9

RESULTS OF SUB-LOCALIZATION ON DISTAL ACENTRIC FRAGIIIEI{T:

Slide

(probe

conc. )

No. grains

closer to

f.s.

l0

l2

l{o. grains

closer to

tel omere

X2 and

Proba-

bility

No. grains

mid-way or

ambi guous

H14. l2

(0.4)

Hl4. l3

(0 .8)

H14. l8

(0.2)

H14. l9

(0.4)

H14.20

(0.8)

H14.21

(1.6)

Ht4.22

(0.2)

H14.23

(0.2)

H14.24

(0. 2)

H14.2s

(0.2)

02 t7

l9

1t

l3

23

11 .84

P<0.001

2.79

n. s.

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

l8

7

6

6

I

4

3

5

6

0

3

3.?7

n. s.

6.25

P<0.025

3.46

n. s.

7.35

P<0.01

0.08

n. s.
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AIII.9

fra(16) (q23):

Slide

H26. 10

H26. I I

H26.12

H26.8

H26.34

H26.35

H26.36

H26.37

H26.38

H26.39

H26.40

Probe

Conc.

(ug/ml )

Exposure

time

(days )

I{OTES: Emulsion NTB-22H20 = l:1.

Devel opment 019 3 mi n, wi th ag'itati on '

Indi v idual and relevant details of

chromosomes

F52B; n.t. (ii).
F52B; n.t. (ii).
F52B; n.t. (ìì).
F52B; fori ni ti al background I eveì '

F52B; for final background leveì.

CF3; fra(16) (q23); n.t. (i i ) .

cF3; fra(16) (q23); n.t. (i'i).

CF4; fra(16)(q23); n.t. ('i'i).

CF4; fra(16) (q23); n.t. (ii ).
CF3; fra(16) (q23); n.t. (ii).

CF4; fra(16)(q23); n.t. (i'i).

0.

0.

0.

14

28

45

I

28

35

29

29

32

32

32

4

4

4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.8
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HYBRIDIZATION

Sl ide H26. l0:

Slide H26.ll:

Sl ide H26.35:

Sl ide H26.36:

Slide H26.372

Sl ide H26.38:

RESULTS OF LOCALIZATION:

RESULTS:

S=5; B=98;25 celìs; À=1.70; P=0'03

S=22; B=235; 50 cel'ls; À=4.09; P<<10-5'

5=26; 8=250; 60 cells; l=4.41; P<<10-5'

5=26; B=275; 60 cells; r=4.85; P<<10-5'

S=28; 8=273; 60 cells; À=4.75; P<<10-5'

S=28; 8=262; 60 cells; tr=4.56; P<<10-5'

AIII.9

No. fs

wi th

I abel

ON GSR

Sl ide

( Ind-

ivid-

ual )

l{o.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

No.

grai ns

cent.

H26.35

(cF3 )

H26.36

(cF3 )

H26.37

(cF4)

H26.38

(cF4 )

822

x2

and

Proba-

bility

6.53

P<<0.025

15.21

P<0.001

4.50

P<0.05

16.20

P<0.001

40.26

P<<0.001

NoNo

425

l0 22

936

Combined 31 105

chr. f.s

l6

4 1 064 147 32

4 I 100 147 26

2 I 354 ?63 29

I | 444 308 4l

l8 4 962 865 128
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AIII.IO

AIII.l0.Hybridization of metaltothionein gene probes to chromosomes

expressing fra(16)(q22) (i.e. FRAL6B and FRAI6C)

Spec'ific activìty of l'lT2Ar = 3.0*l07cpm,ú g'

Spec'if i c acti vi ty of l'lTZAu = 2.2*lO7 cpm/ug'

Specific act'ivity of l'lTlilu = 3.2*lO7cpm/ug'

Slide

H20. I

H20.2

H20.3

H20.4

H20.5

H20.8

H20.9

H20. l0

H20. I 1

H20.12

H20. 13

H20. 14

Probe

Conc.

(ug/ml )

Exposure

time

(days)

0.4

0.4

0.4

1.6

1.6

20

26

169

169

?6

I

29

Individual , Dro.Þ.e. and relevant

details of chromosomes.

F35G: llT2Ar .

F35G: I'lT2Ar .

F35G: l,lT2Ar .

F35G: llT2Ar .:
F35G: MT2Ar.

F35G: no orobe; for initiaì:'
background I evel .

F35G: no orobe; for finaì

backround I evel .

F4lA: l,lT2Art FRA16B.

-'F41A: l4T2Ar; FRA16B.

F4lA: MT2Ar: FRA16B.æ'
F4lA: llT2Ar; FRA16B.æ'
F4lA; [I2Ar-; FRA16B.

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

29

29

29

29

29
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AI I I.1S

H20.15

H20. 16

H20. l7

H20. 18

H20. l9

H35. I

H35.2

H35.3

H35.4

H35. 5

H35.6

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.05

1.2

1.6

0.1

0.4

I.6

0.2

29

27

27

27

I

F4lA; UIZAr.; FRA|îB -

F4lA: l,lT2Ar; FRAI6B; IBu.

F4lA: l4T2Ar; FRAl68; IBU-

F41A; [f2Ar.; FRAI6B; IBu.

F38A; pHY¿f.

IB8; üIl¿u

TB8: fifJBu:.:
TB8: ffflBu

TB8: fiflBu
-.æIsg; fiIl8u

TB8; no-P-ro.Þg; for jnitial

background 
'level 

.

M; no-probe; for f inal background

leveì.

TB8: ffflBu.
-.æTB8: llIIEu .

-.-TB8: fíf18u .

-.æTB8: fffl8u.
-.:TB8: /ïfl8u.
-.æTB8: üflBu.
-.-t4Fz MTlîu; FRALîB._.-.
tTBz l4TIBu: FRA16B.

-.-.FlSB: l4TIBu; FRA16B.='
FISB: llTIBu; FRA16B.:'
F22A; IABI; FRA16B.

F25A; UIJBU; FRALîB'

H35.7

H35.8

H35.9

H35. 10

H35. I I

H35.12

H35. 13

H35.14

H35. I 5

H35. 16

H35. l7

H35. 18

H35. 19

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

18

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

23

23

33

I
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AI I I.1ü

H35.20

H35.21

H35.22

H3s.23

H35.24

H35.25

H35.26

H35.27

H35.28

H35.29

H35.30

H35 .3 I

H35 .32

H35 .33

H40. I

H40.2

H40.3

H40.4

H40.5

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.?

33

33

33

33

?3

33

33

33

33

23

23

23

23

33

l9

28

33

5

F36A: l,lTlBu; FRA16B.

F36A: l4T llu; FRAIîB .:'
F38A: MTIBU; FRA16B.

F38A: l4T l9u; FRALíB .=-
F41A: l,lTl9u:' FRA16B.æ'
t42E: l4Tl9u; FRA16B.:'
t42E: llTiîu; FRAIîB-æ'
F42Gz l4Tlîu; FRA16B.='
F42G: l4Tiîu; FRA16B.

F50C: I'lTl9u; FRALîB-:'
F52A: llT l9u; FRALîB -

F53C: l4T lBu; FRALíB .

F56B: llT lîu; FRAIîB .

-'F63A: llT l9u; FRALîB .

-'
F50I: l,lT?Au.

-F50I: l,lT?Au.

F50I: ltT2Au.

F50I; !!g-probe; for initial

background level.

F50I; !-g-p.ro-þe; for finaì

background I evel .

F50I : I'lT2Au .

F50I: MTZAv.æ
F50I ¡ l,lT2Au.

-F50I: llT2Au.

F50I : l4T2Au .

-

H40.6

H40.7

H40 .8

H40.9

H40. 10

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

33

33

33

33

33
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AIIi.Iü

H40.11

H40.12

H40. l3

H40. 14

H40. r 5

H40. 16

H40.17

H40. 18

H40. I9

H40.20

H40.2I

H40.22

H40.23

H40. 24

H40. 25

H40.26

H40.27

H40.28

H40.29

H40.30

H40.31

H40.32

H40.33

H40 .34

H40 .35

H40.36

H40.37

1.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

32

33

32

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

F50I : l4T2Au.

F 4F z l,lT2Au; FRAIíB .

t4F; [I2Au; FRA168.

F7B: l4T2Au: FRA16B.

-.:-FTBz l|T2Au: FRA16B.

FlSB: l|T2Au; FRA16B.:'
F188: llT2Au; FRA16B.

F36A: l,lT2Au; FRA16B.:'
F36A: l|T2Au; FRALîB .:'
F38A: l,lT2Au; FRAI6B .:-
F41A: llTZAu; FRA16B.

F4lA: MT2AU; FRA16B.='
F42Ez l4T2Au; FRA16B.æ'
F42Ez l|T2Au; FRA16B.

-'F42G: l,lT2Au; FRAI68.

F42Gz l,lTZAu; FRA16B.

F50C: l,lTZAu; FRA168.

F50C: l4T2Au; FRA168.

F52A: l,lTZAu; FRALîB .

F53C: l4T2Au; FRA|îB -

F568: MTZAU; FRA16B.:'
F56B: l,lT2Au; FRA16B.

-'F63A: 14T2Au; FRA168.

F63A: l,lT2Au; FRA16B.

t22A: l4T2Au; FRA16B.:'
F25A: l|T2Au; FRA168.

-'F25A: ltTZAu; FRA168.
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AI I I .1¿}

H42. I

H42.2

H42 .3

H42.4

H42. 5

H42.6

H42.7

H42 .8

H42.9

H42. l0

H42. I I

H42.12

H42. 13

H42.74

H42.1s

H42. l6

H42.17

H42. 18

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

22

29

38

38

F50I: MTlBu.

F50I: l,lTlBu.

F50I: MTIBU.

F50l: no orobe; for final:-
background I evel .

W.; IIJBI; FRA16C, Pre-located.

CF6; MTIBu; FRA16C, Pre-ìocated.

CF6; l4T lîu; FRA16C, Pre-ì ocated .

Ct6 UIJBv; FRA16C, Pre-ìocated.

Ct6; Ul !Bu; FRA16C, Pre-'located.

Ct6.; UIJÊv; FRA16C, Pre-'located.

CF6z l4Tiîu: FRA16C.

Ct6; l|IJBu; FRA16C.

CF6: l,lTiîu; FRA16C.

W; Af l9u; FRA16C.

F50I: l,lT2Au.

F50I: l|T2Au.

F50I: l,lT?Au.

F50I: no orobe; for final

background level.

Ct6; l4T2Au; FRA16C, Pre-'l ocated.

CF6; MT2Au; FRA16C, Pre-located.

CEÛ; llT2Au; FRA16C, Pre-located.

Ct6.; [I-zAu; FRA16C, Pre-l ocated.

ff6i f,l'I2Au; FRA16C, Pre-ìocated-

CF6z l,lT2Au; FRA16C.

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

22

29

38

38

H42. 19

H42.20

H42.21

H42.22

H42.23

H42.24

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

38

38

38

38

38

38
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H42.25

H42.26

H4?.27

H4?.28

H41.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

38

38

38

38

I

Ct6z l,lT?Au; FRA16C.

-.:'Ct6t l|TZAu; FRA16C.

CF6; IIZAI; FRA16C.

Ct6z l4T2Au: FRA16C.

-.=-F50I: no orobe; foræ'
background ì evel .

init'ial

NOTES: H20. I -H20. 19:

H35 . I -H35 .33 :

H40 . I -H40 .37 :

H42.r=H42.28:

Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = l:1.

Development 019,3 min, w'ith ag'itation.

Emul s i on NTB- 2 zH2O = 2:l .

Devel opment Dl9, 3 m'in, w'ith agi tat'ion.

Emuls'ion NTB-2:H20 = 2:l

Development D19,4 mìn; no agitation'

at t9oC.

Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = 2:1.

Development Dl9, 4 min; no agitation at

IgOC.

5.

-5 I

HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS:

Slide HzO.l: S=29=r; B=l9l; 25 celìs; À =3.37; P<<10-

Slide H20.10: Sl57=r; 8t484; 50 cells; À =8.42; P<<10

Slide H20.11: Så9=r; Bàt6l; I cells; I =2.80; P=0'002'l

Slide H35.1: S=12=r; 8=56; 25 ceìls; À =0.99; Pcl0-5'

Slide H35.I0: S=48=r; 8=143; 49 ceìls; À =2.52; P<<10-5

I. Many clusters of three or
presenL, hence the figure is
clusters were seen over 16q
snall region; however, slide
probe were unanalYsable for

more silver grains were
only an estimate. Few of the

on these slides, 169 being a
s with higher concentrations of
signal and background.
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Slide H35.ll: S=44=r; B=169;49 cells; À=2'98; P<<10-

Slide H4O.l: S=27=r; B=157; 50 cells; À,=2.77; P<<10-5

Slide H40.2: S=37=r; B=168; 75 cells; À=2'96; P<<10-5

5

Slide H42.1: S=21=r; B=155; 25 celìs; x=2'73; P<<I0-5'

Slide H42.23 S=16=r^; 8=206;25 cells; À=3'63; Pcl0-5'

Slide H42.15: S=10=r; B=58; 25 cells; À=I'02; P<lO-5'

Stide H42.16: S=21=r; B=131; 50 cells; À=2'31; P<<10-5

LOCALIZATION RESULTS:

FRA168: (individual F4lA)

llT2Ar z

Slide

(probe

conc. ,

u g/ml )

H20. 10

(0.0s)

H20. I I

(0.1)

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

No.

grai ns

cent.

l0

No.

cells

No. fs

wi th

I abeì

on GSR

70 16

45 9

33.9

P<<0.001

24.00

P<<0.001

4

No

f.s.

s97 273 44

414 135 32
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t2
H20. 16

(0. 1)

H20.17

(0.4)

H20. l8

(1.6)

FRAl6Bz

l,lT lBuz

Slide

l1

2l

23

No.

grai ns

prox.

0.20

n. s.

9.8s

P<0.005

9.97

P<0.005

x2

and

Proba-

bility

7.r4

P<0.01

No.

ceìls

I

2

I

9

5

6

303 77

382 101 2l

223 54 t5

No.

grai ns

di st.

No.

grai ns

cent.

l{o No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

f.s

70 5l 4

58 l0 0

H35. l4

( F4F)

H35.15

( F7B)

H35. 16

H35.17

Combi ned

(Fr88)

H35. 18

(t22A)

8

4

0

4

l2

6

0

0

4

3

7

2

0

2

I

0

0

0

0

79

85

164

3l

36

67

520 31 t7
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36
H35. l9

( F2sA )

H35. 20

H35.21

Combi ned

( F36A)

H35.22

H35.23

Combi ned

(F38A) 2

H35.24

( F4lA)

H35.25

H35.26

36 5

lt 0

150
260

00
00
00

6 2

6 0

?3.44

P<<0.001

26.00

P<<0.001

10.29

P<0.005

7.14

P<0.01

2 338 158

0 281 87 8

I I56 57 12

I 437 144 20

0 l0 1 0

0 30 4 0

0 40 5 0

0 9l 45 6

I

0

6l

187 55 6

248 70 10

79 35 7

64 27 3

143 62 l0

88 54 I

l7l 70 5

62 31 4

15 4

7 I

Combined 13 I

(F42E)

H35.27 9 I

H35.28 3 I

Combined 12 2

( F42G )

H35.29 7 |

( Fsoc )

H35.30 5 2

( F52A)

H3s.31 4 0

( Fs3c )

I

I

0

I

I

0

0

2. Data not included for this individual in Siruners et aI',
1987À.
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H35.32

( F56B)

H35.33

( F63A)

2

4

6

7

290

0

0

0

AIII.Iü

I

3

FRAl68:

l4T2Au:

Sìide No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

H40.12 | 2

H40.13 4 0

Combined 5 2

(F4F)

H40.14 3 0

H40.15 3 0

Comb'ined 6 0

a
( F7B)'

H+0.16 ls s

H40.17 1l I

Combined 26 6 12.5

(F188) P<0.001

H40. l8 35 18

zl8 69 19

178 49 13

396 118 32

1 414 245 42

ilo.

grai ns

cent.

l5

No No.

cel I s f.s.

94

89

183

168

l7l

339

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

5

I

6

38

2T

59

4

4

8

3

2

5

I

2

3

2T

14

35

5

4

9

I

2. Data not included for this individual in Simmers $-_aI. ,

19874.
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H40. l9

Combi ned

( F36A)

H40.20

( F38A) 2

H40.21

H40.22

Comb'ined

(F4lA)

H40.23

H40.24

Combi ned

(F42E)

H40. 25

H40.26

Combi ned

( F42G)

H40.27

H40.28

Combi ned

( Fsoc )

H40.29

(Fs2A)

H40.30

( Fs3c )

H40.313

13 6

2

47

26

73

49?

I 906

AIII.$
l4

56

44

25

69

0

I

4

l0

l1

645

410

I 055

54

279

r69

448

79

33

tt2

2448

I

8.00

P<0.005

31.70

P<<0.001

?99

t28 16 3I

6

2l

3

24

3

0

3

3

I

4

13

6

t9

13

14.29

P<0.001

13.37

P<0.001

6l .32

P<<0.001

41.29

P<<0.001

55.19

P<<0.001

356

322

678

194

95

289

864

767

I 631

18

3

2l

l5

I
23

5

I

6

3

I

4

47

39

86

l9l

t79

370

l5

9

24

5l

43

94

5

3I

3

8

47

39

86

57 6 1046 ?48 45

110 24 t7 I 465 528 95

3. Not scored, as results from previous slide sufficient.
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(Fs3c)

H40.32

( Fs6B )

H40.333

( F568)

H40.34

(F634)

H40 .35

(t22A)

H40.36

( F2sA)

FRALîC:

l4T lBuz

Sl ide

H42.5

H42.6

H42.7

H42 .8

H42.9

H42. I0

l9 2

14

4

59 12

13.76

P<0.001

7 .t2

P<0.01

31.11

P<<0.001

x2

and

Proba-

bility

2 872 t29 l8

537 136 163

3

3

0 164 476

8 4 011 371 58

ilo.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

l{o.

grai ns

cent.

No.

f.s.

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

2

6

I

3

6

3

4

2

0

I

I

0

0

I

0

0

2

I

0

5

I

2

7

2

9

l5

4

8

3l

t7
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Combi ned

(cF6)

FRAl6C:

l4T2Auz

Slide

H42.19

H42.20

H42.21

H42.22

H42.23

Combi ned

(cF6)

H42.24

H42.25

H42.26

t7 4 8.05

P<0.005

x2

and

Proba-

bility

8 84 2r

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

No.

grai ns

cent.

No.

cells

l{o

f.s.

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

5

0

I

5

2

3

0

1

4

6

l4

0

0

0

0

4

4

0

0

2

0

I

3

22

7

t7

23

?3

92t3 6.25

P<0.025

I

t

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

182

212

156

4

5

4

I

I

0
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AIII.ll.Hybridization of two anonymous DNA fragments from chromosome l6

to chromosomes expressing fra(16)(q22) (FRA16B)

Specific activity of ACH207 = 2.7*l07cPm/u9'

Specific activity of ACH224 = 2.3*l07cPm/ug'

Specific actìvity of ÀSL = 4.0"107cpn/v9'

Sl ide Probe

Conc.

(ug/ml )

ACH207:

Hsl . I 0.4

H5t .2 0.4

H51.3 0.4

Hsl .4 0. I

H51.5 0.1

H51 .6

H51 .7

Hst .8 0 .05

H51 .9 0. I

H51.10 0.2

H51.11 0.4

H51.12 0.8

Hsl. 13 1.6

Exposure

time

(days)

Individuaì and relevant details of

chromosomes (before and after

in si tu hYbridization).

l1

2l

28

34

34

3

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

F428.

t428.

t428.

t428.

t428.

F42B;

F42B;

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

for initial background level.

for final background level.

fra(16) (q22).

fra(16) (q22).

fra(16) (q22).

fra(16) (q22).

fra(16) (q22).

fra(16) (q22).
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ACH224z

H51.14 0.4

H51 . 15 0.4

H51 . 16 0.4

H51.17 0.1

H51.18 0. I

H51.19 0.05

H5l .20 0. I

H5l.2l 0.2

H51.22 0.4

H51.23 0.8

H5l .24 I .6

Hsl .25

À SL: (controì )

H51 .26 0.05

Hsl .27 0. I

H51.28 0.2

Hst .29 0.4

H51.30 0.8

Hsl.3l 1.6

ll
2l

28

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

t428.

t428.

t428.

F428.

t428.

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

F53C;

F42B;

fra(16) (q22).

fra(16) (q22) .

fra(16)(q22).

fra(16) (q22).

fra(16) (q22).

fra(I6)(q?2).

for final background level -

34

34

34

34

34

34

TBIO.

TBIO.

TBIO.

TBIO.

TBIO.

TBlO.

NOTES: Emulsìon NTB-22H20 = 2zl.

Deveìopment Dlg, 4 min, no agitation, at 19oC'
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HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS :

Slide HsI.l: S=15=r; B=174; 50 cells; À=3'03; P<10-5'

Slide HSl.2: S=43=r; 8=200; 50 cells; À=3.48; P<<10-5

Stide H51.33 S=3=F; B=43;25 cells; À=0.75; P=0.04.1

Slide Hsl.14: S=8=r i B=74; 25 cells; À=l'29; P=6*10-5

Sìide H51.15: S=15=r; B=93;25 ceìls; À=1'62; Pcl0-5'

Slide H51.16: S=2=r; B=35; 25 cells; À=0'61; P=0'12'

LOCALIZATION RESULTS:

Sl ide

(probe

conc. ,

us/ml )

ACH2O7:

Hsl.ll

(0.4)

ACH224z

H52.2r

(0.2 )

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

dist.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

26. 5l

P<<0.001

12.27

P<0.001

No.

grai ns

cent.

27

No.

cells

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

No.

28 82

f.s

824 250 84

128 84 15l14

I This and slide H5I.16 developed together: aPParent1Y

3

development faultY.
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AIII.12.Hybridization of 5.4ffSJ to chromosomes expressing fra(ll)(q23)

and the LCL-specific aap at 1lq23.l

Specific activìty of probe: 4.I*107cpm/ug'

Individuat and relevant details ofSlide Probe

Conc.

(ug/ml )

Exposure

time

(days)

H41.1 0.2 29

and pre-photograPhed.

H4t.2 0.2 35

and pre-photograPhed.

H41.3 0.2 ll8

H4I.5

H4I .6

H4I. l3

35

35

H41.14 0.2 35

chromosomes.

C379/86; TBu; G-banded with tryps'in

C379/86; TBu; G-banded w'ith trypsin

F5982; fra(ll) (q13) (for

identification of chromosome 11).

F50I ; for i n'iti al background

I evel .

F50I; for final background level.

C2O8/79; LCL (with 11q23.1 gaP);

BuBu; solid stained and

pre-photographed.

C208/79; LCL (wjth 11q23 . I gaP) ;

BuBu; soìid stained and

pre-photograPhed.

I

0 2
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H52. I

H52.2

Hs2 .3

H52.4

H52.5

Hs2.6

H52.7

H52.8

H52.9

H52. 10

H52. l I

Hsz.l2

H52. l3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

l1

2l

28

3

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

TBl0; BuT; G-ôanded.

TBl0; BuT; 6-banded.

TBl0; BuT; G-banded.

TB10; for initial background level.

F5982; fra(ll) (ql3)

F5982; fra(Il) (ql3).

F5982; fra(11) (ql3).

F65A; fra(11) (q23).

F65A; fra(ll) (q23).

F65A; fra(ll) (q23).

F65A; fra(11) (q23).

F65A; fra(ll) (q23) .

TBl0; for final background level.

NOTES: H4I.l-H41.t4: Emulsion NTB-2zH2O = 2zl.

Development Dl9, 4 min; no ag'itation'

at 190C.

H52.1-H52.13: Emulsion NTB-2:H20 = 2:1.

Development D19, 4 min, no agitation,

at l9oC.

HYBRIDIZATION RESULTS:

Slide H4l.l: 5=36=r; 8=96; 19 cells; X=2.67; P<<10-5.

Slide H52.1: S=25=r; B=98; 25 cells; \=2-77; P<<10-5'

Sìide H52.2: S=28=r; 8=140; 25 cells; À=3.96; P<<10-5
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LOCALIZATION RESULTS:

fra(11)(q23) (al1 0.2uglml probe):

Slide

H52 .8

H52 .9

H52. 10

H52. l I

H52.12

Comb'ined

Hs2 .8-

|152.12

No.

grai ns

prox.

No.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

9. l4

P<0.005

9.80

P<0.005

23 .00

P<<0.001

24.14

P<<0.001

10.29

P<0.005

73.28

P<<0.001

No.

grai ns

cent.

8

No

cells

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

No.

f.s.

622 3

0

I

2

2

439 32 20

389 34 14

328 25 15

489 40 16

429 32 1l

2 074 163 76

3 17

023

L27

l13

ll 102
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LCL-specific gap at llq23.I (all 0.fuglml probe):

Sl ide No.

grai ns

prox.

l{o.

grai ns

di st.

x2

and

Proba-

bility

6.00

P<0.025

14.00

P<0.001

ìlo.

grai ns

cent.

No.

cells

wi th

gap

No. grains

closer to

f .s.

l{o. grains

closer to

tel omere

gaps

No. fs

wi th

I abel

on GSR

52 60 24

32 39 12

84 99 36

No. grains

mid-way or

ambi guous

No

H4l. I3 618

H41.14 014

Comb'ined

H4r. l3-

H4I. I4 634 19.60

P<<0.001

l3

RESULTS OF SUBLOCALIZATION OI{ DISTAL ACENTRIC FRAGI'IENT:

fra(11) (q23) (all 0.2¡slml ) :

9

4

Sl ide

H52.8

X2 and

Proba-

bility

7I7 0.07
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H52.9

H52. l0

H52. I I 13 1l

H52.12

35 4l

LCL-specific aap at 11q23.1 (all 0.2uglml):

576 0.08

n. s.

0.40

n. s.

0. 17

n. s.

I.14

n. s.

4

2

64

t95

Slide

H41.13

H41. l4

0.47

n.s

X2 and

Proba-

bility

t9

l07

34

1l

t2

0.89

4.00

P<0.05
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Combi ned

H4l. l3-

H41. l4 11 23 l34.24

P<0.05
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APPENDIX AIV

SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND LEVELS FOR CERTAIN PROBES

pULBI 148:

Sl i de probe Cel I Si gnal

conc. no. (S)

(ug/ml ) (c)

S/c

0.74

0.93

0.90

1.90

3.41

2.68

Back-

ground

(B)

8/c s/B

H9.6

H9.8

H9. 10

H9.12

H9. 14

H9. l6

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

39

13

44

I33

99

91

273

147

495

1114

530

I 591

5 .15

10.50

10.10

15.91

18.28

46 .79

0. 14

0.088

0.089

0.12

0. 19

0.057

53

l4

49

70

29

34
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,4PRf probe:

St i de Probe Cel I

AIV

B/c s/B

H14.8

HI4.91

Hr4. 10

H14. I I

Hl4. 12

H14. 13

H14. 14

0.025

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

Si gnal

(s)

3

0

I
6

25

47

27

2

7

2

I
33

28

59

S/c

0.14

0.00

0.33

0.40

0.56

0.90

0.96

Back-

ground

(B)

39

29

60

69

233

490

384

39

59

70

t24

207

321

849

1.86

2 .23

2 .50

4.60

5.18

9 .42

13 .71

0.077

0

0. t3

0.087

0.lI

0.096

0.070

conc. no.

(ug/m] ) (c)

2L

13

24

15

45

52

28

(increased stringency wash, see AIII:)

H14. I 52

Hl4. I6

H14.173

H14. l8

H14.19

H14.20

H14. 2 I

0.025

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

0.09

0.29

0.07

0.47

0.80

0.68

1.11

1.70

2 .46

2.59

7 .29

5.05

7 .83

16 .02

0.051

0.12

0.029

0.065

0. l6

0.087

0.069

23

24

27

t7

4l

4l

53

1. n. s.
2. P=0. 16
3. P:0.34

i n.s.
i n.s.
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Ht4.22

Hl4.23

H14.24

Hr4.25

(other conditions varied, see AIII:)

35

72

25

25

Jl{101:

St ide Probe Cetl Signal

conc. no- (S)

(ug/mt ) (c)

0.2

0

0

0

2

2

2

3l

23

9

13

0.89

0.32

0.36

0 .52

t52

345

170

206

4.34

4 .79

6.80

I .24

AIV

0.20

0.067

0.053

0.063

fiz.44

H12. 5

H12.6

HTz.7

H12.8

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

S/c

0.06

0.60

0.22

0.70

0.40

Back-

ground

(B)

I60

250

274

258

185

2 .50

5.95

6.09

6.97

9 .25

0.025

0. 10

0.036

0. 10

0.043

B/c s/B

64

42

45

39

20

4

25

10

26

8

4. p=0.16i n.s.
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pHP e:

St ide probe Cell Signal

conc. no. (S)

(ug/ml ) (c)

AIV

B/c s/B

H25.95

H25. 10

H25.11

H25.12

H25. 13

PCT3 'HVR. 64 :

Sl ide

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

25

25

25

25

25

4

5

I
7

S/c

0.16

0 .20

0.32

0.28

0.38

S/c

0 .46

0.88

0.96

0.88

0.84

1.24

Back-

ground

(B)

104

102

138

199

347 à

4.16

4.08

5.52

7.96

13.90

0.038

0.049

0.058

0.035

0.027

0. l0

0. 17

0. 17

0. I7

0.12

0. t6

så

probe Gell

conc. no.

(ue/ml ) (c)

Si gnal

(s)

Irà

22

24

22

2l

3l

Back-

ground

(B)

B/c s/B

H44.6

H44.7

H44.8

H44.9

H44. l0

H44.11

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

25

25

25

25

25

25

rr2à

l3l

143

129

170

191

4 .50

5 .24

5.72

5 .16

6.80

7.64

5. Not gÍven in aPPend ix ÀIII; chromosomes FIIC used (see
28 days.appendÍx AII), exposure
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G-CSF probe:

Slide

AIV

8/c s/Bprobe Cel I

conc. no.

(ug/ml ) (c)

Si gnal

(s)

S/c

0.08

0.16

0.12

0.16

0.16

0 .20

Back-

ground

(B)

64

60

84

58

72

lll

H43.96

H43. 10

H43. I 1

H43.12

H43.13

H43. t4

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

2 .56

2 .40

3.36

2.32

2.88

4 .44

0.031

0.067

0.036

0.069

0.056

0.045

7

I
9

25

25

25

25

25

25

2

4

3

4

4

5

6. P=0.37i
7. P=O.24¡
8. P:0.054 t
9. P=0. 073 ì

n. s.
n. s.
n. s.
n. s.
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ACH2O7:

Slide

H5l .8

H51 .9

H5l. l0

H5l.tl

Hsl. l2

H51.13

HsI.19

H51 .20

H51.21

Hst.22

H51.23

AIV

B/c s/Bprobe Cell

conc. no.

(ug/ml ) (c)

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

l3

24

9

30

58

79

Si gnal

(s)

Si gnal

(s)

9

12

26

23

34

S/c

0 .52

0.96

0.36

1 .20

2.32

3.16

S/c

0.36

0.48

1.04

0.92

1.36

Back-

ground

(B)

106

168

178

189

323

808

4 .24

6.72

7 .12

7.56

12.92

32.32

0.12

0. 14

0.051

0. l5

0. l8

0.098

25

25

25

25

25

25

ACH?24

Sl ide probe Cell

conc. no.

( r.,s/ml ) (c)

Back-

ground

(B)

99

123

2t2

223

336

3.96

4.92

8.48

8.92

13 .44

0.091

0.098

0.t2

0. 10

0. l0

B/c s/B

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

25

25

25

25

25
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APPENDIX AV

PAPERS PUBLISHED AND IN PRESS.

This appendix contains papers pubìished, or accepted for pub'lication'

on work di rectly resul t'ing from thi s thesi s '

Listed below are the roles I p'layed in the work described in these

papers.

l. (chapter 5). Simmers, R.N., Stupans, I. and sutherìand'

19864. Localization of the human haptoglobin genes distal to

fragìle site at 16q22 using in situ hyb¡idizat'ion. Cyogenet'

Genet. 4l :38-41 .

I carried out all the work, analysed the results and wrote the paper.

Drs Stupans and Sutherland provided supervision of this work'

2. (Chapter 5). Fratini, A., Simmers, R.N., Caìlen, 0.F., Hyìand'

v.J., Tischfield, J.4., Stambrook, P.J. and sutherland, G.R. 1986. A

new locatìon for the human adenine phosphoribosyltransferase gene

(AIRT) distaì to the haptogìobìn (HP) and fra(16)(q23) (FRA16D) loci'

Cytogenet. Cell Genet- 43:10-13.

I carried out and anaìysed the results of the in situ hybrìd'ization'

and wrote those parts of the paper pertaining to this.

G. R.

the

Cel I
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3. (Chapter 6). S'immers, R.N. and Suther'ìand, G.R. 1987. Further

locaìizat.ion of ETSl jndicates that the chromosomal rearrangement jn

Ewing sarcoma does not occur at fra(tl) (q23). Hum. Genet. (ln

Press)

I carrìed out the work, analysed the resuìts, and wrote the paper. Dr

Sutherl and provided supervi sion.

4. (Chapters 4, 5) . Simmers, R.N., Sutherl and, G.R', West, A' and

Ri chards, R. I . 19874. Fragi ì e si tes at 16q22 are not at the

breakpoint of the chromosomaì rearrangement in AMMoL. Science'

236:92-94.

I carried out the work, anaìysed the results and wrote the paper. Dr

Sutherland provided supervision and Drs hlest and Richards prov'ided the

DNA cl ones.

5. (Chapter 4). Simmers, R"N., l'Jebber, 1.M., Shannon, M.F., Garson,

0.M., l,long, G., Vadas, l{.4. and sutherland, G.R. 19878. Local'ization

of the G-CSF gene on chromosome 17 prox'imaì to the breakpoint in the

t(15;17) in APL. Blood 70:330-332.

I carried out the work, with ass'istance from Dr Webber, ana'ìysed the

results, and wrote the paper. Chromosome preparations were provided

by Drs yebber and Garson. DNA preparations were provided by Professor

Vadas and Dr I'long, and DNA analysìs v{as performed by Dr Shannon.
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6.(Chapter5).S'immers,R.N-,Muìley,J'C',Hyland'V'J''Callen'

D.F. and Sutherìand, G.R. 1987C. Mapp'ing the human a -gìob'in gene

complex to l6pl3.2->pter. J. Med' Genet' (In press)'

I carried out and analysed the results of the in situ hybridization'

and wrote those sect'ions of the paper perta'inìng to this.

7.(Chapter4).S'immers,R.N.,Smith,J',Shannon'M'F''Wong'G''

Lopez, 4.F., Baker, E., Suther'land, G'R' and Vadas' H'A' 1987D'

Locaììzatjon of the human G-CSF gene to the region of a breakpoint in

the translocat'ion typical of acute promyelocytic leukaemia' Hum'

Genet. (In Press).

I performed the in siúu hybrid'izations and anaìysed the results, with

assistance from Mrs Baker, and helped write the paper.

8. (Chapter 6). Sutherland, G.R. and Simmers, R'N'

statisticaì association between common fragiìe sìtes and

chromosome breakpoints in cancer celìs. cytogenet. cell

Press).

I provided the experimental resuìts (papers 3 and 4) discussed'in thjs

paper, and discussed the content of the paper with Dr Sutherland'

1987. No

non - random

Genet. (In
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FURTHER LOCALIZATION OF É7ST IT{DICATES THAT THE CHRO]'IOSOIIAI REARRANGEIiIENT

IN EI{ING sARcol'lA D0Es NOT OccUR AT fra(ll)(q23)
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Adelaide Chiìdren's Hospital, King t{il'liam Road,
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sul'll'IARY

A genomic probe homologous to 5.4kb of the c-ets-l gene was hybridized in

sltu to chromosomes expressing fra(11)(q23). This probe hybridized distal

to the fragile site, which is iust distal to the mid-point of band

11q23.3. This result localizes IISJ from the FRAllB locus to 11q24. The

result also distinguishes the FRA118 locus from the site of translocation

at llq23-q24 in the Ewing sarcoma- and peripheral neuroepithelioma-spec'ific

t(ll;22), indicating that the chromosomes of a previously reported pat'ient

heterozygous for fra(lf)(q23) did not rearrange at this fragiìe site to

give rise to Ewing sarcoma. This adds to the mounting evidence against

individual s with frag'ile sites being pred'isposed to developing cancer-
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INTRODUCTION

The retroviraì oncogene v-ets has its human cellular counterparts, c-ets-I

and c-ets-2, ôt two distinct loci: ETSI on chromosome ll and ETSZ on

chromosome 2l (l,f atson et al . 1986) . The ETSI I ocus has been mapped to

bands llq23->q24 using in sftu hybridization (de Taisne et al. 1984). The

region llq23-24 is also involved in many consistent chromosome

rearrangements in cancer, some of which have been found to involve the

proto-oncogene c-eús-1 -

Rearrangements involving this region have been reported for ìymphocytic

smaìl ceTl lymphoma (Yunis et al.1982; Yunis et al. 1984); myelodyspìastic

syndrome (ghyash'iki et aì. 1986; Feder et aì. 1985); Ewing sarcoma (Aurias

et al.1983; Turc-Carel et al.1983), and the peripheral neuroectodermal

tumours, peripheraì neuroepithel ioma (t'lhang-Peng et al . 1984; llhang-Peng et

al. 1986) and Askin tumour (tlhang-Peng et aì. 1986); and an acute leukemia

with a characteristic (4;ll) translocation (Van den Berghe et al. 1979;

Prigogina et al . 1979). Reamangements invo'lving 1lq in all forms of

acute non-ìymphocytic leukemia (ANLL) are most strongìy associated with M4

and M5, especially t45a with poorly differentiated bìast cells, and most of

ttrese rearrangements occur at band q23 (Fourth International Uorkshop

1e84) .

Fragiìe sites are non-staining gaps or breaks at specific points on

chromosomes (Sutherland 1979). The common, or constitutive, fragile sites

occur at frequencies approaching homozygosity (Sutherland and Hecht 1985;

Yunis and Soreng 1984), whereas rare fragiìe sites occur only in some

members of the population. The foìate-sensitive fragile (X) is the only

fragile site associated with a known phenotypic abnormaìity - fragile

(X)-ìinked mental retardation - which is the most corunon cause of inherited

mental retardation (Sutherìand and Hecht 1985). Fra(ll)(q23) is a rare'
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folate-sensitive fragile site locaìized near the distal end of band llq23'3

(sutherland et al. 1983). Fragile sites have recentìy become the subiect

of much discussion regarding their possibìe role as factors predisposing to

cancer (Yunis 1984; Yunis 1983; Le Beau and Rowley 1984; Le Beau 1986)'

one line of evidence for this relationship is a number of patients reported

to carry a particular rare fragile site, and to have a chromosome

rearrangement in their tumor cells with a breakpoint in the same band as

the fragile site (Le Beau 1986; Sessarego et al. 1983; Gollin et al. 1986)'

One patient has been reported to be heterozygous for fra(ll)(qz3) and to

have Ewing sarcoma with the t(ll;22)(q23;qll) in the malignant cells

(Goì I in et al . 1986) .

¡4e have used fra(ll)(q23) as a precise point to obtain more information

about the location of ffSI and to elucidate any possibìe role of th'is

fragile site in the development of cancer-

I'IATERIALS AND IIIETHODS

Chromosomes expressing fra(ll)(q23) (Sutherland et al. 1983) were prepared

by culturing and harvesting lymphocytes from an individuaì heterozygous for

this fragi'le site in t{tl¡l-FA as described (Sutherìand 1979). These were

stored in fixative (rrcthanol:acetic acid, 3:l) until required and then

spread onto microscope sìides.

A c-ets-l probe consisting of a 5.4kb genomic DNA fragment, containing no

repeats, in the plasmid pKH47 (de Taisne et al. 1984) was used' This was

labeled to a specific activity of 4Xl07cpm/ yg with three tritiated

nucleotides and hybridized ln sl'tu to chromosomes expressing fra(tl)(q23)'

as described (Siruners et al. 1986), with denaturation of the chrom'osomes 'in

70% deionized formamide, 2\ SSC, at 700C, pH 7.0 for two minutes and

hybridization of 0.2qln1 probe at 370C. The slides were dipped in Kodak

NTB-2 nuclear research emulsion diluted 2zl with water, exposed for 35
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days, developed and stained. The probe was aìso hybridized to normal male

metaphase and prometaphase chromosomes prepared by the method of Zabel et

al. (1983). These slides were developed sequentially and banded by the

method of Zabel et al. (1983) to assess the ìevel of specific label'ling.

RESULTS

Twenty-five norrnal maìe metaphases developed after 2l days of exposure

showed 28 silver grains over tlq and 140 grains over other chromosomal

regions (p ..tO-S using cumulative Poisson frequencies). Thus the c-ets-l

probe had hybridized specifically at the E75I ìocus'

ZOl4 metaphases from a culture with fra(ll)(q23) expression induced were

scored after 35 days of exposure. The fragile site was expressed in 163

of these metaphases and in 76 of these a siìver grain or grains uras

touching part of the region from llqter to a point equidistant from the

fragile site on the proximal side. 0f these, there were 102 silver grains

distal to the fragiìe site; ll siìver grains proximal; and 8 spanning the

fragile site and touching both or neither of the distal and proximaì

regions. Compared to the random expected distribution of the 113

informative proximal and distal siìver grains (i.e. 561/2 proximaì and 56

l/2 distal), the distribution of proximal and distal grains, with an excess

of grains distal to the fragiìe site, is highly significant (X2 - 73'28;

p<<lO-3¡. This indicates that the region of the EISI locus homoìogous to

the probe is distal to the fragiìe site.
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DISCUSSION

The results show that the region of the fIsI ìocus homologous to the probe

used for in srtu hybridization is distal to the fra(11)(q23) locus

(FRAIIB). There is a smaìl number of grains proximal to the fragile site'

but these may be accounted for by random background and scatter from the

site of hybridization (see simmers et al. 1987 for discussion)- However,

sequences homologous to onìy part of the gene were used for hybridization'

and the possibility of the fragile site occurring within the c-ets-l gene

has not been excluded. Griffin et al. (1986) have sub-localized ETSI to

the region 11q23.3->q24 using a constitutional chromosome rearrangement at

11q23.3. gur results further localize t75I within this region, from FRAllB

to llq24. FRA118 is just distal to the mid-point of band llq23.3 (Fig.z).

Golìin et al. (1987) reported the t(ll;22) in the maìignant cells of a

patient with Ewing sarcoma, who Y{as a heterozygote for fra(ll)(q23)' This

case can be added to a growing body of anecdota'l reports of individuals

with a rare fragi'le site, expressed in chromosomes from normal cells, in

the same band as the site of a rearrEngement in their malignant cells'

These cases involve band llql3 in two patients with tymphocytic small celì

ìymphoma (Yunis 1983; Yunis et al. 1984) and a patient with myelofibrosis

(Sessarego et al. 1983), band 12q13 in a patient with malignant lymphoma

(Yunis 1983), and band 16q22 in 17 of 24 patients with the l'1|4 form of ANLL

(Le Beau 1986; Glover et al. 1986). I'le recentìy showed that the inversion

of chromosome 16 with a breakpoint at band I6q22 in AMHoL does not occur at

the rare fra(16) (q221 locus (FRA16B) (Simmers et al . 1987) ' nor at the

common fragile site locus in the same band (FRA16C) '

Griffin et al. (1986) found the reg'ion of DNA homologous to the same

c-eús-l genomic DNA probe used in our study to be proximal to the

breakpoint at llq23-24 in the specific chromosome rearrangements of two
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Ewing sarcoma and two peripheral neuroepithelioma celì lines' Using

Southern analysis they could not detect rearrangement of c-ets-l by these

translocations for 25kb around the probe in thirteen of such tumor ceìl

lines. Although they could not exclude the possibility that these specific

rearrangements invoìved another part of the ffSJ ìocus, their results and

ours clearly separate the breakpoints from the fragile site locus by at

least the region homoìogous to the probe (Fig-3). Therefore, the

translocation observed in the patient with the t(ll;22) in Ewing sarcoma

(Goììin et at.1986) did not result from breakage and rearrangement at

fra(¡)(q23). gur results aìso exclude the possibility that fra(ll)(q23)

occurs at the ltq23-q24 breakpoint in peripheraì neuroepithelioma, and

suggests that fra(11)(q23) does not occur at this breakpoint in Askin

tumour. Askin tumour cells have a t(ll;22) cytogeneticalìy identicaì to

that in Ewing sarcoma and peripheraì neuroepithelioma.

lllhil st mechani sms for fragi t e sites predi sposing to oncogenìc

translocations other than by breakage directly at the fragile site might be

invoked, they would infer that the fragile site is acting from a distance

and is not involved soìely because of its fragiìity. The results of r'n

situ hybridization using the EfSl locus and fra(11)(q23) (this study), and

the metallothionein locus and fra(16)(q22) (Siruners et al. 1987), show that

the chromosomaì translocations in question in Ewing sarcoma and AMMoL did

not result from breakage at either of these two rare fragile sites. There

are two ìines of circt¡mstantial evidence ìinking fragiìe sites and cancer

breakpoints: the occurnence of these two phenomena in the same chromosome

band, and anecdotal reports of individuals who are heterozygous for a rare

fragile site and have a chromosomal rearrangement in maìignant cells with

one breakpoint in the nearrangement being in the same band as the fragiìe

site. tlhen direct evidence of a true coincidence between a fragile site

and a chromosomal breakpoint has been sought, lt has pointed to these two
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phenomena not being causally related. Equally, there is no evidence of

anyincreaseinmalignantdiseaseinfamiliesinwhichfragilesites
segregate and cancer families have not been found to be segregating for

fragile sites.

There also exists a common fragile site in subband 11q23'3 (Yunis and

Sorenglgs4).Itmaybepresent.onbothchromosomesllinaìl
individuals; no cases of possibìe involvement of this comnon fragile site

in the evolution of cancer have been reported' This fragile site has not

been inc]uded in this study, for these reasons and because of the

difficuìties involved in its induction and detection in large numbers of

metaPhases -

There are a number of other specific chromosome rearrangements with a

breakpoint at band 11q23. The current study provides no further evidence

for the concurrence of fra(ll)(q23) and these breakpoints' although all of

those studied are excluded from the region distal to ETSL' Probes

homoìogous to parts of c-ets-l have been found to hybridize distal to the

breakpoints at llq23 in the t(9;ll )(p22;q23) in ANLL-1"15 (Diaz et al ' 1986)

andthet(a;ll)(qzl;q23)inacuteleukemia(Sacchieta].1984)(see
Fig.3),andnorearrangementofthec-ets-lgenehasbeendetectedusing

Southern analysis in either case- Sacchi et al (1986) found a lower level

of expression of the c-ets-l gene in cells with

indicating that the breakpoint at llq23 may be

reguìatory region of this gene' Rearrangement

c-ets-l has been detected in two other cancers

the t(4;ll) however'

through an 'adjacent

and amPìification of

where band llq23 was

involved in the maìignant karyotype (Rovigatti et al' 1986)'

A tenuous relationship between the tocations of fragile sites and oncogenes

has been observed (Hecht and Sutherland 1984; Yunis and Soreng 1994;

SutherlandandHechtlgss),aìthoughthismayonìyreflectthecloser
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correspondence of locations of fragile sites and cancer breakpoints (Danieì

1986). lle have refined the map position of Ersl and provided further

evidence against any causal relationship between fragile sites and cancer'

The only caveat which needs to be pìaced on our results is that the probe

used was 5.4kb of genomic DNA from within a locus which is probab'ly in

excess of 25kb in ìength (Griffin et al. 1986). It remains possible that

the fragile site couìd be within the oncogene but there is no doubt that

the fragile site and the chromosome breakpoints in Ewing sarcoma'

peripheral neuroepithilioma and probably Askin tumor are not coincidental.
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Fis.2

LEGEND TO FIGURES

Fig.l Metaphase after ìn sftu hybridization showing a silver grain

(large arrow) distal to fra(ll)(q23) (small arrow)'

IdiogramindicatingFRA|lB(arrow)andtheregional]oca]ization

of E75I (bar) determined in this study'

Fig.3 Diagrams of llq showing the linear order of markers (not drawn to

scaìe). (a) FRAllB and the t(ll;22) breakpoint(s) are separated by

atleast5.4kbofDNAhomoìogoustothec.ets.lprobe.(b)The

t(9;lt) in ANLL and the t(4;11) in ALL showed breakpoints proximal

totheregionsofc-ets-lhomologoustothev-etssequencesin

petsBB and

pRD6K.

a 5.7kb genomic sequence homologous to c-ets-1 in
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SUMMARY

The colony stimulating factors regulate growth, differentiation and

function of bìood cells. The effect of granulocyte-coìony stimulat'ing

factor (G-CSF) on myeìoid leukaemias is unique among coìony stimulat'ing

factors in driving the leukaemic cells from a self-renewing maìignant state

to a mature differentiated phenotype with the concomitant loss of

tumourigenicity. This property of G-CSF has led to suggestions that its

absence is responsible for'lack of differentiation of leukaemic cells and

that the therapeutic administration of G-CSF could reverse this defect

resuìting in a cure for leukaemia. Here we show that the gene coding for

human G-csF is ìocalized to chromosome 17, bands qll.2-21' The

translocation of the long arm of chromosome 17 at ql2-21 to chromosome 15

is a Specific abnormality occurring in a high proportion of, if not aì'l'

patients with acute promyeìocytic leukaemia, a disease characterised by

undìfferentiated mye'loid ceìls and dismaì prognosis. Abnormaìities of the

reguìation of a specific differentiation factor gene mediated by a specific

chromosomal rearrangement may be directìy implicated in the pathogenesis of

human leukaemia.
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INTRODUCTION

coìony stimulating factors (csF) are a group of glycoproteins that regulate

the growth, differentiation and function of blood ceìls (l4etcaìf 1977;

Nicola and Vadas 1984; Burgess and l4etcaìf 1980a). Amongst the human CSFs'

the recently cloned granulocyte-coìony stimulating factor (G-CSF) (Nagata

et al. 1986), the active molecule in á species previously referred to as

CSF-ß (Nicola et al. 1985), is characterized by its ability to stimulate

predominantly neutrophil colonies. In contrst to GÌ'I-CSF, G-CSF is fulìy

cross-reactive between mouse and human species in terms of receptor b'inding

and its ability to stimulate the differentiation of neutrophiìs and to

augment their mature ceìl function (Nicoìa et aì. 1985; Lopez et aì. 1983).

G-CSF is unique in that it not onìy promotes the proliferation and

differentiation of progenitor cells into neutrophi'ls (Nicola et al- 1983;

Metcaìf and Nicola 1983) but also stimulates the differentiation of

ìeukaemic cells or leukaemic celì lines (Lotem et al. 1980; Burgess and

Hetcalf 1980b; l4etcalf 1980; Nicola and I'letcalf 1984) to form mature

neutrophils. This effect can be measured by the suppression of

seìf-renewal of myeloid leukaemia stem ceììs in vitro (Hetcaìf 1980) and by

the suppression of leukaemogenicity of myeìoid leukaemic celìs in vivo

(Ichikawa 1970; Fibach and Sachs 1975; Honma et al. 1979; I'letcalf 1982;

Lotem and Sachs l98l). These properties have ìed to the name

.differentiation factor' being used for this activity of G-CSF denoting its

unusual capacity of stinrulating differentiation-

The recent cloning of human G-CSF cDNA has revealed a sing'le gene coding

for a 177 (Nagata et al. 1986) or 180 (Souza et al. 1986) amino acid mature

protein of molecular reight 19,600. Southern hybridization anaìysis

revealed a singìe fragment encoding the G-CSF gene suggesting a single copy
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in the genome. tle have mapped this gene to human chromosome 17 using ín

si tu hybridization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Hybr idization probe

The probe for the G-csF gene was cloned from the TPA 30-l celì line using

an oìigonucleotide probe designed from pubìished sequence data. The fuìl

ìength molecule identical in nucleotide sequence to that pubìished by souza

et aì. (1986) was filled at both ends with EcoRI adaptors and was inserted

in the 5, to 3, orientation into a pXMT2 pìasmid at the XhoI restriction

site. The cgNA probe was nick transìated with three tritiated nucleotides

to a specific activity of 1.7 x 107 cpm/pg'

In situ hybridization

prometaphase and metaphase chromosomes from normal human lymphcoytes with a

karyotype 46,XY were G-banded with trypsin and photographed. The ìabelled

G-CSF gene probe was hybridized rn sftu as described (S'immers et al. 1986)

with denaturation of the chromosomes in 70% de'ion'ized formamide, 2XSSC' at

70.c, pH7.0 for tw.o minutes and hybridization of 0.+ ug/ml probe at 37'C'

The slides were dipped in Kodak NTB-2 nuclear research emulsion diluted 2:l

with water, exposed for 39 days, developed, stained, and the metaphases

relocated. Additional preparations of prometaphase and metaphase

chromosomes were obtained and G-banded after in sftu hybridization using

the previous'ly described methods (Zabel et aì' 1983)'

RESULTS

In situ hybridization of the G-csF probe to human chromosomes (Figure l)

resuìted in 29 (13%) of 226 silver grains over the ìong arm of chromosome

17 in 58 metaphases and prometaphases. This chromosome arm comprises 2% of

the total chromosome length (ISCN 1985). l7q is significantly labeìled
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(p..10-5, using cumulative Poisson probabilities). The majority of grains

were seen over l7qll.2-21, with a peak at l7ql2.

DISCUSS ION

The functional effects of G-CSF on leukaemic cells has led to the

hypothesis that an abnormality in the production of this factor, or of its

receptor, is involved in the ìack of differentiation of some leukaemia

cells, and the capacity of murine and more recently, human leukaemia cells

to differentiate under the influence of G-CSF has suggested considerable

therapeutic potentiaì. Ceìls from patients with acute promyelocytic

leukaemia have been shown to possess a receptor for G-CSF (Nicoìa et al.

1985) and to respond in vitro to cloned G-CSF by differentiating into

mature celìs (,Souza et aì. 1986).

The human acute promyeìocytic leukaemia, or acute non-lymphob'lastic

I eukaemi a-1,|3, i s characteri sti cal ìy associ ated wi th a cytogeneti c

abnormality, a reciprocal translocation with breakpoints on the long arm of

chromosome 17 at band ql2-21 and the ìong arm of chromosome 15 at band q22.

This abnormaìity is present in possibìy all of these patients and is

virtually diagnostic of this condition (Rowìey 1984). Interestingìy'

genetic anaìysis of the 15;17 translocation in leukocytes from a patient

with acute promyelocytic leukaemia (Sheer et al. 1983) has strongly

suggested that the c-fes oncogene is on the part of chromosome 15

translocated to chromosome 17 in this leukaemia.

gur results clearly demonstrate a unique chromosomal location for the G-CSF

gene at 17qll.2-2L, the region of one of the breakpoints in the l5;17

translocation in acute promyelocytic ìeukaemia. Shouìd the translocation

breakpoint coincide with, or be adjacent to the G-CSF gene, a dfsturbance

in its reguìation could explain the lack of ceìluìar differentiation seen
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in this disorder and would provide a rationaìe for the therapeutic

administration of G-CSF.
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LIGEND TO FIGURIS

Fig. I A diagrammatic representation of silver grains scored over

chromosomes l-22, X and Y in 58 metaphases after in situ

hybridization. The combined distribution on the long arm of

chromosome 17 from these 58 and a further 26 metaphases with label

on l7q is aìso shown

Fig.2 Four partiaì metaphases showing a silver grain (arrow) over the

region l7ql2-q2l-1.
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